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Regrettably, formal risk--beq.efit analysis can hardly

be applied to recombinant nucleic acid research, for several

reasons.

First, the term "r'ecomb'lnant molecule r-esear-ch" covers

an extremely broad range of laboratory activities, some of which

have already become commonplace in the lab, some of which go

on in Nature anyway, some of which are so benign as to be

passed over as trfvtal, some of which are unthinkably hazardous,

some of which tax the abilities of accomplished experimentalists,

and some of which can easily be done by undergraduates.

Generalizing is difficult. It may well prove possible to project

the consequences of a particular line of manipulation on a

specified strain; but efforts to make generic decisions by

examining the experiments on a category-by-category basis may

blur certain key otst-ncttons.

Second, the long-term consequences of the various

imaginable experiments' are not at all well understood. 'There

have already been surprises. 'This research tinkers with the very

essence of life-forms. Althouqh we are now beginning to acquire

an understanding of these transmutations, few researchers claim
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to feel as confident of their prognosticative abilities in this

field as they would like. So while we are app'roachinq the stage

of trying to "welqh benefits against hazards", we are still back

at the stage of trying to learn in the first .place what the effects

of these experiments might be. Except for the extreme cases,

we do not know precisely either the possible outcomes of the

experiments or the likelihood of those outcomes. Under such

conditions of ignorance it is almost impossible to fill out a

balance sheet.

Third, the recombinant nucleic acid research has several

features that, especially if viewed together, make it a novel

case. Genetic changes are largely n-reverelble and are passed

on to succeeding generations. With those test organisms that

survive outside of the laboratory, effects may be transmitted.

widely and involuntarily upon the larger public. The very process

of gathering the experimental information required to make a

full appraisal of the situation may in itself bring -hazard.

Fourth, formal risk-.-beneiit analysis finds best application

in policy situations for which the elements of the analysis are

somehow parallel to the elementaj-ontrolhnq th~ real-world
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situation being analyzed: that is, if this variable is increased

or that one clamped down on, the outcome changes. But such is

not neatly the case here. Both the overall schemes and the

detailed techniques of DNA research are now widely disseminated.

The experiments are intellectually intriguing and have been

touted to hold practical promise. Even if the United States by

some heavy-handed action censured all such work and prohibited

recombinant research within its borders, I doubt that the research

would be brought to an end everywhere.

Thus, although I believe that the various exercises

referred to as "r-lsk-c-beneflt analysis II can be illuminating on

activities having defineable, predictable outcomes under control

by public decisionmakers, ! do not believe that the bulk of the

DNA experimentation issues are amenable to such analysis. They

may be someday, but they are not now.

So what approach should we take? I have to start from

the premises that a wide range of experiments is possible and

wHl be extremely tempting to continue, not only here but elsewhere;

that external quidance upon the ~esearch community is legitimate

but must be exerted judiciously.;· ~d that opportunities for bettering

our worldly condition should not be passed up lightly.
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To me this implies, then, that certain key experiments

should be done before others, perhaps under exceedingly

tightly controlled conditions, in order to gauge the variables and

set the: baselines. It implies that physical and biological monitoring

regimes should be established. It implies that voluntary restraint

should be encouraged and sophisticated institutional review

mechanisms be set up. It implies that international discussions

should be pursued. Most of these actions are now being taken.

What is required is that the experimental proposals being

developed and the findings coming out of the laboratories be

subjected to flexible, iterative, ongoing analysis. Broad discussion

is essential.

One' distinctive feature .of most of this research is that

although the primary alterations made by the investigators are

at a molecular level, the overall effect of that alteration may

well be expressed at much higher levels of organization. This

', means that the evaluations must deal not only with molecular

genetics but also with survivabiltty of the test organisms outside

the Iabcratory, with their ability to infect other organisms; with

their ecological proclivities (such" as the adaptability of new

strains of E. coli among the nora of the human gUt), and with
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their pathogenicity. Analyais of these effects extends far beyond

the range or molecular genetics and involves many disciplines.

I see ~s nucleic acid research not as a defined system

amenable to analysis in the way that a transportation network or

a well-charted mine might be, but as an exploration of open and.

uncharted territory with unknown passages, speculative but

uncharted riches, and speculative but uncharted hazards -

territory through which some are already proceeding and will no

doubt bring _back both hitherto unknown riches and unknown

scourges.

For such a territory, formal analysis may not help as

much as appralainq the problems case-by-case and issue-by-issue;

devoting proper attention to the baseline experiments; pacing the

research so that no matter what .the outcomes the public has

time and opportunity to inquire, adjust; and express its preferences;

carrying the issue into international forums; and building in

professional and institutional mechanisms of ongoing review.'
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. LOWRANCE, DEPARTMENT OF
STATE

Dr. LOWRANCE. Thank you.
I am not in any way representing today my new employer, the De

partment of State, but simply speaking for myself as a private citizen
interested in the problems of social risk. There is a risk associated
with being part of the State Department, but I am not speaking for
my employer this morning.

Mr. THORNTON. I think your Department probably deals with risks
which fit into Dr. Wilson's characterization as being those risks which
have an enormous effect in being a large exposure, where the proba
bilities have not been exceedingly high for any particular development
occurring, but the size of exposure at the end demands a great deal
of skill, caution and preparedness,

Dr. LOWRANCE. Also, risk tends to be highly interrelated, and what
one does in one area is related in the most remarkable way sometimes
to something on the other side of the world. .

Mr. THORNTON. Have you found out yet what effect you have by
pulling one particular string as it goes through the maze'

Dr. LoWRANOE. Having been there about 100 days, I still find some
of those, much to my astonishment, in some cases, especially in deal
ing with problems of nuclear power and nuclear proliferation to
which Mr. Wilson referred. Those strings seem to go everywhere.

Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Please proceed. Thank you.
Dr. LoWRANCE. I will touch on a few points in my prepared state

ment, which the other witnesses my not have seen.
Essentially my point is that, although formal risk-benefit analysis

has been useful in the past in looking at well-defined problems, I
agree with Dr. Wilson that formal risk-benefit analysis can hardly
be applied to recombinant DNA research, the subject before the com
mittee this morning.

First, the term "recombinant molecule research" covers an extremely
broad range of laboratory activities. I think that is illusive, in the
beginning. Some of these experiments have gone on a long time; some
we are beginning right now just to envision, and do not know, even the
range of our imagination in this area.

Second, the long-range consequences of the various experiments
are not at all well known. We have been surprised already.

As I said in my testimony, this research tinkers with the very es
sence of life forms. I do think it is novel, in the sense that this goes
very, very deeply, and we are just at the edge of a broad range of
experiments now. We do not know what the possible outcomes might
he, and we don't know the probability of those outcomes. If someone
says to me will I do a R-B analysis, I would say "I will be glad to
do the analysis if you will give me the numbers."

I have shown others on the panel how I would draw a "decision
tree." Here is a branch. On the left branch I draw a branch with
three possible outcomes, and that gives an array of, say, seven final
possibilities, and I would decide what the probabilities are, the utility,
and know which is the most important.
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I will always concede that is a good way to do business-s-if you
can put numbers on all of these branches. That leads to another realm
of discussion.

Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Dr. LOWRANCE. Recombinant DNA r;:·1arch has several features

that viewed together make it a novel ca ,. There are obvious genetic
changes, largely irreversible, passed on' til succeeding generations.
With the test organisms that survive outside the laboratory these
effects may be transmitted widely and involuntarily upon the larger ,
public. The very process of gathering experimental information re
quired to make a full appraisal of the situation may in itself bring
hazard. We don't know the problems of the experiments until we do
the experiments. .

I would say formal risk-benefit analysis finds its best application
in policy-situations in which the elements of the analysis are some
how parallel to the elements under examination in the real world, feel
ing that if you cut back on this variable or increase that. one in your
analysis you can imagine the real world changing in the same
direction.

It seems to me that since in a sense the horse is out of the barn, or
the cat is out of the bag, in this case, we may not have perfect control
over the real-world situation. Although we might make an appraisal
that says we should cut back on this research somehow, I am not sure
we would be able to stop it in the whole world.

My point in the prepared testimony was that even if the United
States in some heavy-handed action censured all work in the world,
and absolutely prohibited recombinant DNA research within its bor
ders, I doubt that research would be brought to an end everywhere else.

So one of my concerns is that we set the right precedent, seize this
opportunity for responsibility, and set baselines.

In summary, I think formal risk-benefit analysis for the moment
iust. fails us with the DNA research. Perhaps 10 years or 20 years
from now, we can do formal 'analysis. For the moment, I think we
need a much more flexible approach involving 'a wide range of people,
not just molecular geneticists but also those concerned with the prob
lems of survivability of these test organisms outside the laboratory,
some of tlLe problems of immunology, fine distinctions among Bub-
species, and so on. "-. .

In conclusion, I see this nucleic acid research not as a defined sys
tem amenable to analysis in the way a transportation network Or
well-charted mine might be, but exploration of open and uncharted
territory with speculative but uncharted riches and speculative hut
uncharted hazards. Some are proceeding- through that territory al
ready. We, don't know what they will bring back: some of the. riches,
and, perhaps, some of the scourges.

My approach would be to encourage society to undertake voluntary
restraint and set up mechanisms of scientific institutional review.
I think the research community has shown in its first few years of
examination a willingness to bring in people from outside the scien
tific community, and a willingness to talk to ethicists, with lawyers,
with people. from the churches, and with all the various public leaders.
I think that should be encouraged. n

.F
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What we need is a flexible, interrelated analysis of the situation.

I don't think one-time risk-benefit analysis serves us in 'this case.
Mr. THORNtoN. Thank you very much.' ,
I want to say that your paper is a very thoughtful presentation.

It contains a, lilt of real philosophical perspective which I deeply ap
preciated as I read it.

In fact, I think that comment holds true with regard to each of
the witnesses this morning. ~ach of you hasbrought to this hearing
not merely the fruits of your expertise in your fields but also a con
cern about the social implications of this important question with
which we are dealing. "

As I listened to your presentation, and read the papers, I was struck
by a point which is, shared in common by each of you, about the
nature of the risk of a catastrophe, "irreversible" I believe is the
word you used, as contrasted with the risk which is predictable, which
isa catastrophe for the people involved-the automobile accidents,
the risks which can have a tremendous impact On individuals, but
which are not likely to constitute a threat to society itself as a whole, as
would for example the risk of war. The risk which alarmed me as
a person of some years earlier age than I am now was the speculation
that the first hydrogen bomb explosion might possibly Ignite the
oceans. If you recall, this was discussed as a significant risk at the time
that the explosion was planned. Some scientists thought the deuterium
in the ocean might be stimulated into a chain reaction and we might
turn our little planet into a brief-lived nova, or something approach
ing that.

I think maybe that is a source of concern about this subject. That is,
assessment of risk involving calculated exposures of lives of people
who are involved in a given activity is one thing; but acceptance of a
risk which without any fault of his own can affect a nonparticipant is
another type of risk. I think each of you has pointed out that this is
a factor that needs careful consideration.

Do you have any comment with regardto what I have said!
Dr. LoWRANCE. That is a quite correct perception.
I did mention in my prepared testimony that one characteristic of

this work is that only a very small percentage of the world actually
engages in the research, and for a very long time only that small per'
centage will have the 'benefit, although in the long term of course we
may see large changes in society from it.

The risks and the benefits are going to be put out as sort of an im
personal g-ood or bad which will go out upon the whole society.

These living organisms know no political or national boundaries. So
even if we are not concerned for our own research, even just thinking
about the global situation, Mr. Chairman, as I said, if we stopped all
this research cold we would still have to worry about what is going
on elsewhere, whether some entrepreneurial laboratory on the other
side of the world decided to engage in these experiments.

Mr. THORNTON. You point out there is some evidence recombinant
DNA transformations of life do occur in nature, at some levels. And
although that is not directed in a laboratory atmosphere, as you point
out it does happen.

Dr. LoWRANCE. As with other risks. ,
Referring to radiation, there is a fair amount of radiation in our

background. We have to learn to live with it and work around it, some-
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how. It is coming in from outer space, or up from the rocks of the
Earth, and so on.

In most areas of serious hazard there is some natural background.
One has to think of that as one goes along.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank-you very much.
Dr. Michael, I am looking forward to your presentation. It is also

a very thoughtful and careful characterization of the problems inher
ent in the area of determining risk-benefit analysis.

I want to ask you first if you would like to have your paper made
part ofthe report verbatim.. .

Dr. MICHAEL. I would appreciate that.
Mr. THORNTON. Without objection that will be done.
I ask you to proceed.
Dr. MICHAEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The biographical sketch and complete statement of Dr. Michael

follows:]
DONALD N. MiCHAEL

Dr. Donald N.Michaelwasborn in Chicago in 1923. He is a acetal psychologist
with a background in the physieal sciences, and was educated at Harvard and the
University of Chicago. Throughout his professional career he has eombfned his
interest in the physical and the social sciences. After' receiving his Ph. D. from
Harvard' he taught at Boston University and did research on teaehlng from au
diovisualaids. IU.1953 he joined the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff as Staff SocialScientist. One year later he became Advisor
on Attitude Research on National Science Policy for the National Science Foun
dation. From 1956 to 1959. he was Senior Research Associate with the research
firm, of Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, Oonn., where he did extensive
work on, civil .defense problems; Jrrom 1959 to 1961 .he was senior staff member
of the Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C. There he directed a study for
the National Aeronautics and" Space Administration on "the, social. implications
of peaceful space activities. Subsequently, he was Directorof the Peace Research
Institute in Washiniton"D.c.;, later a Resldent B'ellow of the Institute for Policy
Studies there. Presently he is Professor of Psychology, Professor of, Planning and
Public Policy, 'and a Program Director in the Denter for Research on Utilization
of Scientific Knowledge, Institute, for Social Research, at.the University of Mich,.
Igan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Dr. Michael has been a conaultant to UNESCO and the Committee, on Disaster
Studies of the National- Research Council. He was chairman of the Committee

on Psychologlcal Problems of Long-Range Planning- of the Society for the Psy
chological Study of Social Issues, and a member of' the 'ad 'hoc Committee on
Youth Serviees, Childrens Bureau of the Department of Health, Bducatlon, and
Welfare. He was a member ct.tnecommtsston to.Studr the Organization of Peace
and of,two of the task, forces of the Commission on the Year 2000. He is a member
of the Club of Rome.

He has published many professional papers, essays, and reports on practical
and theoretical problems having to do with man's ability to adjust to the-social
and psychological changes which rapidly changing technology produces. .Among
these are -the Brookings InstitJution publication, "Proposed Studies on the Impfl
cations of Peaceful Space Activities for Human Affairs," and "Cybernation: the
Silent Conquest," published by the fund for the Republic's Center for 'the Study
of Democratic Institutions at Santa Barbara. His book, "The Next Generation:
Prospects Ahead for the Youth of Today and Tomorrow," was published in 1965
and also published in a French translation. "The Unprepared Society: Planning
for a Precarious Future," was published in 1968 and later in Swedish and Korean
translations. His most recent book, published in 1973, is "On Learning to Plan-e
and Planning..to Learn: The Social Psychology of Ohanging Toward Future
Responsive Societal Learning,"

He is a Fellow of the American Assoeiation'for the Advancement of Setence,
the American Psychological Association, and the Society for the Psychological
g'1m.dy of Social Issues. He has been a member of the Federation of American
Scientists. the Cosmos Club, the New York Academy of Sciences,and the. Society
of Sigma Xi.
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Risk Benefit Analysis In a Turbulent Soc ie tv

Donald N. Ml'chael*
5'May 19-77

>-"':.i' ,,'... '-, '.'" . :. -:', _ n::._,':_"'!_ -
Certain sO'ci.etal ctrcues eences have converged In 'an' intense', almost

deepe rete , sea chfor means to repr-esent the anticipated trade affs between
risksandbenef ts from the utilizationof-newscientific'.knowledge or tech-"
oology. Lbeg nwt th some of these c l rcums.tencea beceuse they both ene tq lze
the search for and use of ri sk benefi t measures and lim! t -the l r vel l di ty and
use fulness ,

The first circumstance is that of-enormous and increas'ing complexity.
This is compounded of the impact potency of t echnoloqv and the ever closer
coupling of all human activities regardless of their location, .l n geographic
space or future time. The result is', in Garrett Harden's phrase, thatv'you
can I t 'do' just one th i ng .'.' Everyth iog affects everv th log.

The second circumstance is the growing awar~ness, at least among but
not limited to those creating or guiding society, of this kind of complexity and
of the n~edtorespond appropriately to its exigencies. These people in-
clude both the creators ,and the critics of the state of society. Its knowt-
e~ge and techno logi e s , and its modes and means for eva Iuati ng soc i a I acti ens
--such as risk/benefit (R/B) analysis--and for regulating them.

The thi rd ctrccns tence isincreasedse'nsl t l vi ty to the se lect l ve manner
in which technological ,impacts distribute their,costs and benefits among those
who differ in socio-economic status, .qeoqt-aph t c location, and stage of life
development~~and this, includes the life of futuregeneratJons. Coupled with
this sensitivityisa growing acknowledgement that a better qu,~fitY'of,life

requires better quantitative me-a~ures like RIB analysis and anemphas,i,s 'on,non
economic, non-me te rt etre t t c , ncn-quan t l fl able aspects of the humanconditi()n.

The last c! rcwns t ance is aeunmarlon of the other three;' The c l cs e "
coupling of t s ccl e ty (Including especially its el abor-ate communlcat l cn system)
and.the ccncernwt.th the consequences of new knowledge and new' technology'
l ntens l fiesandfacil i t at.es efforts bv-unceres ted parrtes to influence the
defiriitlbn'bf,'the issues, the means fo rieval uet.lnq them, and the policies
and 'act ions .p r-oposed in 'I iqht tof the eva 1uati ons •

l t.t.l s in th lsrccn text that risk/benefit analysis, displays its potential
strengths 'and weaknesses forcontributing"toenlightened dec.ision making and
action taking. I beql n wl th-Lts inadequacies because itisin the light of
these that ,its usefulness can beassessed~ .

*Professcir of-,P:lann'ing'ahd:Public Policy" Profes sor-of Psychology,
ProgramOirectcir, -center -fcr Research 'on Uti I i zat'lon of Scientific Knowledge.
Institute for Social Research, The Unt ve r-sl ty of ~fchigan.
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R/Banalysis engenders among its users a pseudo-reality which encourages and
sustains the belief that what has-been measured has been'doilesowith ere-
cl sion and 'discrimination both as to concept and content. It al so 'encourages
an acceptance that the world can be clearly and correctly represented by such
numbers. Hor-eove r , the use of such indices, cor-relations j e t c i vdepend on
aggregatino vast amounts of lnfonnation., Such aggrega:ted representations of
reality, by the ve rv-q r l p on complexity they seem to prcvi de , discourage keep
lng in mind the fec t and flux of ccnotext rv,

Caveats not withstanding, RIB analysis encourages discussion as ifal
aspects had been considered, as jf the analysis dealt with everything rele
vant. Of particular importance the calculation-of probabilitiesmakes i,t
seem as if all contingencies had been anticipated l ncludlnq the unlikely ones.
What cerr-u be included however, are the unthought ofreven tual l tles that always
arise in complex real life"

The dependence on da t aian d numbers 'conveys an unmerited value-free,
objective image of RIB measures. But any calculations accomplished wlth
limited time, money, and management competence means that trade,offs and
compromises must be made' regarding what issues are deemed important~ what time
pe r-spec t l ves wi 1,1 bound the study, what data can be col lected,what di sci pI l nee
and mechcda-e re presumed useful, and what conclusions will be credible,.to',the
sponsor. The study then is never the whol e v pl c tu re because within its CMn
terms not eve rv tnlnq can be done and because any study that must restrict
itself to quan tl ta tlve analysis cannot deal with much of what cornprls e tt he
risks and benefits to' humans-.,.the flux of values, norms, aesthetic, 'spiritual,
and such considerations that give direction and meaning to those activities
that we can measure and describe with numbers. Indeed the very ques tlcn of
what ,constitutes a rls k-c r- benefit should depend on the. characteristics
of persons or groups and not.ion the par tlcu l a rtbelle f s or preferences of
thosed6ing the analysis. But not all that ls .lmpor ten t for those at risk
or benefit is 'expressible by them. The methods available to learn what
they hope and fear cannot always elicit that information. And-some crucially
important feelings and understandings just cent t be put in words. And even
if the information were available, time and money may preclude acquiring
and us ing it. 1

These limitations along with the ear l Iert des c r i bed societal context,
can enhance the special usefulness of risk benefit analysis.

By the very attention the analysis must bestow on the interactive
aspects of the issue RIB helps emphasize the systemic nature of the' issue
and whatever-means are contrived for dealing with it.

By its efforts to define carefu\lyand gather data, in order to
clarify anti cedent arid consequent aspects. of the issue, RIB analysis helps
legitimate a norm for stakeholders to interpret and reason carefully and
deliberately. Thernethods need not preclude passion from the subsequent
dialogue about the sufficiency and 'implications of the ana Ivs ls-bu ttt hey
do encourage on the participants to advance passionately held concerns
through careful reasoning. 2 ' ..
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The risk RIB carries of overconcretlzlng the flux of societal complex
ity and of reducing a sense of its endless chains of interaction is also a
benefit in that it provtdesia focus on some of the issues. It is a vehicle
for encourag ln9. d j a 109ue and engagemen t , but one that .ca r-r i 85 both the
virtue and dangers that inhere in all powerful symbols.

In sum. the chiefiirtue of RIB analysis is a pedagogical one of
sharpening the Issues and thereby al e r tlng the interested parties to those
questions about risks and benefits that RIB analysis canlt deal with. It
provid~s the background against which it is clearer what and who haven!t
been considered and what aspects are' important that cent t be measured.

These .asse ts and liabilities are heightened when-R/B,is.applied to
biology-based applications and especlally to recombinant DNA. First and
foremost is the Intractable task of calculating the implications of potential
ii"reversibilities in humans and the ecosystem. With l l vl ng systems_stoping
de Ie t e r lous inputs of I i vi ng -th i ngs does not guarantee eventua I recovery
from damage: the ecosystem may have been irremediably al t e red-r-Lnc l udlnq
its human membership. With recombinant DNA the problem of estimating either
first order risks or the risky second order consequences of benef i t s-r-
is compounded. That. is if thedeleter ous agent is accidently introduced
its impact may not be detectable or t aceable until its ecosystem impact
is well along in 'time or space.

Second, whether deliberately or accidently introduced, our knowledge
of ecosystem!c interactions is too limited to state with certainty and
inclusiveness what aspects are likely to be affected.3

Third,the extent-of problematicalness in this area seems greater than
usual. This is evidenced by the intense arguments In the knowledgable
scientific community over what to measure and why in order to determine the
probability of risk or benefit as wel l as over the probabilities themselves.
And th~y also argue over how severe or beneficial are Ilkelytobe the out
comes.

Another unmeasurable risk in the recombinant DNA case has to do
with reliability of the human factor in s uccess full v maintaining laboratory
security. We know that alertness falls off .tn the absence of .tbreetentna
situations. It1s as if pecp le act on the premise that, "Since'nothing has
gone wrong, nothing will go wron q;" We know too that alertness and pre
cision of behavIor depend on mental health. Yet not all custodial help,
graduat.e students, andsenior researchers will be mentally healthy. We
know that the chances of something going wrong-will be a function of the
number of laboratories involved in the activities. Yet there is no way to
know how many laboratorieS there will be. And we know that ,security depends
on the sufficiency of control standards to which personnel are supposed to
subscribe. On none of these do we have sufficient data or theory to
ca l cul a te- r i aks , Yet such factors singly or in combination can make a pro
found difference. Human er rcr Ys thelc rl ti ca l factor over and over again
as the recent horrendous tragedy at Tenerief Airport exemplifies,
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Risk calculation In the case of recombinant DNA is comparatively
more problematic because of the potential for world-wide con sequences ,
This means that less than a world-wide process of decision ma~ing and
regulation is at the wron'g scale to give reasonable assurances that risks
calculated on the basis of a local or national set of control assumptions
wi 11' be: an adequate basis against which to balance off the hoped For beneflt s ,

Lastly, benefits will depend on what future societies will need and
want. Ours and indeed the world is in a turbulent process of radically
re-evaluating end t rans fcrmlnq needs' and wants and the very criteria for
assessing and attaining them. This turbulerit process is hardly' understood;
hence no adequate modalstexls t; for representing it much less on which to
base calculations .rel evant for the actual victims or beneficiaries.

Where does this leave us? A\l too briefly and with due respect for
your prior appreciation of the situation, I propose the following. Use
RIB to sharpen the l s.sues r both' those dealt with and those that need to
be but e rent r , _Treat all RIB analyses as subtly and importantly value
biased. Therefore insist on multiple assessments. , Encourage multiple
participation inevaluati.on of the assessments. Recognize that we face a
profound necessity to invent new ways to decide these issues that transcend
in their ethics and potential impact the norms and procedures that we bring

from a less compj ex.Iess closely-coupled, less participative world. Recognize
too that we need to invent new. ways and norms for decidirigwho deci des who
decides these things.5 Above all, recognize that we wi 11 have to learn what
to do and how to do it. We must become a learning society that knows it
doesn t t know and that knows, too, that all its institutions, norms , and
values wi 11 need to be reassessed for the risks and benefi'tsattached to
holding to them or transfOrming them. 6
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FOOTNOTES

I. "The epp rcaches referred to as "r l sk-benefl t analysis' try'to ql.lantify
as many variables as possible and then calculate the balance or optimum
for the situation. No matter what assumptions they embrace, SI,jC~ analyses
are still at best comparisons of incommensurables--deaths and dollars,
tumors and kilowatt-hol.lfs--and can hardly place proper values on integrity
of community, personal brief, missed opportunity, beauty of sl.lrroundings,
or the prevlouanes s of the human hereditary material •••• In practice so
(Clf, risk-benefit analyses have been used mostly as background Information.
The art is so primitive that in debates, differing- analyses can simply be
played off against each other," William W. Lowrance. Of acceptable risk:
Science and the determination of safety. los Altos, Calif.: Kaufmann,
tnc; , 1976. P. 99

2. This observation is meant to apply to the contending scientist participants
as wei' as others.

3. "anvt rcnmente l science,today, is unable to match the needs of society
for definitive information, predictive cepeblli ty., and the analysis of
environmental systems as systems. Because existing data and current
theoretical models are inadequate, environmental science remains unable
in virtually all areas of application to offer more than qualitative
interpretations or suggestions of environmental change that may occur
in response to specific acttcns ," National Science Board/National Science
Foundation. Environmental Science, 1971,p. viii.

'to Of special relevance to th'is last point it would Seem that one risk
worth attending to wi J I be that to the future of biological research
If there should be a severe accidental consequence from recombinant DNA
research.

5. In this regard see my IIWho decides who decides: Some dilemmas and other
hopes." To be publ lsned In Stich, Stephen, & Jackson. The recombinant
DNA debate. Ann Arbor; University 'of Michigan Press,' 1977.

6. I am specl fical Iv referring here to such questions as freedom of inquiry,
the priority of eccnomt c efftc.lencv , and the pl ace of public participation
in esoteric issues.

e
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Who Decides Who becides:
sOme DilclIlll<lS and Other Hopes

Donald N. Michael*
December 1970

After carefully considering the situation. one per-t.of a COlmlUnfty

seeks to' undertake a scienUfic activity. in which it has ·deeply vested

interests. that will put another part or tile comnunity at a problematic

risk for what are believed by the proponents of the activity to be

socfa"n,i worthy reasons. Who. on what basis. decides whether the action

is permiss'ab"e? And' Who decides who decides when circumstances are sufficientlY

unconventional to raise ',questions about the procedures and legitimacy of

conventional decision making structures and personalities? Indeed. who

decides that circumstances are SUfficiently unconventional tomer1t M!!

decision making procedures andpartitipants? We a,re faced bere-wtth what

seems'1fke en infinite regress. the result of many circumstances but

especially tne result of the dissolution of an accepted set of values

about the good and the right and the processes for establishing and mafn~

taining' the~~including norms regarding who decides who dec1desabout what.

ThiS dissolution i's'importantly but not exclusively a result of science and

its powerful technologies and of the influence of scientists themselves,

sOllIe of whose words have helped define and extend the confl ieting and

transforming ncreatf ve Issues burdening this society. nrts world •. Because

of the pervasive a~d ambivalent role science and technology play 1n our

lives _.n:1lllJortant consequence of this. dissolution of shared nOrllls and,valuesl

and of the decision making procedures that represent and reinforce them.

bas be~n to focus a variety of disparate concerns on the conduct and

consequences of scientific research, ..
*f'rof(!s:;,or of I"lur.ning end Public'Policy. School O"fNatural Resourcesv

Professor of Psy(;hololJY.,Sch~ol of literature. Science and the Arts, Program
OirP.ctol"'. Center for Research on Utilization o-f SC1£:ntiflc Kno\~ledgc. Institute
for So~~.\l nescarcn, Untvcrstty (Jf:U1chigan.
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In this chapter r shall use tlu~:,questioll of~lho should decide whether

to lllldertakerecombinan~DNA research in a publicly sUPlJorted"un1vN"sity

to fl1uninate SOr.1C especrs of the iJiCrea.siI191y'press1n9Prob~enl facin9'

this. society: what persons and procedures should eetemtne whether. to

undertake publicly supported eseter-tc science that is potential Jy:'hazardous1

The rccombinanlOOA is';ue is aprototypecif things"to corre,espe~~~l1Y in

reseereh condui::ted in the biological arldpossibly in thesOCfa,lsci~'es.-

The Universftyof MiChfgan. as a pUblicly supported institut10n has an

obligation to serve the public interest: it 15 .a prime example of that.

large variety, of organizations whose very extstence depends on d.irec,t or

indirect support fromtunds' 'produced th'rough taxes. Bopeful'ly,' we.cen

understand be~ter the "nature ofthk'g~neralcproblem we:face by r~latfng

its abstract aspects to a real~life example. T~is I shall try to do by

alternating between abst.ract expfcrat.ton cf the problem,and attent1onto,

aspects of the untverst ty of J4ichigan 'experience, that give,'substance toit.1 ..

.A ecnvenrteoet response to the questions raised at the beginning 0'-'

this chapter would be 'that the dec1s'ion, being based on esoter:lc;knoWledge ..

and intentions and being'undertaken at least in part for.t~e public'good.

should be decided by sctentts ts involved and by the nelevant i1dmtnlslrator~

(in thts. ease, those of the University). probably,with occasions provid'ed

for CORlit and suggestion from the cOIIJIlunilj at, large. But when an is'

said and done the decision should be nwde by the conventional decislon

making s"d"uctur,! \'<'!lich, n'is preslllicd, hes. the'best 'tnterests of ail parties

at heart. Tili's 1~'es~eciallY so in cas~s OfsC1entific .reseercn' because

disinterested good will'canbecxpected to prevail and,new knowledge can
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be expected tc oidvance,hullIan 1relfarc. rurthet1oore, all that could reasonably

be done wouldbC., tc etntnf ze the risks. but ris~is p",rt of life and-"j "',. --, ,-,',",,' .... ..
part of the co~tOf gaining new knowledge ~r_om \JI'h1ch humnnki ndultimately

will bcncftt.

An alternative response. the one that undergirds the qu~~tions that

glvc cogency to th~~hapter. and onc that seems to be subscribed to"by

growing Ilumb~rs_of, lay cf ttzeus , would, arg~e that: ~Ihatever level of ris~

ts involved, those,whom1ght be victims should it beCOIOO factshouldhave

a fon~al part in ~eCiding wheth~r ~Rd under uhaic1rc\lPstances to accept

the risks.

The argument continues: Given the natu~Of recom~inant D:4A research~

1n principle. all citizens of the ~rld should have a.part since th~ con

sequences of accidental leaks of material from laboratories conducting that

research~ould_wcll beworld·wide in scope. At a minimum. aCcOrding to

.this argument, thccOIlJ1lunity 'immediately :iurrounJing tnt: research environment

(in this cese , Ann Arbor, /'11cIl1gan) should be directly iflvolvcd 1n

decidiry whether the Univel'say should undertake such -reseereh, ccrta,1nly

when the. research is sUPP,orted, by public funds end conducted in a pubHcally

fUfld~d or~a~izi'ition.

TO,c~,t~.er,app:ed~tet~e_ar9utrentfOr tbtapostt ton and the dil~llInas

and difficulties' thatarfse:in attempting to transform the general logical

or ethical case into"operational terms .~t 15 useful to be more spectf'tc

about the nature of the risks., thesselves in the recollDtnantONA case,

two t,Vp!'!s of risks have been delineated: process risk.artdp!"odud

risks. Process riSkS pertain to the consequences of acclde~tal dlsse~natfo~,
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Of, reseercn.substences into tbe cnv.iron~nt outside the 1.abcretory": ,Product

r-isks pertain, to the consequences of, del iberate dt::.scminatioll, in~o.the

env.ironment ~cyol1d the laboratory of the, products finally produced from

the research effort. The arguments fer- and against recombinant DNA,.

research revolve around both of these risks. III the case of product risks

the i1r9umeilt~have to;dO 11ith whetiler the hoped for but ,tlndc'mon'strated
" ,',"

benefits of. such research wl1l outweigh the feared and I.InknO',m costs ..

The costs areunkno.m in part because of our ignorance concerning inter

actions of thes~ileW~-;'Chi'~.er'i'~.1I 1tfe fQnns ""'ith n~tur.al ~i~e~onns and'

in part because such research carries the potential for irreversibly
. . . 2 .. •• .••. •...

changing ntm~n life itself. This enormously complex issue generates

problems that go far 'beyond the'costs and benefits~f more conventional

technolcqtes , bat it .ts not the topic of this c.ila'Pter cxc(:p~ to 'observe

that ~licfs about the long, run balance of. crccuct cos ts' and benefits

,probably influence 'feelings about the degree to which process 'risks should

be accepted tn the short run.

Arguments about process risks have to,.do with hO\-1 perfectly the

~4borator,~es and their biOlogical contents can,' in:pra~ticci 'be insulated

from the cOllJIIUnity which surrounds them and \~hether. if such subatences

were leaked into the 1ar:ge,r, environment. they could be, expected -to have

deleterious impacts. Tile escteetc Issues 'of biology end ot"probability

calculatio~s i~yolYed in such an assessr.~~t are not the,to~ic of this

ChaPt~~.e~ther~ beyond observing that it. is, generally concecded that:

(l) extant p)"()bi.bllity calcula ttonsaasuee i4cal.'pcrformartc~:Sbyan
eeseercners lIr;d other professiofl.ll and nonprufcssioria1"SL<1ff easce tated, , ,..., • 1.
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with the laboratories and'that such perfection caullot be expected to prevail

given human fallibility and -the unintentional 'fncvitabi,l1ty that, sooner

or late'r, some eTOOtionally di'sturbed personts) will be involved in these

Ict1vit1e-s; (2) we really don't know what the, consequences would be of

accidental leakage into the environment because we don't :know what products

would be jeaked and we don't know what· knowledge and ignorance about the

environment would be involved 1n coping with ,thatleak;3 and (3) as can

now be calculated, if one disregards human fallibility it looks like the

odds of accidental dissemination from.!. specific installation are very.

very small. In sum, -there are legit11Mtequestions about just how small

those odds would be in· II real life ll and there are veryser,iou5 unanswered

questions about the consequences,of those low probability events if they

should occur. The consequences could be ~nonoous .end heretn qtes a major

area of concern'for both scientists endncnsctenttsts alike.

It remains to be observed that even if the likelihood of leakage is

small. history amply evidences that, ~rare~ accidents do. in-fact. happen.4

for all these reasons some in the University and sone in the larger Ann,

o Arbor cOII'Inunit,ysaw a co~el1in9 need to f-ace the question of whether or

not to undertake the 'research.

Given the problematic ~ature of the risks associated with esoteric

research, very difficult operational issues will attend efforts to evolVe

and 1mpl~nent 'new deCision making procedures that include the larger

cceomunity in decisions about undertaking the research. To further eppre..

ciate the nature of the task it will be· useful to review s~ of the-seurces

of diScontent with and repudiation Qf conventi~ol decision"making proceduresi based
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on'exp,cr'tise- and duly constituted authority, and of the eonventionaloverridin9!

priorttyassfgned to freedom of inquiry. The four sources examined here

are not the only ones but they espetially well illustrate tbe. extraordinari

ness and the complexftyof the decision making task with which -scientlfic

endeaV'Ol"slike reCOmbinllnt DNA. research now burden our. changing society.

In the' first place there is growing-subscription to the ideological

and PsYchological virtues of direct or at least ,less' indirect citizen

partiCipation in decisionnialdng. TileideologicalargUlaent assertsthdt

such participlltionis a right of any person or grollP thatillightsu.ffer

the ccnsecuerrcescf unilateral decisions made by a fOJ1l1alorganizatlon.

PsychologicallY. ltisilrguedthat decisions can be 'Improved and

consensus and a sense of COli'mUn'ity enhanced1f the recipient publics

participate" in thefo~nulat1onof the questions and thedestgn of solutlons

to them. In this way both the probl~ and the solution become"the1~sM: .

TheY understand' the ,'tasks 'and problems .tnvcf ved in, defining and ill"Plefilenting

the decision'and thereby:they experience a deeper sensenf resPQnsibil1~

toward and'collJllitment'to the decisiOn. In ~dditiorh and Of centre l.

importance herel"parUcip~'t1~n provides the ccces ton for" recogni.zing.for

discovei"1nij. ethical 1ssues~By itself pert tctpat.ton does not resolve them.

But i tdoesprovide the occ~sion for creating I ~or Ieamtnq.new, ethical

norms~- And the situation we, face is in every: respect one we shall have to

Ieern about and Ieern what to dOabout--as I shall emphasize througllout

thl 5 chapter.

Asecond source of pressure for new -decision maldng~:rac.tices, is

a growillg cllallenge to th'e auto~orny gene;aiw accorded" to s,c:ienUfie
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research and to the very high priority .ess tcned tc it 'in this soc'iety.

The challenge rcvctves.cspcc fe'lty but not exclu<;;ivclJ'aro\ii'id 'questions ..

of autofl?my end priority' whcn\l;c research' ts iUilported "by vublic fUnd~;'

SillR,if1f.:antly, these che f Ienccs ccue not onJy from lay opinion leaders

but also from vocal and eccrsct tshed sc tenttsts . Increasingly, questions

are asked ~bOutwhat research should the PUblic pay fer (i.e •• what

research contributes tathe public weal} and under what circumstances is

scientific research. its,methods. and, resultant tecnoctcctes appropriate

for seektna ensaers to or dealing with the--P,roblems and pOSSibilities

of the !lw/1an condition. There seems to be a Substantial perhaps growing

anti-tcchnologyundercurrentthat. while by no ueens exc'lus tvety correlated

with emphasis on citizen per-tf ctpatton, may, etten found in close ideolog,i,cal

association. 5

A third 'challenge to the conventional sects ten r.::d:iIi9 processes espres-,

SC$ itself in pervasive q\lesttoning oft!le,lcgiti~lCIcY of e:dsUn'g orlJaniza- ,

tions: that is the vulidity of their en.titlChcnt-tomake decisions,affecting

those outside the organization and of the proc~ss~s ~y wh~ch they do so. fhe

questioning'_ includes- re-exentnet.tcn .cf convent.tone 1 defini,tfon5 ,.of--what _con

stitutes competency to make SUch decisions. Throughout society there is much

distrust oflargcorganizatfons. Since scientists are mainly associated with

large organizations. this contributes to rejection of the ima9~of scientist~

as Dlotivated exctustvetr by a disinterested covetton to trnth, Reject.ten of

tnls image is strengthened l>y gt'Ollillg recognition thatir;t(:nse cOlllp(>tition

among sctentt 5t$.- plus heavy dependency an' publ it fundinlJ of scienti fic

research by the illstituti~ms supp,:;rtingthc sctcnt ts ts , resuj t f n dp.eply
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vested lIlutu.::al tnterests-vtnterests. reflected 'in decisions which often are

not the same as those ~Ihich "'9~'d seem right to-the pubHcsuhopay the

bills and sustain the risks.

'The fourth faC~Clrthat exacerbates all the others andespecJally

chaHengesconventionalauthority" ariddecbion milking processes. is

widening recogni'tion that sc tencefs nct-ethtcal ly-neutre.t and. thereby.

that dects tcns regardillg"scieilce an'd techilologycannot be made- 'exclusively

in terms ot'sdentific and technical argumentS: even though these must be

critical cont'ribut'ions fo'the decisions.6 IncvitablYi the-scientific and

technical factsa-rid' dataiJIl"C incomplete. especlaHyin new ereas (such as.

recombinant DNA research). What' is ecre, tile avat'lebte-fects. and data

result from ear-lier-' decisions about what ner-ited most attention ~andWhat

could be 'learned with available time and money, As'such. the available

.facts and data are expressionsot' 'the value' judgments (orblases) of

thQsewho ccj lected and those who funded the collection of the data ;: Such

judgnents necessar-tl y go beyond purelylogi cal.technical.-i ssues-tntc

realms of political feasibility;.'Elsthetic ncms , rightness; and goodnes_s.

Allof these 'consi~erations were part of tftelocal and national

6ialoguewMch informed the University· of Michtgaflexperience~ ~ly informal

canvasing of the'motives and expectations _of-those n~re Or less directly

tnvcrvee indicated that the Forumsi the' most expl tc'[t and dramatic _invitatton

for. the~tliliversi~Y an~'Ann'ArbOr,COll1\ltlnity engagCI~lC!l1t;. were seen as

var,iol!slyas: .rere ritual; or: building anew consctovsneas about the'

re la rtcnshtp of, publicly, SU1J].1Qrtcd insti tut ional research- arid'tlle_- surrounding

conJ:l~lity.o:r 11>$ a "laboratory" for dc,velupin9"e~1 means; forlmhersity.

cOIlflumfty decision. maid "9. 01\ Iy a minority argued that Alln "rhor
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cHizcns should have a; formal part 1n decision making about.whether to

undertake moderate risk recombinilnt DNA research. the "duly constituted

authoritYNposition was the dominant one within the Unlver~1ty. However,

the University aministration and the scientists pro~~nents for, the research

recognized the need for an tnforr.~dcClIlJlltJllHY andt,hat theUoi\lcrsit~

might benefit from cOlllllUnity advice: the administration had ,established

COlIlllittee B much earlier and .the administration and the Senaw Assem·

bly financially supported the Forums. ~d SOllie recOlJlR'lC!ndations in COOIllittee

S's report urgedcolTlnunit,Y representation1n the governanceo~recombinant

DNA research: citizen members on the research monitoring cpl1lllfttee and

on a proposed floversight coeef ttee;" Hembership On these follow~on

cOl1Jllittees rather than a part in deciding whether there should be research

at all was, then, the University's not unconventional response to this

unconventional problem. This expressed. surely. the conventional reluctance

of those with the power to make decisions to diffusethe'lrperogative'.

But there was.encttter consideration that preoccupied many and will contin~

to as the .dectaton challenge reoccurs: protec t.ton cf . the freedom of inquiry.

]t isa.bastc belief of most University faculty members and. indeed.

ofeducatedp.eople everywhere in the West that freedom of inqui rymlJst

not be'constrained in any arbitrary manner,especially not by persons

outside of the community·ofpeers associated with the inquiry. It is.

however. an increasingly: challenged bel tef , bothby.solOO~who well

understand its centrality for conventional definitions of an open society

and by others ncre preoccupted with other: ~riorities.J gesearch in the

biological end.sec tat sciences has added new intensity to the challenge.
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F~om this perspective, if the Un1v~rslty were to forefit. through citizen

involvement. its exclusive right (wl~hin NIH regulations) to detennine

whether recombinant OOA research should. be- undertaken. it would ve.ry

,1. Jikel.)' bee,stab1ishin~a precedent not onlyw.ith regard to f~dom of

inquiry tn this area, buttn any~~her area of, tile natural, or social

seteecea ehere members o{,the"colllllunity could argue that, they were be1ng

put at physical or emo,tional risk by the research process ftself 'or its

. possible products'. Given ch,mgesin attitudes toward science. partfctpa

t1,qn. and decision making. reviewed eerj ter-, sue,h,a. precedent would pro

foundly dbr.uPtthe-elaborate and subtlemechanhlllS that IOOtiv.ate 'and

guide ,sc1;nce and sY,s.telllatfc inquiry. in aeneret, " Con$eque~ces wou.l,d be as

tlnpredktable and possibly as societally catastrophic as .thcse feared from

the DNA research itself. However. some would argue (myselfincluded)

that the v,eryfact of ~rwin9 challenges to the ethic of freed0!fl of

inquiry ~nd,toitsmaintenance through ~duly constituted authority~R

make, it all thenorenecessa.ryto~eginnow to dtsccver new ways,that

1I.19ht reconcile ,~he ,demands for participation ,~y.;those,putatively at

risk ,with demands for protect'[onof freedom of inquiry, 60th deman~s carr¥

very heavy: costs as wel1'as ~erY9.N!at ben~fits: it is the re.cogniti on .

of these and the need. therefore. ,fora new overarching ethic ,that endowed

therecombinantOH~,researchdecisjO~ flI5lklng tssue with both symbol1c

potencY and unique ,'potential for, i,nitiati.ng learning about what such an

ethic might be, andhow it might express aself tn .decision making about

such activities, It is going. to taketiD~·and~h eKPerien~eto learn

what va'lues end.techntques wcrk end the hour: is already latc,'Uhat then

93~481 O~"77 ~ 52
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are problcllis needing new solutions. tn order to agr~e and to' ,'act uponliwho

decides who decides?"

The first question we touldask 1s: "Whatis the approp'r1~tegeOgrc1Phic
. ..

and ten-poral scale from which to draw the' OOels'ion makers?" Wi th chimeric ..

"biological llI11terfhsi,t isi!tiposslble to' antkfp~te ~ow wide,;.spread w'n1
8 . ••.. .

be the ccnseqeueces for natural life fonns. Therefore the appropriate

decision maker,pool would seem to 'include the whole world as well'as
, .,', :':'" ».

future· aererertcns since everyone, espeCially future .generations, may

~,e the del ibera'teor-'inadver'terit,benefic1aries and/orcasualtiesof this'

reseercn, Butth~re'-is no s'uch'\iOrl,dlevef:deciSion making tapabiH't,y,

too initial,.examination',o( the risks in recombinant Dr~A'r'esearch. undertaken

byinvolvedscien,tists during aself':"imposed mOratorium. is as close to

world scale pa~ticipation ~s we've'gotten~9

'lack.ing worli:rscale. or even a world regional scale decision making

capability, we are thrOWn back on the nation' as more appropriate than the

1mmed1ateenvlrons around the research laboratOry for makingdec1sions that

have such profound, c~nseqUences:-:over,spaceand.tnne. The NII~Gu1de1ine

deliberations were an exceptlonalan~ on the whole admirable experiment

1n'this direction though these lacked SOPhisticated studies delineating

the long~tenm 50cialcost a~d benefits of the 'researcn; in part because

we know too little tc do vedinuchirithis df~eCti~n..' Mor~over, 'the question

of Who wOuld'be ent:iU~d, ta'participate indeds'fans 'aoout' p~o~ess risk

exposure in the proximate eree ."here, the research 'would IX!' done was left

,:une'xamined. Instead the main elilphasis' was on' hoW tobatence the need to

Ilii,itn-ize rt!>ks for thosJ"outsid,cthe laboratory.again'st;the'r1sk ~hat if.
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the constraints were toostringC:llt some scientists would disregard thcm.' O

But the fundamental flaw ,'in the -'NlII approath was-that it reinforced the

usual lTOde of operation-whl.'rein geographically separate instftutions C~te

for funds and for the prestige won through successfu_lrese:~rch. This !!lOde>

inevitably putsap~mium on getting their ~first with the mostt·and it

fecuseaccecernat the local level over whether to incu~ the associated

risks." (Even thou9hd:l0cal accident might result in worldwide con

sequences. the ~accePtabilityMof the risk probably depends on onels

perceived geographic proximity to the source.) At,the sallie tim and place,

those ,seeking to do the research are acutely motivated by recognition that

they are in c~et1tion'wtth scfentiststn other locales who" may not be

delayed by local demands for.cOUl1lllrlityinvo1Vement~,Therefore, ,localiza

tion of risk. on the one hand, and pressures to get OR with the research.

on theothef. Can"be""expected to, be ,I l.ikely settfn.9 in which new ,fonllS' "cff'"

decfsion,makingwfll need to becreatedand:.implemented., That context

is assumed in what follows.

Under:"these Circ~tances who. then. shoul.d be involved, indecision

making? lIow are they 'to be .involved? And how are they to becolle.1nvolved?

Criteria for choosing revolve aroimd questions of 1) 'the "rightd to

fnvolvelJlCntby virtue of StMnC special capabiHtics cr" cceoetencesj and 2)

expediency" t.e., the conseqUeneesof recognizing or ignoring' "Claims.

uere, ollels role and.expectenctes abOut self, and others. engen4ercd and

sutained by that role,.> critically influenc~ the preferences' and prcdudice-s'

Ofte brings to,thts task ~f Ch06s"ingWho .should partfcfpa~.
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Probably the first criterion applied would-be entitlen~nt topartici~

pation by virtue 'of competence. CorriPetence as a criterion is clear

enough when theissUffis technical or sctentf ftccospetence , -Howev;:!r.

what would constitute "COU(letent" conmunf ty participation? Usually it

is essueed that whoJreverrepresents thEi'cOIimunity should be ccseetent 1'n

the esoteric subject matter itself. Others. hOl'/ever.fearthat persons

frOlQ the community. ton~etent in the'sCientific and technit~l issues. are

likely to be scientists Or engineerswho.;therebYI are 'likely to weigh

their Judgments by the -same criteria as the more dtrectly dnvolved

scientists. From tnts perspect tve there are other «cre retevant fonns' of

cO!f1)etence such' as the ability to sense' and express the fears or hopes

and the confuslonsof'lay persons.al1-of~~ich are' held to be data 65

cogent for 'decision l!taking as te<:hrl1cal fects, Yet it is necessary that

conmunityrepresenta'tives (or otherwise participatory (;'orl11umity members)

understand the sc'tentf ffc-techntce'l rtssues enough to epprectate the tech

nical bases for the arguments pro lind con for the research.' HoW to

provide both kinds ofcorrpetence'ls a central and "unresolved problem

though the growing capability of consumer infonriation and action groups

suggests the cha"enge1s'notinsuperable.'2
Anoth~r kind of comPetence belongs to those with formal or.ganizational

respons ibilityand associated skills to contribute' to dects tons and illlPle~

aent them. (Suc'h legal or operat'ional conoetcnces arc represented at the

Un1versity of Hichiganby the Regents, the ltlbotatory-dii"e~tors.' the

researchers. certa i n Deaos;; the Vice President for Resear~~, COlmli reeee,

and so on.) What are the corresponding' coepetenccs and re:sponsibi11ties.
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in the cOIl.lIl.mity? Members of the Conmunity Council? The f1ayor? The

leaders of the various socially active religious groups? UnOfficial but

influenUal groups "1tke the Ann Arbor" Citizens Councilor the league "of

Women Voters? UHferent groups \Ifill themselves have differing views as'
. to \ilw:t constitutes coepetenceend apprcpr-tate responsibility for partie i-

patton.

Finally. there are the ceepetences needed to represent future genera

tions. How are these to be defined and who is to judge?

A second general category of cHsfms on participation in decision

making P'ertains to "turf" -prctectten. \lhether or not the research is done

w111 affect the ~~tus of persons, the dominance disciplines. the cOiq)ara

tive power of a~inistrators. research directors, deans, and so on. For

example. in the University of Michigan case, in many ~es important

contributions to the University's prestige and, therefore. to its future

overall research budget (its ~turf" vis·a-vis other universities) would

depend on vigorous involvement in recombinant Dt/A. ~ese.arch·. (Others

argued that the University would gain pres~ise by leading the way in

rejecting the reseerch.} If the cOlllnunHy we~e to OQ involved in the decisions

analogous concerns '1ith "turf" protect ten WOuld arise there too.

Related claims 011 pert.tcfpet ton .woult1 be in terms' of riSk to personal

reputation and incolllc(1ncluding consulting fees) if the research were not

done and from physical exposure to these synthetic biological entities' if

it were done. And if accidental leaks from the laboratory cause damage.

who would be at risk fi'nancially if the University is. sued by all. those

allegedl'y harmed?

•
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All ttaims on the right to participation will also be influenced by

the focus accorded to the decisions to be made. That is. what is to be the

purpose of the decision? What is'f'ts SCO~~? How inclus,tvek it to be?

Is the decision to be made chiefly a scientific one. or political, or

ethical. or is it an operational matter? -Is it to be, advisory or binding?

Note, too. that at least the inf~ial focus for decision. ,making itself

depends on the perspectives llnd interests of tho'se who decide who is to

decide.

These exa~'les of claims to entitlement 1n the decision making

process are not exhaustive~ their purpose is to emphasize that claims

wfll be a funcifon~f the role of'ihose who put them fon1~~dand that
different values and norms will be involved including many that extend

well ~ond issues of scientific and technical competence.

I turn now frornthe qu~stion of what criteria would be contributive

to deciding who is to be involved to the question of what steps must be

carried through for thereto be effectfve cOlmlunlty tnvo'lvenent tn the

dects tcn process. What must happen precl!editlij the decision maKing in order

that it can be effectuated? The steps to be described are conventionally

accomplished all the till'la and for this reeson ere, for the most part.

unrenarked on: the proced~res of due process. the functions of duly

constitutedliuthority. and the linkages from that conventional scheme

of doing things out into coDrnunity membership are such that these steps

get done-mare or less rOutinely. HoWever. 1n thls situation. claims

on participation areproblcrnatic. participation raises profound prob~

,1ems. for the conduct of free inquiry~ and those outs:id~ of the convC'ntional
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of cmnmuuity participation "in the decision making process~ThenJ Who1s

to be approached for this purpose? I.e•• how does theeomnunHy' inform

the organization of its intention' to participate? d~'arly. ft- rrilist reach'

a person or persons who tak~' sb~i~'usl'y the c0I11ll\mity ';~nte~~~:t ~t least-as'

a matter of pub1 i'd' retat'ions, h~~~f~ll'Y:I'o~to-l recognition ot:the

1nst1tuti-()n'~:~t~~cat ;bligai'ionto 't';e con~nunfty. '~Jhat is more/the
person ;O:~ persons -a.pproaC-lled must have enough "Clouii1 within the' organha 2'

tion to converge and hold its Illembers' attention to the question of cOlllllunity.. .
participation in decisions which have been exclusively thepcrogativeOf

the organization.
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At the University of MiclJigan., indty.tduals.ad hoc groups, (espec.tally

the one formed ~round Professor Susan Wright's memoranda to Comnittee "S).

end the University Values Program.,all espousing the ne~d to face the

question of community participation. but not representing Ann Arbor as

such, sought, out /lll!lllbers of the Board of Regents. the Vice President for

Research. members of CmmlitteesB and A. the Senate Ass.embTy and the~n~te

AdvisorY,tomittee'on,University Affairs (SACUA). The result was University.

wide IOOral, and ',ffnanctal-, support ,for the FOJ'UC!l~;(tnc:lud1n9 invitation~ to

outside experts to pa!"t'lcipate). The Forums a~d'-further conversations and

memoranda also contributed.to the extraordinary attention the Regents

devoted to the issue.

These activities were influenced by some .tn..the ,University who put

INch effort, into alerting, others, in and out of the Univers ity, to the need

for a public airing. 14 Tbeir varying interpretations of the situation

converged ina belief that these ectf vt ttes of~ered a,real potential for new

processes of Unhersity~colIITIUnit.Y1nteraetion~Buthowall thts might have

gone if it had been evident that the Ann ArbOr COJlIIlunity t/asgoing to insist

on an' active role in the in1t1al de:c1s~on is problematic. that never

happened nor was 1texpected to at the time ;when various groups in the

.~1versHya9reed to support the For:ums. HCttlcver. it may t/ell be that

some Justified eomplacenc.yal.lowed ,this:,institutionto be more innovative

than1t would have been if the conwunityhadbeen mo~ assertive. Thus

the absence of crisis',abo made it possible to draw many.. tn the University

into the issue 1nways that resulted inlearnin9_~hichmight be useful in

less tranquil ci.rcumstances'ihould" they eventuate;
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Step 3 would revolve around the-question: How does the cOllIllUntty

part1cipatein the organization's procedures by which it dec1dc5whether

and 11011 theco'nmunity is to beiiwolved in tbefaterv r-tsk-re'levent

decision process? Intens ifi cation of a recombinant DNA.:.t,ype issue .cOUld'.

make this a very real question indeed. The VCty social- forces that produce

the demand for a broader decision base also produce the demand that

decisiOriS about the "if- and "when- of that l~lder decision base themselves

involve the participation or concurrence of~tbe potentially'wider baS6.

The end of thiS seemingly 'infint te regress' would appearto'lie w'fth"1n the

organizution'sincc'lt is-being petitioned'by outsiders ands tnce it has

the organization and traditions for making dectsf cns about the extent

to wh1<;h 1t's w111ing to alter its eeetstcn precess. These decisions

depend on ~aboutwho could act. in'wMt kind of dects ton, conducted

according'to'what procedures? They depend, too. on the process by which the

organizatfonwould arrive'at a decision, that participation ts permissablc.

And this: process depends on the 'operativedefin~tionsof competence' and

"turf" descrfbedear'lfer.

However. not all the options lie within theorqentzeuton: the cOlmlunity

could seek legal redress in which case the decisionabout,who has a right to

be' 1nvolVed,might,be made,outside 'the organization. -In the 'Ann 'Arbor~'

Universi'ty situation the Regents pla,yed a 'moreactiver'Ole than usual fn

de1i b.erati n9,about.tbo prcposed: 'lOOderate 'risk rcc?mbinent .OOIl' resca~ch. '(In

th~ 'bashor·the-fr legal 'obIigat,ons'to- protect' thp. gcneralinterestS of.

the people '(Wthe State -vis·a:"vfsthoseof the· Unfversity., the Regents,

might have sought to nave j)ersonsfrom' ArinAr6or,i'nv'olvedirr the,dcC:is~(m·.
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Though highly unlikely~ under. other IOOre Intense circumstances. even though

the University might steadfastly protest interference with freedom of

inquiry, the Regents or judicial authority might conceivably require the

University to include Ann Arbor citizens tn 1;he decision making and also

specify the criteria forselectton as well as the decision making procedures.

There isaless ,precipitousapp~oachto new answers to,' the Step, 3

question: collaboration and inventlYen~ss depend on the extent to which

trust can be built up between the interested parties and. through trus t,

appr.opriate norms evolved. Denial of organizational legitimucy and

tnsistenceon fuller participation are in part the result of acute distrust

of the conventional ~cisi~nmak1ng proces~es 1n oYgan1zations. Tyust

a.nd shared noms probably can only be re-establis~e~ under circumstances

which encourage and reward,experiments with--and acknowl edgment .uf the

need for--new decision nnk.ing methods and nonnsl;!xpl1citly designed to

Nte,decisions about wh,o is to maker,1sk-relevant decisions. Theshared

experience of learning together.h~ to do these things seem prerequisite

for creating decision process" norms cOl,.oons~rate with the enonnity ,of

decisions affecting the impact,of esoteric and powerful sci~nce on an

increasingly, .complex, and vulnerable world.

Assume- that a decision is made to involve citizens in sijbsequent

dectatons, Step 4. then. attends t~"thc question; How could the decision

nking process be operated so that the et tizen ~mbers.can have a t.ruly

potent .rete 1n influencing ou.tcomes1 It has takl;!nman,y years to invent

and refine decision making.processes in more.conventional areas of anopcn
.'

society, and the same, can .be espected here. There is ne reason. to expect
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new procedureswiHiniti~ny workl.~l1 evetlif H were clear what "well"

meansw-whichit certalnly isn1t. Ho~~verl whatever else is to be sought.

a primary condition to be met is insuring'that learning will occur' that

leads to tnercvenents, In Roland Warren's words. I\Weneed·tofind·\~a:ys of

channeling change which will assure that You'and 1 will reach- the optillUm

a9~ement possilile,;butthat our remaiilingdisagreement 'will neither

illlT10biliie us nor- result in our destroying each-other and those 'around us.-,,15

Some aspects of decision making that require experiment and learning follow.

How are decisions to be. arrived at? By consensus? By vote? ,By

referendum? By what proportion? How is informat1onto be 'presented and

evaluated? 'Accordingt6.a norm of advocacy or collaborative sYnthesis?

Such que~tions bear not onlyondccisionmaking procedures buton'th~

proportional composition of dec'tsfcri making groups. IfuethBr decision

~king entities 1n factset'polfcyand'operations or wnetherthey· merely

n~k~ recommendations to other'entiti~s th~t make the dcci~iort~ would ~

additional consfderations~ Anticfpatfonof'how these cOnsiderations will

be dealt with will influence decisions and actions associated with Steps

through 3,

It 1s at this stage th.a.t the various proposals come into play for

corrbinfns: technt cal and social constderat'l ansi n deci s ionrnaki ng for
. , ",. 16

public pc'ltcy. These include 'such proposals as the science court,

judgment analysisj,17 and Judicial e~a~uation.18 Intriguing. hopcful--and

ccntrcverste'l-ces these are,' theyde not of themselves 'vitiate the new and

difficul t tasks of gettfng to the stage where they canl)c-tr'ied out: -1!'!!!!:
use iniplicitly ass'Ol!l2s that decis'ions'l1~we alrcacybecn lIIi1de about \~110-.
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~.ke the decisions fac1,Jltatcd by these procedures. uc-eve-, explicit.

intentions_~o experiment with such procedures as these might simplify same·

lrIhat,quesUons, regarding appropriate.cOll1letences and the focus, of the

decision making task.~t least.s~h intentions could~olor expectations

'about what is to be done and how and this. in turn. could ccntr-tbute to.

the building of trust and shared, nonss,

COmmunity'membersma¥~ellf1nd themselves in a minority status in the

decision making entity if their role leads them tOA.,dif,ferent perspectfve

from those revresenUngorganizational and scientific il'lt.cre~ts. Then tliey

may be a minority in numbers·as well as1n their pes tt'icn on the issue.

Sometimes other members of the deciding enttty may find themselves-in the

minor1ty.,E1ther waY,but espec1ally~ecause of the. potentiality of different'

interests of the cOllJilunity nembers',llrinority positions mustbe,ilble to

have access to special rescurees 1), in order that they may make the best

case they can as they develop their:posit,.1on(s); and2) so that t~y can

disseminate' it to potential1ysupportiYecQnst1tuent:5esi,n and outside

the organization'proposing the .reseerch, These resources wt'lj be especially

necessary if a "minority· position is being espoused regarding an upcoming

decision Choice. And. in tile very nature of the issues. perspectives: that

teed to rejecting 01' questioning the conventional wisdom of the "experts"

'about the costs end.benefits of proposed, reseerchor jne appropr-iate

context fOr evaluating themat~likely to be minority positions. Yet in

novel andUlOl1lentusa,reas as those .involving powerfulnew .scientific

know:ledge and techrtique,theminority. positionrni11 well be precisely,the

one that most merits· intensive and. early alll)11ftcat~on:a!'ld'4.ttention

if wise decisions are to be made later.
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Minority pos'itions',: thentnlUst be able to 'cOlmland:

1. Access to sufficient information'and to skilled resources to

develop that {n'foly.ation' into' the bestcese-they can milke.lf th'e posfti"cln'

1s heldby~o~nunityrepresentatives their technical understanding may

need augll1enUltion end they should have thefuods necessary for access to

supplemental.information sources. Sornetimcsthis wouldit1c!an funds must be

aval1a'ble tci staff 'alternative technologyassessiJJentS' 'and/or social or

env1rdnr.~ntalin~act· studies.

Z. Suffic1en't"presence." -"A:adevills advocate" :l~innot be enough.

S/he 1s good fo~ the conscien~e but usual'y1nsufffc1ent for effective

influence.,9

3. Suffic1ent'resources and public accesstodissellllnate'broadly

their position so 'that others who mlght<find it attractive will learn

dbout it. Typically! lIiinorHy positions are short of both dissemination

capabcilltiesand legitilliacy. The'refore. 'part of the tesk of e dects'ton

making entity'ultiiliately-res:ponsibleto'thep~b1iclnte'rest shou'-d be

to ensure f ts minorftypo'sitions are supplied with'bot.h.

In concl usioil

One fact 1s clear in all of the swirling ambiguity of positions and

counter~positlons about the state ofsoclety and what needs to be done abOut

it: we are,toofgnorarit'ofour own condition and itspotentialfties and

problems to enqtneee our way into the: future' ettherinaterially or socially..

we'cannot get there -the' way we got to' the neon. Instead,we mustleam to

create a new set of norms. values. andsuppCirtill9 behaviors that will anow

us to.f2.!1.!j.!l!.!£ tobealeaminfj socf~tYt le'arning wher':!:we think We are •.
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where we think we want to go; if, w~ areget~ingthere; and if we still

want to. ~aptdl'y, changing cir,cUIlI!otanccs pe.rmitno. other mode of ration.al

conduct.

~~king decisions in areas ,of changing ,values, risks. and ambiguities

requf re profound perhaps radical .changes in theflorll'.s by shtch dectsfcn

IPllking entities in researchoricntedorganization.s. operate and in the ends

for which they.op,erate. loess;eoce. these entities als,o.have tc Jeern

how to design themselves so that ,they areeffectlveleal1li_n~systems to

the end,Of improv;ing t,heeffectivenessof co:um-ioit}"and organization

participation in decis.to~s',about esoteric scientific. activities that

involve pot~nt~al c,OOIllunitY risks as well as potential benefits.'

More specifically, thts j-equtres of decision llIil~1n9 ent1 tfes , seeking

to learn their way through newly emerging issues wherein the public fnterest

seems to confront freedom of inquiry:

(1) a shared 1earf\ing relationship instead of a,n adverser-tat stance.

A zero~sUlll approach,an assuq>tton that there is oner1ght answer

and that only one side can win. can only lead ,to dtsasterj

(2): ,an _openness to _cont1nllolJs,rew~xaminfltionof the noJ1l\S an~ values

by which they operate and for.tthich they operate. It will be

especially necess&,ry to re ..eltam1ne continuously the means for

estimating 'andevaluattng socta1 costs and benefits. Alternate

sceneetcs w111 need to be e.xp:licated s,o that the cOlllnunitY and the

research organization will have t~ broadest possible perspective

for decision making in these amiguous and ambtvale~t areaSi and

/
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(3) effort,rroney,andleatnirigdevoted torCllrri'lng

hO\1 to learn in these attuattcns , to 1~afnin9 how toH'-tegrate .

persons, ideas, and actions based on new normative modes. What~

ever d~cisiorimakin9 entities 'decide arid~ho~/everthey do it. it

will unavoidably be by way of-eicperililent. by eesee-cn encaevetcc
ment on the riorms and ptOCfSS ofdl!Clsiorimakiri9~

Surely -"this"scunds 'u'topian. Yet, 'as Be'r'tran'd Russel'obse-rvedyears

ago, a'utopiah peis'peCtiveis the"onlY practical one in the ktnd cf WOrld

excnp'lt t ted bY.the recombinan~ DNA 'iSsue. In' le'aj"ing hO\~lO nake public

dects tous involving potentially risky esoteric research we must COITl1l1t

the same kineJ of 1~~nsity- of imagination. e)(pe~iment'. and tiiheto"learning

how to conduetd;~:ision making processes as we do to.learn1ng:about natural

processus in fhCPhYsi-eaf univers~. Ifwe·dO'. thcnwe can hope that, even

though a particular mode of par-ttctpet.ton or outcome may'not satiSfy

everyone, the. norms devetoped fn arriv~atit Will, bere~a:rd1n9 .cno'u'9h

to provide a sustaining sense of community, while other proceSSes evolve.

For some of us. the U!1ivel"$itiof Mictiigan' experf euce Has a beginning

ofth~ kind'of le~roin9 that could mov.etoward realization Of'1:ha.t'llope.



FOOTNOTES

1. It is right that at the outset I give Iliy personal position on the! topic
of this chapter. InNovell!berof lY75. Professor Susan Wright shared 'It·itll.
me and a few others a menorendum she was addressing to CCI;.,dtteeB requesting
ecre attention to certain aspects of the risks associated with recolI'b;inant'
lilA research. (Until then I was unaware of COllll1ittce B or of the questton
of recombinant OliA research at tile University of mchigan.) I immediately
beces..e involved in efforts to bring the cOlllllunity into the picture through
participation in a Shldll ad hoc group tnsptredby- Professor Wrfght's I'
concerns. as a lIk!r.lber of the group guiding the University Values Program.
and. later. as a member of the cOllIlltttee"designated,to plan the"Forumsr

I became involved 'because of my concern with the issue ill se and
because the recombinant DNA research issue was an invaluable occasion
for the University and the cOlTfllunity to begin to learn hOIl to dNl with
such issues. liy personal, cautious. inclination is toeard cOIMIun'ity
1nvolvc~ent 1n the naslc decisions. Cautious~b~cause I ulso acknmtledge
the dileJlJllas and difficult'ies described in this cheptcr-,

It remains for me to acknowledge that we who ponder on and seek to
act resar4ing ~he place of science in society arc caught in a maze of
distortlng mirrors that reflect the currents and conflicts in our culture
and its many sub-cultures and. therefore. in ourselves. We too are mirrors
callght up in the rmze and contributing to the male; No matter hol'l much
'de act, with good- wUl and seek. to be unbiased weare. ineluctably. mirrors.

2. See leon R. ress , "The new biologY:W.hat price relieving man's estetet"
~l£.' Novelllber 19,1971. lli. 779-J138.

3. "Environmental science. today. is unable to match the needs of society
for definitive information. predictive capcbt'lf ty, and the analysis of
envtromsentej systems as sys tees , Because existing data and current
theoretical models are inadequate. environmental science remains unable' in
virtually all areas of application to offer more than qualitative inter
preta ttons or suggestions of· environmental change that may occur in response
to specific ecttons , H Nation,)l Science Couro/ilational Science Pcundat.ton,
Environmental Science. 19:7f. p, viii.

4. Recall that twO large coanerctal aircraft collided over the Grand
canyon; An Air Force bomber. hit the top t'lccrs of the Empi reo State Building.
The ocean l tuer-, I\ndrccl !>oria. sank after aeoll ts ton with another ocean
liner in clear. calm weather fn mid-ocean. The oil tanker. Torrey Canyon.
went aground on wl'll-known shoals slJillin~roil ej Iover the Southeast English
coast. Jnrcc ast roneuts burned to death in a routine test on the, launching
pad. The unsinkable Titanic !>dnk. on its watden voyaqe,

93~4al 0 - 77 - 53
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5. See Todd'R. La" Porte.: & Dantel Metlay. Technology observed:.Attitudes
on a wary pUblic. Scieng. April 11. 1-975. HlB. 121~127.

6. See Wllliam Bevan. The sound of the wind that's bIoI-ling. American
Psychologist. July 1976.1H7), 481~491. ---

1. See the sophisticated statements pro andean 1fmiting freedom of inquiry
found in Hans Jonas. Freedom of scientific inquiry and the public interest. pp.
15-19; and R. L, Stnehetner-, & G. Ptej . Inquiring into inquiry: Two opposing
views. 18-19. The Hastings Center Report: Institute of Society. Ethics and
the life Sciences. August 19/6, 6(4). for other straws in the wind see
Culliton. B. Kennedy hearings: "Year long probe of biomedical research begins.
Science. July 2. 1976, 193. 3l-36. and Scay. T. Stoned in Peoria. APA '-Ionitor,
June 1976, 11~12. The Tatter article is about Congress' refusal to fund
research already approved by the National Institute on Drug,Abuse.

8. Footnotes 2 and 3 are also relevant here.

9. This extraordinary and laudable soctat Tnventtcn itseH evtdences
the changing nones in science wi th regard to social responsibility. It
certainly merits systematic study~~which it hasn' t. 90tten-~for the deeper
understanding it could provide about the soc tej and psychological conflicts
and clarities unfolding in today'sscience cceeunf ty.

10. That there was acknowledged concern-about the possibility of arrogant
disregard of "overly stringent" guidelines evi~~nces another aspect of the
nonrnative and ethical disaray of this society~~the sa~ society that engenderad
the voluntarY moritorium on reCOmbinant rnlA research.

11. Apparently the anticipated risk was perceived as too sn~ll to justify
the complexities and delays associated with serious examination of the
possibility of res_tr1ctiflg the chances of accidents to regional or national
'leboretcr-tes analogous to Brookhaven, Argonne, iHH inhouse research itself,
or the great multi-national research installation. tERN. Such facilities. if
located well away from dense human habitat,would haVE! eliminated the local
issue of who is entitled to participate in decisions. "

Some of uSA-especially Professor Max He1rich~·urged the Regents of
the University of Micll1gan "to seek to join with their counterparts at
other involved universities to seck funds, from the federal government for
a jointly shared, 'isolated, laboratory. Such an effort by the Regents
would have been unprecedented eno time consUlilillg. But sene of us urged
that ci~cun~tances merttedsuch a social invention frbm'thc-group bridging
the llui vers i ty to the ·,arger COlllnuni ty-·tlle RCl]ents being ejected by the
pUblic at large. The Regents did not act "on this rccomrcndetfon,

12. There are gro\11ng numbers of consumerist organizations able to provide
such information and knowledgable spake~pcrsons. Scientists and enuinecrs
arc pronnn~nt r~sources in most of these groups. Examples are Science for
the People, federation of AI,ericall Scientists, Scientist's Institute! for
Public lnformat ion, various offspring of rlild~l"$ ac ttvtt.tesvend ad hoc
qroups such es those a rgui 119 ngai n~. t nuclear- reec tors ,
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13. A dilclilua: How to milke the cor,vntmity a~iUre that ther-e is a r-isk and
th,lt the consequences nay be grave -indeed tlithout inflating the issue to
panic proportions. Panic would cbvtnta cef tbcrete and enlightened
dects tcn making and also destroy chances for ('111er9~nce of an attitude \"hich
would make the eventual decision <It least totcr-eble to I:IOf>t if not all
pcrttes • ~lillle not prcctsety this situation, Carnbr-f dqe , tvrs sechusetta'

response to Harvard's research tntcnttons is most tntcrnat tve. See
Peccmotnent O:U"': Cambridge City Coullcil votes lIloratoriulli.Science~

..July 23, 197\.i.• m. 3.00-301. ': ---

r.. related,difficulty merits COlllnelit. If the res(!arch"orgJ,niz<ltioll is
auntverstty the chances arc (es in the ljni versi ty of !'Hci1j~:)n case and at
Harvard)· U".lt ~Oj:\;! con~I;;'.Ill'ity. interest .rt l l be s t iuu lated by tntvers t ty.personne'l ,
While it needn't I/ork tnl s wey, it 'is likely that si1Jnals of concern,
especially the early ones will be carried tron the University to the
connnmtty by University people, If rmusuni ty interest two:;sand if that

_interest is, enteqoni s t tc to the conduct of the proposed rosuercu, the
,risk of polarization .,,'jthin-the.l/niversity i tse If ~/ill also grO\~. Polari
zation \'/ould .ocstroy the openness necessary a:;'.o:l9 University 1r~lllbers if
there is to be social lcal'lling and invention of the high order that wtt'l.be
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STATEMENT OF DONALD N. MICHAEL, INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL
RESEARCH/CRUSK, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Dr. MICHAEL. Mr. Chairman, let me follow the procedure of the pre
vious speakers, and simply highlight some of the points in my paper,
since, although I gather you are familiar with it, I would like to famil
iarize them with a few points, for the purposes of our discussion.

I associate myself completely with what I understand to be the posi
tions of the two previous speakers. What I say will simply be varia
tions on the same theme.

It seems to me, in assessing the utility of risk-benefit analysis for
policymaking, for legislation and the like, it is critically important
always to keep in mind that its utility is a product both of the risk
benefit analysis itself and the social context in which it is assessed, in
which it is interpreted. This becomes particularly important in areas
like the ones we are exploring here, as applied to biological research
in general, and certainly to DNA research. We have to be aware as well
that, in applying risk-benefit analysis, it is not only a qnestion of the
sufficiency o'f the. risk-benefit analysis itself, but also of how it is going
to be interpreted by various groups in society with different values
about what is risk, what risks are worth sustaining for the benefits,
and what is not worth risking.

It is also necessary to keep in mind the social setting that has been
an increasingly evident one over the last few years, in our society, at
least: those who see themselves at risk now insist on the right to par
ticipate in decisions regarding whether or not they should be sub
jectedto those risks, no matter how small some independent calcula
tions make them out to be.

This presents SOme very, very serious problems for our conventional
forms of governance, and raises some very serious questions (that I
would like to come back to) regarding the balance between freedom of
inquiry, so highly valued by some groups, and others who see the pub
lic interest better met according to other criteria. The two value per
spectives sometimes conflict, or certainly are going to. I think the re
combinant DNA situation is a precursor of that conflict, an extremely
important one, both in substance and because it will provide a basis for
beginning to learn other ways of conducting ourselves in making de
cisions where we 'have ambiguous and conflicting, quantitative and
qualitative information.

I would say that the general position I am taking in my paper is
that, because of the social context in which risk-benefit analyses must
be evaluated and used, those hoping that they will provide the means
for resolving systemic problems, are doomed to disappointment. By
themselves they can not do it even when they provide valid quantita- •
tive information. That is, part of the systemic problem we are dealing
with, even in the best of situations, is the complex, ambiguous, and COIl

flicting social values about what is worth risking and what is worth
gaining ... and this part can't be encompassed adequately through
the methods of risk benefit analyses.

In that light I would like to add a couple further concerns about the
application of risk-benefit analyses to recombinant DNA.

Dr. Lowrance pointed out there is this question of irreversibility.
Once you start something with a live material the fact that you stop
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introducing it into the environment does not of itself in any sense
guarantee that the impact will damp out at some point. By then the
ecosystem may have been irreversibly damaged, as we can see in such
examples as the deserts in the northern Sahara and in our southwest,
both of which were at least in part consequences of irreversible in
terventions by humans.

This question of irreversibility becomes extraordinarily important
in this recombinant DNA case, because we tend to think that if we
knew its characteristics we would be able to predict its effects on the
environment. The fact is, we simply do not know enough about the
dynamics of complex natural environments, either in theory or
th-rough data, to understand what the consequences would be of the
intrusion of these chimeric life forms. It is a theory-it is not clear
it is true-that occasionally there are such "spliced" exchanges of
DNA naturally. Even assuming that theory is true, they have been at
a rate and under circumstances which so far have been absorbable by
the ecosystem-though we would not know what changes in the rest
of the system were produced in the process. There is no reason to sup
pose human interventions of a quite different 'order of frequency and
artificiality might leave things as stable as they are now.

So the fact is, we simply do not understand our ecosystem well
enough to make risks analyses with any assurety based on what we
think we understand about the characteristics of one or another chi
meric entity.

Another type of risk which is extremely uncomfortable to mention
and which tends to be avoided, in my experience discussing these mat
ters, is the risk of human failure. We set high standards for laboratory
security arid for the desigu of experiments. (That is, we set them as
high as the definition of safety needs and the willingness of the re
search community to go along with these definition allows). However
calculations based on these standards do not acknowledge that peo
ple make mistakes. They make mistakes either out of simple careless
ness or oversight or because they are emotionally.disturbed at the time
or persistently.

As I indicate in my written testimony, there is no reason to suppose
scientists, students, or the custodial personnel will remain free of
momentary or persistant mental disabilities which could reflect them
selves in lapses in conduct that might allow the escape of these chi
meric entities.

So we have no way of calculating the likelihood or interactiveness
of these human errors. But we can be sure accidents will happen. All
kinds of unexpected, extremely unlikely accidents have happened. In
my written testimony I singled out, a recent highly unlikely accident:
the Tenerife Airport disaster which was the result of human error
involving highly qualified personnel and which happened in spite of
very well-developed regulations evolved over the years, as a result,in
part, of learning from other accidents.

There is no reason to suppose the situation will be different with
DNA, and there is no way to calculate that risk.

Two other aspects I W;1Ut to mention: One, which Dr. Lowrance re
ferred to already, is the peculiar situation with regard to the risks and
benefits of recombinant DNA, certainly the risks, that the dangers
could be on a worldwide scale. Yet the very means we now have for
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regulating and allocating this activity, the decisionmaking process,
policymaking process, operate on a scale which is insufficient to pro
vide the required scope of control and regulation. Some of us have
proposed for example that, at least in the United States, we think
seriously about isolated national laboratories. This would reduce pro~

liferation of laboratories, hence the opportunities for accidents. But
as it now stands the way we allocate funds for research encourages
proliferation.

What I am emphasizing here is that risk calculation about recombi
nant DNA, should the proliferation tendencies of the system sup
porting the work but we don't know how much proliferation is likely.

The last point I would like to make about the inability to adequately
calculate risk-benefit here is that the benefits, as far as I have heard,
are anticipated to be at least a decade or more away, whereas the risks
can occur anytime now, through accidents at the laboratory; in the
future, by miscalculating the consequences of deliberately introducing
a chimeric entity. It is not possible to calculate these, because nobody
really knows what they are dealing with. This is especially so when
examining a future that far ahead. Then we are faced with estimating
what people in that society vadue or fear.

Given the great changes in values underway in this society, as evi
denced by the very' fact of hearings like this and of unprecedented
efforts to control research and technology applications, it is not safe a,t
all to assume that we understand how those folks would choose to
allocate their risks and benefits. I can imagine a siguificant portion of
them being far more interested in an all-out effort to reduce the 80
percent Or so of cancer calculated to be the result of environmental
insult, rather than taking the additional risks involved in trying to
reduce the 20 percent of remaining cancer that might be genetically
engendered, which is one of the benefits proposed for recombinant
DNA research.

It seems to me that part of any kind of risk-benefit effort has to
anticipate values in the' future ana how risks and benefits might be
perceived. But that kind of calculation we cannot really do; Certainly
we cannot assigu any numbers to it.

In closing I would simply propose, as I did in the last paragraph of
my testimony, that it is critically important to recognize any risk
benefit analysis, no matter how well done, carries within it valuing
biases. On issues like this it is critical that there be multiple analyses,
not just by one set of experts, and that there be multiple assessments
involving a wide range of stakeholders. What faces us 'are very large
requirements for inventions in our decisionmaking, policymaking
processes, in order to incorporate risk benefit types of information,
along with the ambiguities, and the hopes and fears. We are moving
into a situation now which is very different from the one that brought
us to the ways of operating that we now use. They came from 'asimpler
world, a less closely coupled world, one where either the risks of tech
nology and science were not so great, or where people did not recoguize
they were so great. Now we have bitten the apple and we know that.
We know we don't know. We have to become a learning society, recog
nizing that we are iguorant of what we most need to know. And that
that puts us in a very difficult situation humanly, institutionally. This
is because the issues we face that underly these kinds of hearings, these
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kinds of explorations, require that we re-examine all our values and
operating premises, not just some of them. And this brings me around
again to the question of the relation between the public interest ",nd
freedom to do research that might be risky; to freedom of inquiry.

Just as we have to reassess how we 'are going to allocate risks and
benefits, and who is to make those allocations, I think we have. to. re
assessas well such fundamental premises such as the right to unlimited
freedom of inquiry. Maybe we have reached a time, I don't know, but
maybe we have reached a time where, just as much 'as we. must re
examine the human condition regarding gains and losses from things
like recombinant DNA research, we have to reexamine the human
condition regarding. gains, and losses from controlling freedom of
inquiry.

I don't think this issue is any more exempt from reexamination than
the rest of the value premises involved in judging risks and benefits.

Mr. THORNWN. Thank you very much, Dr. MIChael, for a very fine
summary and amplilication of your prepared statement.

Indeed, I think that you have centered upon the crucial issue which
is involved in these hearings, it is not merely the question of what we
do with this particular problem of recombinant DNA research.

Mr. THORNWN. An important issue is: What do we do about the
dilemma which is posed by man's curiosity constantly driving him to
explore the unknown.

, I think it is correct that one should prod the unknown with a great
deal of care because of the risk that it may prod you back.

At the same time, to alter man's character so as to make him accept
ignorance rather than take the risk of learning may 'also be 'an irre
versible force for man and for the future of our world.

Dr. MICHAEL. Yes, I thoroughly share that concern, If I may, I
would like to add a couple comments.

(1) We should recognize that the emphasis we put on freedom of
inquiry 'and searching after, new knowledge, is 'a particular strength
of Western society over the last 300 years, that grew out of the Age of
Enlightenment. There are many, many societies in the world, probably
most of them, where the desire, the motive, to explore the unknown
is not nearly as intense and is much more channeled than it is in
Western SOCIety. And it does not follow that those people are less full
humanbeings or less happy. They may not be as well medicated or
warmed in the winter and cooled in the summer, bnt, as you know, the
value of such benefits are subject to reexamination now by more and
more people in our society.

Secondly, the fact is that we do constrain inquiry. Our myth is that
we don't. But as you know, there was congressional action to prohibit
a certain research project to be undertaken at the University of Indiana
connecting marijuana and sexual desire. It has been very hard to do
any research concerning drugs such 'as LSD, and so on.

So it is not true we do not restrict inquiry. We do.
Lastly, I would propose much of what has made it attractive and

acceptable to encourage unlimited inquiry for new knowledge-
freedom of inquiry in the West--haiS been that, until relatively re
cently, really World War II, science has been detached from technol
ogy. The scientist could work in his little laboratory with little money
and, much like the artist, have comparatively little overall societal
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influence, and then only over a long time. That situation has changed.
Science is now much more formidable, obviously, as asocial impactor
than when the concept of freedom of inquiry was developed. Then it
was primarily a concept of conduct in the laboratory and library, not
'of the societal field.

Mr. THORNTON. I think it is absolutely correct that there are areas
in. which research has been proscribed, such as by the work of the
National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects, It seems
to me that this proscription of research stems from societal jndgment
that in these areas a set of moral values are such that the experimenta
tion has no benefits which are sufficient to justify a course of action
which produces an unnecessarily high degree of risk.

Dr. MICHAEL. I agree. But that criteria could come to hold for other
areas as well.

Mr. THORNTON. And that leads, very logically and serendipitously
into the testimony of ~lUr next witness, Mr. Dyson, who ~oes indeed go
back into some historicalperspectivas as to the way SOCIety has dealt
with these problems. . .

Mr. Dyson, I want to commend you for your fine paper. I think it
would be very useful if you would share it with the other members of
the panel and with those who are in attendance here, by summarizing it.

Without objection we will make it part of the record verbatim and
ask you to proceed at this time. .

[Biographical sketch and complete statement of Freeman J. Dyson
follows:]

FREEMAN J. DYSON

Born: (1923) and educated in England.
Became professor of physics at 'I'he Institute for Advanced StUdyin 1953.
Became an American Citizen in 1957.
Intermittently consulting in various parts of the government, in particular, the

weapons laboratories, the Space Agency, and the Disarmament Agency.
Served as Chairman of the Federation of American Scientists for 1962-63.
Elected member of the National Academy of Sciences in 1964.
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Bioqraphy~

Freeman Dyson 'is-a theoretical physicist, born in

England in 1923, a resident of princeton, New Jersey since

1953, a naturalized U.S. citizen since 1957, member of the

u.s. National Academy of Sciences since 1964. He worked at

the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and was chairman

of the Federation of American Scientists in 1962-63. He

served in 1977 as a member of the Princeton Community Bio

hazards Committee, appointed by the municipality at Princeton

to give advice on the local regulation of research with

recombinant DNA.

Text.

I am a physicist with no expert knowledge and no

personal involvement in recombinant DNA research. If I were

either expert or personally involved, I would not be eligible

to serve o~ the Princeton Community Biohazards Committee which

has spent the last three months wrestling with the problem of

regulating DNA research at the municipal level. It has been a

great privilege to work on this citizen's committee, which is

an institution admirably suited to the job of finding out

whether a local community is willing to give its informed con

sent to biohazardous activities within its territory.

I turn now to the subject of .to-day's hearings, which

is the place of risk-benefit analysis in the political'regulation

of science. Since I muse be brief •. I will also be blunt. I think
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quantitative risk-benefit' analysis is useful only in dealing

with short-range problems. As an example of a short-range

problem, suppose that you have to decide whether to halt a

flu-vaccination program this week. Then a risk-benefit

analysis makes sense. You can figure roughly how many people

are endangered either by being vaccinated or by not being

vaccinated, and you can decide on this basis whether to go ahead.

As an example of a medium-range problem, suppose that you are

choosing whether to build a nuclear or an oil-fueled power

station. Then risk-benef~t analysis is less helpful. Nobody

can figure reliably the risk that the nuclear station will suffer

a core-melt-down or the risk that the oil supply will be embargoed.

You can only compare these risks by making a political judgment.

When you come to a really long-range problem like the regulation

of research with recombinant DNA, then risk-benefit analysis is

totally useless. The research is an exploration of the unknown

and is likely in the long run to change the course of human history.

Any attempt to measure the risks or the benefits analytically is

an attempt to predict the history of the next hundred years,

including the scientific ?iscoveries that we have not yet made.

In plain words, risk-benefit analysis applied to basic scientific

research is a delysion. As all of you people in this room should

know better than I, government is an art and not a science.

I could end my testimony here. But I do not want to

leave you with only a negative message. I'believe there is a
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source of wisdom that can be helpful in handling long~range

problems, namely the study of historical parallels to our

present dilemmas in the past. It has sometimes been said

that the risks of recombinant DNA technology are historically

unparalleled because the consequences of letting a new living

creature loose in the world may be irreversible. I think we

can find many historical parallels where governments were

trying to guard against dangers that were equally irreversible.

I will describe briefly two such historical parallels and

leave you to decide for yourselves whether they throw light on

our present problems.

My first example is the personnel security system that

was set up by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in the years

after the Second World War to protect atomic secrets. The

government rightly decided that the consequences of letting

atomic secrets loose in the world were irreversible and highly

dangerous. The personnel security system was designed to provide

the high~st degree of containment for important secrets.

Unfortunately the regulations were so strict and the administration

of them was so inflexible that the whole system carne to be regarded

by many scientists with some degree of contempt. As you all know,

in 1954 Robert Oppenheimer came into collision with the officials

whose job was the zealous enforcement of the rules. There was a

battle, and Oppenheimer lost. I am not arguing that Oppenheimer

was right. He did indeed behave arrogantly and irresponsibly
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toward the security officials. lam arguing that the Atomic

Energy Commissioners, by the way they treated Oppenheimer,

lost the respect of a great part of the scientific community.

I believe further that the lasting alienation that resulted

between the Atomic Energy Commission and the scientific com

munity has been a major contributory cause of the difficulties

that the nuclear enterprise has encountered in the last decade.

So I advise you to watch out when you write the rules governing

research with recombinant DNA. Write the rules flexibly and

enforce them humanely, so that when some biologist, as brilliant

and as arrogant as Oppenheimer, tries to set himself above the

rUles, he may not be perceived by his colleagues and by the public

as a hero.

My second example is taken from a far more remote past.

333 years ago, the poet John Milton wrote a speech with the title

"Areopagitica," addressed to the Parliament of England. He was

arguing for the liberty of ~nlicensed printing. I have collected

a few passages from his speech which speak to our present concerns.

I am suggesting that there is an analogy between the seventeenth

century fear of moral .contagion by soul-corrupting books and the

twentieth century f~ar of physical contagion by pathogenic microbes.

In both cases, the fear was neither groundless nor unreasonable.

In 1644, when Milton was writing, England had just emerged from

a long .and blood};' civil war, and the Thirty Years' War that

devastated Germany had still four years to run. These seventeenth

century wars were religious wars in which differences of doctrine
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played a great part. In that century, books not only corrupted

souls but also mangled bodies. The risks of letting books go

free into the world were rightly regarded by the English

Parliament as potentially lethal as well as irreversible.

Milton argued that the risks must nevertheless be accepted.

Here are four of thesalierit points of his argument. I ask you

to consider whether his message may still have value for our own

times, if the word "book" is replaced by the word "exper-i.ment ;"

First, Milton was willing to suppress books that were

openly seditious or blasphemous, just as we are willing to ban

experiments that are demonstrably dangerous.

"I deny not but that it is of greatest concernment in the

Church and Commonwealth, to have a vigilant eye how books demean

themselves as well as men, and thereafter to confine, imprison,

and do Sharpest justice on them as malefactors. I know they

are as lively, and as vigorously productive, as those fabulous

dragon1s teeth, and being sown up and down, may chance to spring

up armed men. 11

Next, Milton comes to the heart of the matter, the

difficulty of regulating "things uncertainly and yet equally

working to good and to evil."

"Suppose we could expel sin by this means; look how much

we thus expel of sin, so much we expel of virtue: for the matter

of them both is the same; remove that, and ye remove them both

alike. This justifies the high providence of God, who, though

he commands us temperance, justice, continence, yet pours out
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before us, even to a profuseness, all desirable things, and

gives us minds that can wander beyond all limit and satiety.

Why should we then affect a rigor contrary to the manner of

God and of nature, by abridging or scanting those means, which

books freely permitted are, both to the trial of virtue, and

the exercise of truth? It would be better done, to learn that

the law must needs be frivolous, which goes to restrain things,

uncertainly and yet equally w9rking to good and to eviL to

Next I quote a passage about .Ga Li.Leo , since the name of

Galilee has ,been bandied about by both sides in the debate over

recombinant DNA. This passage shows that the connection between

the silencing of Galilee and the general decline of intellectual

life in seventeenth-century Italy was not invented by the molecular

biologists of to-day but was also obvious to a contemporary eye

witness.

"And lest some should persuade ye, Lords and ,Commons,

that these arguments of learned men's discouragement at this

your order are mere flourishes, and not real, I could recount

what I have seen and heard in other countries, where this kind of

inquisition tyrannizes; when I have satarnongtheir learned men,

for that honor I had, and been counted happy to be born in such

a place of philosophic freedom, as they supposed England was,

while themselves did nothing but bemoan the servile condition

into which learning amongst them was brought; that this was it

which had damped the glory of Italian wits; that nothing had been

there written now these'~ny years but flattery and fustian.
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There it was"that rfound and visited the>famolls Galilec:i, grown

old, a prisoner to the'Inquisition,forthiriking in astronomy

otherwise than the Franciscan and Dominican Li.cencez-a thought."

My last quotation expresses Milton's patriotic pride in

the intellectual vitality of seventeenth-century England, a

pride that twentieth-century Americans have good reason to share.

"Lords and Commoners of England, consider what nation it

is whereof ye are, and whereof ye are the governors; a nation

not slow and dull, but of a quick, ingenious and piercing spirit,

acute to invent, subtle and sinewy to discourse, not beneath the

reach of any point the highest that human capacity can soar to.

Nor is it for nothing that 'the grave and frugal Transylvanian

sends out yearly from the mountainous borders of Russia, and

beyond the Hercynian wilderness, not their youth, but their staid

men, to learn. our language and our theologic arts."

I am sorry I have no time to quote-more of these passages

from Milton. Perhaps,aft~r all, as we struggle to deal with

the enduring problems of reconciling individual freedom with

public safety~thewisdomof a great poet may be a surer guide

than the calculations of- ~isk-benefitanalysis.
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STATEMENT OF FREEMAN 1. DYSON, INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED
STUDY, PRINCETON

Mr. DYSON. Thankyou very much,
Let me say, first of all, that I am a complete amateur in recombinant

DNA research, also in risk-benefit analysis.
I have been for the last 3· months n member of the Princeton Mu

nicipal Biohazards Committee, which isa committee of laymen. We
are a conunittee of 11 of the citizens of Princeton who have been
struggling with this issue for the last 3 months. The experience has
been extraordinarily heartwarming in many ways. We are not going
to be so happy as the committee in Oambridge was, to produce a unani
mous report. We have great divergence of views.

You heard one of our members on Tuesday, I believe, Hessy Taft.
I don't know whether she talked about our proceedings.

In many ways we have certainly learned a great deal from this
experience. And I hope the country as a whole will learn something
from this experience,namely, that It is possible for a group of people
of widely diverse views to get together and understand each other
and respect each other, even.when we disagree rather fundamentally.

Let me say in parentheses that nobody who came to talk to us, .
and we have had witnesses of all kinds, ever claimed unlimited rights
of free inquiry. I think not one of the scientists I know claimed such
a right. So I think that is a false issue. We all understand that the
right to free inquiry is limited.

The question is: How limited. And by what process should it be
limited!

I might say also, in response to Don Michael, I think one ought to
distinguish very sharply between short-range risk of the eXJ;lCriments
now going on, or experiments Princeton University is planning to do,
and the longo-range risk that will come when we apply the knowledge
to the modification of the environment. .

I myself feel deeply worried about the long-range consequences of
monk:eying around with the environment by means of genetic recom
bination, and even more, of course, monkeying around with human
beings. But that seems to me a very separate problem from the risks
posed by the experiments now going on. And I wish this distinction
would be made more clearly by the people who talk about it.

The statement of Sinsheimer published as an appendix to the vol
ume this conunittee put out, prepared by the Library of Congress,
a short statement called "On Our Own," by Sinsheimer, I thought was
the best statement I have yet seen of the risks in this business. Sins
heimer, as you know, is a very cautious individual. But I think he
put exactly the right emphasis on the fact risks are very long-range
and are something that will be with us from now on more and more
as we move toward the direction of the course of evolution. It is not
something that comes immediately out of the present experiments.

Let me go to the historical analysis which was the subject of my.
paper.

I want to say I do not agree with Don Michael that the risks are
unprecedented. I don't believe it is the first time that we have come
across human activities with irreversible consequences. So I took some
examples of questions of rather similar kind that we have had to face

g3-4.81 0 " 77 -. 54
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in the past where human activities could produce very dangerous and
also irreversible consequences. .

The first example I chose was protection of atomic secrets: To let
an atomic secret loose in the world I think everybody agrees is both
dangerous and irreversible. In this respect, it is somewhat similar to
letting a new organism loose in the world} that it could do all sorts
of damage to future generations, over ,WhICh we have no control.

So at the time this problem became acute after World War II the
United States Government, and others, too, set up very strict regula
tions to deal with the problem. The Atomic Energy Commission in the
United States in fact established an extremely Draconian set of rules
called collectively the "Personnel Security System." And this set of
rules was what governed the handling of atomic secrets.

Of course the whole idea was to establish the highest degree of
containment for dangerous secrets, just as we now try to establish
containment for dangerous organisms. And of course we all agreed
some sort of security system was necessary, and we all agreed that
we would cooperate with this as far as we could.

But the way it was done was in detail very stupid. The rules were
set up in an extraordinarily inflexible fashion, so that the definition
of who was a security risk was arbitrary and legalistic to the highest
degree. You had endless disputes as to whether somebody or other
could get cleared or not to handle secrets on the basis of criteria that
seemed to the people concerned really to make no sense.

The result was, of course, that the whole system came into general
contempt. And that is what I don't want to happen with recombinant
DNA. So I think it is very important that when the rules are set up
they be both flexible and humane, in the sense that human judgment
is allowed to operate in the interpretation of the rules, so that they
Should not be too legalistic and pettifogging in the way the security
rules were.

I must confess I have only recently, just in the last day, seen the
text of one of the bills that has been proposed in the Senate for the
regulation of recombinant DNA. But I must say it rather horrified
me, reading the language of this bill. It reminded me very strongly
of the Personnel Security regulations in its general tone. It appeared
to want to try to define everything and to say in advance what is a
health hazard and what is not, in the same kind of way the Atomic
Energy Commission tried to define legalistically what is and what is
not a security risk. So I hope you will not go that road.

I hope when the rules are set up they would leave maximum freedom
to the operation of human judgment both in the way they are written
and in the way the)' are enforced.

I mentioned in the testimony that we had in the atomic enern field
the disastrous, tragic encounter between the great 'physicist, 'Robert
Oppenheimer, and the officials whose job was zealous enforcement of
the rules. This encounter had disastrous consequences for both sides. It
ruined Oppenheimer as a public figure. That was not the worst of it.
What was much more tragic was that is discredited the whole nuclear
enterprise in the eyes of the public and in the eyes of the scientific com
munity. I think the long-range consequences of this are being ~elt very
strongly now. The fact that what I would call the good scientists were
driven out of the nuclear enterprise 20 years ago by this kind of arbi-
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cause for the mistakes later made in the nuclear enterprise.

My second example, which goes back a great deal further, was the
regulation of printing of books, which of course again is an irreversible
process. I took as my text the remarks John Milton made to the English
Parliament in the year 1644. I will not read these to you, because I
think they are better read than spoken.

John Milton, the poet, argued very strongly for the free printing of
books, in the year 1644.And one has to understand the historical back
ground. This was just a couple of years after England had come
through a very bloody civil war, and Germany was still being ravaged
by the Thirty Years War, which had been going on then 26 years.
So everyone could see very clearly before him what books could do to
people.

Mr. THORNTON. Very dangerous now.
Mr. DYSON. These were religious wars in which doctrinal points were

killing and mutiliating people on a very large scale. So the Parliament
wanted to keep a tight rein on everything that was printed, and they
had good reasons for wanting to do that. '

Milton argued nevertheless, in spite of these terrible dangers from
the printing of books, still one ought to leave it free, and he gave a lot
of good reasons. Of course he lost his case, and in fact did not achieve
freedom of the printing press in1644. It took a century or so before that
happened.

I think his arguments are very valid. I commend to you his speech
at the time. It is rather long and very archaic in its language, but I
think it is well worth reading.

The main point I want to leave with you is the first point I quote
from Milton, wherein he says: "I deny not but that it IS of greatest
COncernment in the Church and Commonwealth, to have a vigilant eye
how books demean themselves as well as men, and thereafter to con
fine, imprison, and do sharpest justice on them as malfactors. I know
they are as lively, and as vigorously productive, as those fabulous
dragon's teeth, and being sown up and down, may chance to spring up
armed men."

I think that is certainly also true of pathogenic organisms. I think
we all agree about that. But the important word in that statement of
Milton is the word "thereafter," that books should not be convicted
and imprisoned until after they have done some damage. That is essen
tially what Milton was saving, that what he objected to was the prior
censorship, that books would be prohibited even from seeing the light
of day.

I think that is essentially the point we have to face in the coming
years-whether weare to prohibit experiments before they have that
chance of showing they do any harm, or whether we are to just follow
the normal rules of legal liability, that if you do something stupid and
damage somebody YQu have to pay for it. And that is a question, of
course, to which there is no simple answer. But I think it is the basic
problem that this committee and others will have to deal with.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much. '
I will at this time declare a short recess.
[Short recess taken.]
Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
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I want to thank each of the witnesses for your very provocative and
fine statements.

One of the concerns that inescapably arises from all of these state
ments is why risk-benefit analysis seemsto be inadequate or insufficient
to help in the determination of the issues we are examining at this
time.

I understand the irreversible nature of the process itself adds an im
portant dimension. The uncertainties, because it is Ion\\" range, where
as risk benefit is more applicable to short-range considerations, also
aggravates the difficulty of 'applying such analysis systematically to
the subject matter.

I ~ess the first question I would like to ask is whether this same
pessimism regarding the utmty of risk-benefit analysis would apply to
all areas of basic research. What about expenditures seeking to under
standand develop treatment methods for cancer, or for diseases! Is it
possible or not possible to apply risk-benefit type judgments to that
question!

Let's take the question of cancer and the identification of carcino
gens.-You have dealt somewhat with using the results of high-level
tests to determiue risks of low-level exposure to carcinogenic
substances.

Dr. WILSON. In a certain sense I think we have already decided
some of the research experiments that we would like to do, to find out
which chemicals are carcinogenic. We are not going to do experiments
on people, if we can help it. That is already decided. It did not take
much of a decision, it was quite obvious.

One problem of ,.pplyinl\' analysis to these situations is just because
we decided not to do experiments on people. So in that sense we have
made 'an important decision. So we could classify some of the DNA
experiments proposed in that category. We will make a dicision to try
to avoid exposing people.

But this means, in my view, not that we should reject any risk-bene
fit analysis, but say it is nibbling at the edges of the problem and help
ing illuminate the central part of it.

We can try to identify what are the risky situations. One of the
reasons that already DNA research is 'a matter before you, is that
scientists have come up with a list of possible things ,they have imag
ined might happen, and they have not yet been able to exclude them.

In cancer research you do not usually imagine disasters. We have
not been able to come up within many except for the possibility of put
ting out in the world a chemical which would cause such 'adisaster. We
have exercised imagination to try to identify if there are any real haz
ards there which are catastrophic. When we identify them, those are
the hazards to pay attention to.

There may be parts of DNA research thrut we can identify as ex
tremely unlikely to be hazardous and we can go ahead.

One must bear in mind th,.t as Dr. Lowrance said, just like the
State Department, DNA risk problems are so interlocking, that you
might think there is no particular hazard in "" particular experiment,
but a strong second-order effe<lt brings the hazard in.

I think here we arc. asking just to try to isolate little bits of the in
9.uiry so you can encompass them within the framework of one's
limited understanding in a reasonable time.
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Mr. THORNTON. We have received testimony that the risk, or the
probability at least, of the escape of a micro-organism 'and its survival
m nature----whether or not that micro-organism might be dangerous,
is on the order of I believe 10 to the minus 8 which is a very low
order of probability.

Now, are we being given afigure that is reliable! Or is someone
guessing in giving us that figure1 How do we assess that probability
figure!

Mr. Dyson, you have your hand up. '
Mr. DYSON. We talked about this a lot on our citizens committee. I

think we are qnite unanimous that such numbers have very little mean
ing as 'absolute measurements of risk.

Where they do have meaning is when you make comparisons be
tween different procedures. If you can say you reduce the risk by a
factor of 100 by putting on an extra filter, that has Somemeaning. But
attempts to calculate in absolute terms what the probabilities might
be, none of us take seriously, for the very reason Don Michael said.
We have been through very carefully the history of the accidents that
happened in the biology lab in Princeton where these experiments are
likely to be done, and we can see what kind of damned fool things go
on there, and it has nothing to do with the calculation of probabilities.
Someone comes home drunk one night and leaves the door open when it
should be locked, which we are all, of course, completely aware of;
that kind of thing.

Dr. LoWRANOE. As one who had a tremendous fire that destroyed
part of the university laboratory, and who blew out all of the windows
on one floor of the building, as one who knews what students can get
into, I would say human error is a large part of it.

In this room, in these photographs of the astronauts we have a re
minder of the terrible fire that took the lives of several astronauts on
the ground. One of the greatest tributes to the space program has been
the remarkable safety record of perhaps the most complex engineered
systems man has ever put together. Yet even on the ground, not out
there on the Moon, but on the ground, the thing blew up like a bomb
and took several lives that were highly valuable to society. Those
were specific lives. That is Ii very complicated chain of accident events.

But we have many, many such examples, where the best laid plans
went "agley."

Dr. MIOHAEL. There is another moral in that example, and that is
the enormous and unprecedented effort that went into building fail
safe systems, backups, documentation and documentation on top of it,
to avoid accidents. That kind of quality control we've never put into
any other social enterprise. And, of course, it took enormous regulation
all the way through to accomplish that.

Mr. THORNTON. And enormous redundancies.
And this may also illustrate that it is the unguarded risk, the un

guarded contingency, which often occurs. That is not always true. The
marvelous ability of the flight that failed to negotiate its way around
the Moon and back did point out two things-the redundancies of the
system, yet the fragility of the system, at the same time.

Dr. LOWRANOE. I think a point that emerges here is although we
caunot make a final balance sheet and say yes, we will do this research,
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nor that we should not do any of it, we can make progress along the
way and say what we know so far.

To say one does an experiment is pretty broad. But when you get
down to conditions of experiments, institutional review mechanisms,
kinds of mechanisms that might be set up, and so one, I am sure the
committee in Princeton has gone into some of the differences in ways
one does experiments. By choosing test organisms carefully one can
cut down on at least the imaginable surprises.

Mr. THORNTON. You are saying we should take all conceivable meas
ure~erhaps, to reduce the risk.

o makes the decision as to what risks-whether they are short
or long-term-are acceptable1Or who should make it1

You, Dr. Lowrance, wrote a book called "Of Acceptable Risk" and I
believe you, Dr. Michael, wrote a paper on "Who Decides Who
Decidesl"

I invite each of you to address that question.
Dr. LOWRANCE. In my opinion the public does have a right to de

cide. By "the public" I mean yourself, Mr. Congressman, and the sub
committee, and the committee, and the various public forums that I
think have grown up in quite responsible fashion in Ann Arbor and
Princeton and Cambridge and San Francisco, and so on. I think the
general public does have a right to be involved in deciding what
chances It is willing to take in the same sense, that it has been in on
deciding the chances we are willing to take in going to the Moon, and
other experiments.

Dr. MICHAEL. I share that view.
Mr. THORNTON~ We would like to be favored with a copy of your

paper, Dr. Michael, and we will consider it for possible inclusion in
the record.

Dr. MICHAEL. The problem is, at what level, which citizens get in-
volved, in what way. ,
If I may refer to the freedom-of-inquiry question again, recogniz

ing variations around that question, as Mr. Dyson does. Nevertheless
in Ann Arbor this was of great concern to some university faculty. If
members of the communities were to be formally involved in deciding
whether or not the university should undertake the research, since
they would be the people at risk, what else should thev be involved in,
then, in regard to what research should be donej It was not a
kind of moderate position, it was either/or, regarding freedom of
inquiry, and it disturbed somefaculty greatly.

The scale of decisionmaking is somehow wrong for the recombinant
DNA problem. It is a world problem. But todav it comes down to na
tional decisions, then local decision. Since ultimately, regardless of
what a national decision might be through legislation, ultimately
there are people in the community who might perhaps be-the vic
tims of somebody coming home drunk and leaving the door open,
they have got to have some part in local decisions. How that is done, I
don't know. I think that is an area where we are going to have to make
SOC]aI innovations. '

Throughout the history of the evolution of democracy we have
seen-and I expect we will see here-inventions appropriate to deal
with novel problematic, and highly esoteric situations. We will have
to learn what those are by trial and experiment.
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Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Lowrance-i-and others-i-T am going totake your
statement about the need for international considerations here and,
after disclaiming for you any expression on the 'Part of your employer,
the Department of State, do you have any views as to what we should
be doing internationally ~

Dr. LOWRANCE. Mr. Chairman, several of the Department's execu
tives are looking into the question of international discussion of this
issue.

It is a frustrating one, in that discussion is about the only word
one can find. We cannot regulate, we have never had a world law that
really could regulate actions of citizens of all of the countries uni
formly. But I think expansion of the forum of discussion is very, very
important. From the very beginning our discussion of the DNA de
bate,the Asilomar Conference in California had observers from other
countries, expanded to include representatives of the Soviet Union.

Mr. DYSON. Not only observers. They participated quite actively.
Dr. LOWRANCE. Right. And this has expanded from the scientific

community to the larger community, now obviously to Congress and
all the major forums, and you will see much more international
discussion.

My feeling is that we not only need rules and regulations but a kind
of increased sensitivity. I think, for instance, private research insti
tutions, hospitals, and so on, in our country and others, should be en
couraged to examine the issue.

I am glad universities in the last year or so have been induced to
examine the problem. The Cambridge debate heated up almost in
stantaneously-it flashed. It seemed to me that as scientists were troop
ing in with all sorts of opinions, talking with the council of the city of
Cambridge, it would have been appropriate for the mayor to turn to
president Bok and say:

Mr. Bok, the question tor you is: Can you assure me your entire faculty has ex
amined this issue with sophistication and care and has assured you as president
of tbe untversttv, not a specialist in the issue, but as the head of the institution,
that the hazards are under control and that these risks.are worth taking?

Of course that happened fairly indirectly, and perhaps even more
directly than I am privileged to know. But I think institutional review
mechanisms are extremely important at a local level. With. all respect
to Federal gnidelines, but Federal guidelines aside, these are experi
ments done by graduate students and research assistants, and many
full professors who write papers about these things have never them
selves done the experiments; and that is the way research goes on in the
messy world of the laboratory. So I think institutional review is
important:

Mr. THORNTON. Is it reasonable to take some comfort from the ob
servations that the different nations who face this problem of recom
binant DNA are closely tracking our own NIH guidelines ~

Dr. LoWRANCE. I think that is an accurate perception of what is hap
pening. I am very pleased it has worked that way.

I think it is fair to say there seems to be little overall international
disagreement that the issue is important, that there are potential haz
ards in the research, that there are potential benefits and risks in the
research. There is a wide spectrum of opinion. But I think everybody
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thinks it is important, and people are willing to discuss it in broad
forums.

Dr. WILSON. I would like to make a comment on how one might learn
what happens in the future on this from what happens in the past.

One of the major problems with the benefit analyses which have been
done is in fact you really should do a separate one for each section of
society. Clearly occupational work hazard, the risk is different to the
general public, and the benefit is different.

There might be other groups involved, however, and so there has not
been as much decision-making done as one should have done for sep
arately affected groups.

In this particular case of DNA it is in some cases analogous to the
nuclear case where the only issues of real importance in the nuclear
case are nuclear war, and perhaps the long-lived waste disposal ques
tions. Certainly they are a political problem at most. Both these
problems are international in scope. And what we do is not necessarily
the most important thing as to what happens in the future.

Right at the beginning of the nuclear case there was international
discussion of some of these things; there has always been international
discussion of waste disposal.

On the other hand, at the present moment it is coming to the situa
tion, I have a present concern, about the present posture of this country
in these international nuclear discussions, because all my friends in
Europe, some of whom are not in the nuclear industry, some are, feel
this country is being rather arrogant in ignoring the opinions of peo
ple overseas, particularly on proliferation, where we are the bad gnys
because we proliferated, and some of the others are the good gnys
and haven't.

Nonethless, we started, with the best of good will, discussions with
those other people. Nonetheless, we got in the situation that we make
proposals that seek to be unilateral.

I think we have to follow this DNA question with 'extreme care.
Although in the discussion there is agreement, we will get interna
tional representatives at conferences, get the sort of scientific agree
inent weld at the conferences on nuclear issues, when it comes to
practical implementation on a domestic level, of an international issue
I think we are still very far from having any institutions really avail
able for handling it. I think the nuclear issue shows this. I think we
have to develop a way to be broad enough to handle all the inter
national issues, of which DNA is probably only the second.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Dyson.
Mr. DYSON. Two questions came up that I would like to answer.
First there is the question of what are the appropriate local insti-

tutions. It seems to me the institution of the Biohazards Committee
has been working very well. In Princeton University there is the
Biohazards Committee, which has complete responsibility for any
thing that is done in 'this area. And it is a committee that is composed

.of representatives from different parts of the university, the molecular
biologists being quite a small minority on it, the chairman being the
occupational health and safety officer of the university, whose job is
protecting the safety of people irrespective of what kind of research
they are trying to do.
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So as an institutional machine this does work very well, I think.
It is close enough to the real problems not to get entangled in legal
istic questions, and it is also broad enough to give voice to the people
who have real, fundamental objections to what is going on.

In our citizens committee we have proposed that two representatives .
of the community be added to this university Biohazards Committee;
by ordinance, so in the future the broader community will be repre
sented right inside and will get advance information of any experi
ments that are contemplated, and will have advance information
whenever any problems arise.

That seems to us to be a reasonably adequate institutional mecha
.nism for keeping people informed about what is going on.

The other thing I was going to respond to was the international
question. We have had, by happy coincidence, a gentleman, Jerome
Ravetz, who is a member of the British Genetic Manipulations Advi
sory Group, actually living in Princeton and talking with us while
these discussions have been going on. The Genetic Manipulations Advi
sory Group is the British response on an institutional level to this prob
lem. It is a very establishment kind of group. It passes judgment on
everything that is done in the whole country, and evens everything
out very quietly and without any fuss. And of course.that answers very
well the requirements of the British way of doing things, .

Mr. THORNTON. That is the British way of doing things.
Mr. DYSON. He is trying to sell this to us as something appropriate

to American conditions. Obviously we feel it is not appropriate to
American conditions. In American conditions things have to be much
more chaotic. We have to have much more public argument and con
frontation. That is the way we feel comfortable.

I think it is important that it is understood that a uniform inter
national regulation of this business will not work. Each country has
to choose the institutional machinery with which it feels comfortable.
And if there were ever an international set of rules set up it would
probably be so inflexible and hard to modify that we would all regret
ever having agreed to it.

Mr. THORNTON. I take it you would not advocate such an effort to
reach international agreements.

Mr. DYSON. We ought to have very close discussions on the interna
tional level so we all know what we are doing. I think it would be a
mistake to try to set up international machinery at this point.

Dr. MICHAEL. May I raise one reservation about the present efficacy
of institutional review procedures1

I agree we desperately need them, especially in universities. But it
has been the experience' of some of us who watched this, both at my
own university and elsewhere, that there is sometimes enormous pres
sure on the institution's members to go along with the conventional
view of freedom of inquiry and conventional view of "you let me do
my research and I will let you do yours."

Any number of people without tenure, younger persons, felt unable
to VOIce their reservations, their data, therr critiques. There have been
some very courageous ones, too, who have spoken out at personal pro
fessional risk particularly in the Oamlbridge-Boston area ..Th~re have
also been senior people, who have felt compelled to remain Silent be
cause of the kind of dissension they would generate around both the
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ethical issue of freedom of inquiry and the critical economic matters
of the university funds and prestige.

So it might well be that one of the functions of national legislation
would be to facilitate effective institutional examination by requiring, '

, let us say, that when Federal funds were potentially involved that the
votes taken on these things be by secret ballot rather than by holding
up of hands.

I believe there is great need to protect dissent of this sort in tradi
tionalized settings like universities.

As to the international issue, there is a half whimsical specula
tion which suggests one kind of guidance or regulation of activity,
particularly for the recombinant DNA area that might be helpful. The
point has been made if there were no Nobel prize to be awarded for
research deriving from this kind of thing the compulsion, and intensity
to get on with the exploration as soon 'as possible would arop
precipitously.

It is true III our society humans, especially scientists, have an honest
desire to know more. But scientists also share other motives that
characterize this society. What they want to know, and when, and
how quickly is often very much influenced nowadays by the additionaI
desire to get the prestige 'and the rewards that go with getting there
first. This was certainly true of heart transplant research. It was
almost a scandal in that area. Being first has lots of payoff in addi
tion to the traditional rewards of contributing to knowledge and
welfare.

So one might want to think about ways of discouraging this un
, necessarily intense entrepreneurial fame seeking, as a way of slow
ing down or cooling off the pace of research withoutregulating into
nonexistence the motive to seek knowledge.

Mr. THORNTON. Getting back to a former President's characteriza
tion of motivation as either being a carrot or a stick, you 'are suggesting
withdrawal of the carrot might be a more appropriate measure than to
apply the stick. '

Dr. MICHAEL. Yes; and, of course, this has been the American way
of doing a lot of things, it seems to me, differential taxation, for
example. Certainly, in this area the incentive to get research funds,
and departmental growth by getting there first, has been exascerbated
because we have chosen to fund universities separately. The competi
tive incentives for the prestige of being first, the professorial chairs
that go with it, the international reputations, has been certainly a driv
ing force pressuring each research group to get their work underway
as soon as possible. In principle we could wait for the benefits, we could
accumulate the knowledge. more slowly, learn about the risks more
deliberately, but if somebody else might beat us to the Nobel prize we
cannot wait.

So how to reduce the carrot, is well worth working at.
Mr. THORNTON. How about the "no patent"!
Dr. MICHAEL. That would be as well another way to go, by all means,

since one of the crucial problems we have is control of corporate
laboratories and their research in this area. "No patent," both for uni
versities and for corporations would be a disincentive.

Mr. THORNTON. The interesting thing about the no-patent issue is
that it has, as have many questions, two SIdes.
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Dr. MIOHAEL. Surely. '
Mr. THORNTON. The purpose of a patent is not merely to retard in

novation, but also to encourage disclosure and to avoid someone using
another route which is 'available, namely developing a process and
keeping it a secret so that no one else has access to it.

Dr. MIOHAEL. AgllJin, in this 'area 'as with human subjects research, if
society, as represented say by Congress, were to decide that this area is
sufficiently serious and problematic that we must have disclosure of
procedures, it could establish regulations to make this a legal obliga
tion-just as now corporations 'are required to disclose information
'about employment and investment, and so forth, which 30 years ago
Was considered an outrageous intervention in the private practices of
the free enterprise process. But in the public interest as It had COme
to be defined they are legally oIbligated.

The same thing could hold here. It is 'a matter of what values are
going to operate, what value changes 'are going to be supported and
by whom. '

Dr. WILSON. I have been following particularly, of course, the Cam
bridge question. And, we have a student who particularly, looking a
bit from outside, interviewed members of the Cambridge committee.
And I think it is worth realizing what that discussion was and what
it was not.

Firstly, the program of the university was on a small scale as far as
the DNA experiments were concerned, so the degree of containment
requested was fadrly small and the degree of risk fairly isolated. Even
the degree of control that Harvard University had over experiments
by its faculty is comparatively small even if they banned them in the
laboratory, It was pointed out to me by Professor Meselson that he
could do them in his garage in Belmont and no one could stop him.
He couldn't do it with NIH funds, but he is not using NIH funds for
most of his research.

The other issue involved there was a discussion in the faculty, with
a fair amount of dissent; and it was particularly interesting to me to
watch the way people who dissented on other questions are in agree
ment on this and vice-versa. No particular method to stifle discussion,
that I could discern, and the people I always thought of as professional
dissenters were on the estalblishment side on this issue, and vice versa.
Itwas quite an interesting mix.

The interesting point was both Harvard and MIT in my view made
a major error in this particular matter, and not until sort of a public
meetmg ofthe faculty committee, in front of the university, was there
any communication with the city of Cambridge. Someone asked the
question, "Have you approached the city of Cambridge yet 1 Are they
being brought into it1"

And someone in the audience said "I represent the city of Cambridge
and I am here today."

And that was the first representation.
The city of Cambridge was not really discussing DNA research to

any real extent. The delays and so on were really a sigual to Harvard
and MIT that they better bring the city of Cambridge into these issues
at an early stage in the future, that Harvard and MIT are not th,eboss,
the mayor of the city of Cambridge is the boss, and although the com-
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mittee did not want to pass on the technical issues, itwas quite clear
that the question of authority was the message mainly being discussed.

There was a unanimous recommendation. They felt by and large on
the technical issues they had some confidence in the particular depart
ment of MIT and Howard, largely I think due to the openness with

.which the testimony was given by the particular university members,
and there was enongh dissent in the nniversity to raise all the adverse
comments, to the degree the city committee could not in fact assess.

Also the committee seemed to realize that it was a national and
international problem, which this local committee could not begin to
start to address. And so they explicitly excluded themselves from
addressing the scientific issues in deteail. .

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Mr. Dyson.
Mr. DYSON. In Princeton there has been absolutely no attempt by

anybody to suppress dissenting opinions. On the contrary we have
sought them out. As far as I know, that is true in several other places.

Dr. MICHAEL. I would not for a moment argue that the attempt is
explicit. It is part of the arrangement, the collegial arrangement that
operates in the university culture. It is a subtle business, but it operates.
It usually doesn't involve arm twisting among peers. However, some
times it operates with a good bit of arm-twisting innuendo when
younger colleagues are involved who do not have tenure or control of
their funds. It is something to be added to the picture.

Mr. THORNTON. I would like to ask a couple of questions which may
not require a great deal of comment.

Do any of you know of anybody who has attempted to conduct. a
formal analysis of risk-benefit with regard to recombinant DNA re
search! We were not aware of such a study, and did not want to over
look the possibility that someone might be engaged in such a study.

Are there some suggestions that you might be able to give us with
regard to this issue. I take it all of you would be willing to make that
suitable to this kind of evaluation!

You may want to respond to this question in writing. If you do have
any thoughts or comments now we would be pleased to hear you. But
it does seem to me we need to find some means of measuring and quanti
fying the problem area in which we are involved. Any suggestions
would be appreciated.

I would like also to ask each of you whether you would be willing to
respond to such questions in writing as may be submitted to you with
regard to this issue. I take it all of you would be willing to make that
kind of response.

I guess the concern that I come down to at the end of this session is
whether what you have said indicates that the judgment here is going
to have to be based ona collection from every available source of all
available information, and then making a-hopefully educated-guess
at what course of action would be a responsible balance for a period
of time in the future, not for 10 years from now, not for 5 years, but
for tomorrow, for next month, or whatever may be, unless we begin
to accumulate more information about the subject which we are
exploring.

Does anybody have any comment!
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Dr. MIcHAEL. One caveat on that: Increasingly, responsible judg
ments for tomorrow depend on an estimate of the longer range future.
This is the impasse our technology has brought us to. We know we
cannot make responsible judgments today without setting them in
,long-range context, even though we do not know very well what the
long-range context is.

It seems to me responsible judgments we make about tomorrow must
be done with explicit, overt attention to the alternative futures that
were considered in choosing this action rather than that, choosing to
go one way rather than another. This is a necessary part of the learn
ing process, the learning society, I spoke of, earlier, Everyone needs to
understand the nature of the future context that is to be used as a, basis
for present action,

As our understanding of the future shifts, it provides input for
evaluating the next stage of present action. I don't see how we can
evaluate any area of technology if we continue our traditional way of
looking into the future a tomorrow at a time. We have to attend to the
further future to understand the nature of tomorrow.

Dr. LOwRANOE. If I may comment on it: It seems to me one of the
things we are always able to do, that Congress is able to do in this case,
for instance. is to decide what we will do first.

I am sure over the next decade we will do many, many experiments.
The question is which ones we should do first in order to learn as much
as possible about the other experiments we are going to do in 5 years.

I think there is a, role for the public, for Congress, for the Nffi, in
thinking about what kind of experiments we should do first to give us
an idea of what territory we face, what business schemes work best as
systems, what monetary schemes seem to function more reliably.

A small example is the development of various strange organisms
that live only in a strange environment in the laboratory. Properly
pampered they can be used in experiments, but if they get out of the
laboratory they simply die and do not constitute a hazard.

There is much more to be done, and I think as a start we should not
throw up our hands and say we will just have to see how it all goes.
Clearly, there are some things we can do early on to influence what we
do later. '

Mr. THORNTON. I think you are saying we should not refuse to ex
plore or move toward the unlmown, but that we should do so with
great caution.

Dr. LOWRANOE. "Prodding carefully," as you said.
Dr. WILSON. You did not say, but I imagine you implied, the experi

ments you ought to do first are those that will enable you to estimate
better what the risk is, or whether there is a risk at all, and if there is
a benefit. In particular, at the moment we have really very little idea
whether there is a big risk, a small risk, and whether we can partition
the field with some parts having a low risk and some parts having a
high risk.

As a layman in this particular field of recombinant DNA research
the risks are still very largely unknown, and there are some simple ex
periments one could do almost at once to identify them. For example,
if the mutant objects one mil;\'ht create, spread very rapidly throughout
society-ahnost all we can think of spread rapidly throughout scoiety->
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we would immediately know the risk is very small, because any
change we make has already been happening.

So this sort of experiment would be extremely important to get
started on fairly quickly, to assess what is likely to happen in the fu
ture. That is not done often enough in these technologies. It has not
been done early enough in the nuclear technology.

Mr. DYSON. I would just like to put on the record the fact that it is
not just getting Nobel Prizes that drives science at all. I think it plays
a very much smaller part than many people believe. The book Jim
Watson wrote about the double helix is an admirable portrait of Jim
Watson. It is not an excellent picture of the average scientist by any
means.

I have in-mind myself very strongly one of my closest friends who
had a 6-year-old daughter who died of polio just one year before the
polio vaccine became available. I think that is what we have to think
of when we talk about puttinl!' the brakes on research.

Mr. THOIlNTON. I think it IS easy to overstate the immediacy of some
benefit which mizht be achieved. Yet, I have the impression that if we
are to realIy tackl:e the causes of such things as cancer, then an under
standing of how cells work, why they lose the ability to work properly,
why something in there goes wrong. maybe some of the genetic codes
that keep them from replicating fail to work, this kind of knowledge
might have unforeseen results. It might help us to identify the ques
tions that need to be asked.

And, like the risk, these benefits are extremely difficult to quantify.
And the benefits usually are unexpected, just as the risks are often un
expected.

I want to thank each of the panelists for your very fine testimony
and contribution to the course of this hearing, It has been a pleasure
being here with you. 'Ve would like to invite you to share with us such
further thoughts as you may have in connection with our written ques-
tions and anything you would like to add. .

This hearing is now adjourned. .
[Wherenpon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee was adjourned sine die.]
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m., in room
2255, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon, Ray Thornton, chairman,
presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order. This morning the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology continues its
series of hearings on the issue of recombinant DNA molecule research.
Today we are going to be considering the implications of that research
upon our system of laws, the first amendment to the Constitution
and other provisionsof law which relate to the question of the freedom
of scientific inquiry. ..

We are fortunate in having a very distinguished panelof experts
to. advise with the committee on this important, complicated and per
haps difficult issue.

Dr. Max Tishler, the 1977 recipient of the gold medal of the Ameri
can Institute of Chemists, noted in his acceptance speech his distress
about what he called new pressures bearing down on research. He is
quoted as having said "for the first time in this country, pure research
faces the serious possibility of becomiug at least in pan a hostage of
government and a servant of political power." A clear example accord
ing to his statement is seen in the controversy over recombinant DNA
research. Continuing the quote, "Society no longer accepts one of the
basic precepts, on which research is based, namely the pursuit of
lmowledge IS justified wherever it may take us."

Others have voiced similar concerns and variations of opinion and
I think a useful analysis can be made which distinguishes or attempts
to distinguish the constitutional basis for freedom of expression with
the right of Government to regulate action. I think it will be useful for
all of us to explore in greater detail the analysis and rationale which
does surround this most complicated area.

I am pleased that this group of witnesseS can be here this morning.
We have been conducting our hearings in a panel format much like a
workshop and want to continue that practice. We will begin by wel
coming our first witness, Professor Jerome A. Barron, National Law
Center, George Washington University.

Mr. Barron, you may proceed.
[Biographical sketch of Jerome A. Barron follows:]
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JEROME A. BARRON

Barron, Jerome Au:.:-e, b. Tewksbury, Mass., Sept. 25; 1933; s. Henry and Badia
(Bhaftmaster-) B.; A.B., magna cum laude, Tufts Coll., 1955; LL.B., Yale, 1958;
LL.M., George Washington U. (Teaching Fellow) 1960; ID. Myra Berthat Hymo
vich (A.B. Smith, M.A. Johns Hopkins, J.D. Georgetown-Asst. County Atty.,
Fairfax County. Virginia); children-Jonathan Nathaniel, David Jeremiah, Jen
nifer Leah. Admitted to Mass. bar, 1959, D.C. bar, 1960; law elk. Chief Judge U.S.
Ot. Claims, Washington, 1960--61; aBSO. firm Cross, Mu:rpby & Smith, Washington,
1961-62; asst. prof. law U. N.D.• 1962-64; asso. prof. law U. N.M., 1964-65; prof.
law George Washington ,U., 1965-72, 73-; dean Syracuse U. Ooll. Law, 1972-73.
Served with AUS, 1959-60. Mem. Am. Bar Assn. {Legal Adv. Com. Free Press and
Fair Trial 1973-74) , Consult., Senate Select Oommtttee on Presidential Campaign
Activities, 1973-74, Phi 'Beta Kappa. Member---':"'Advisory Board, Media Law Re
porter; Board of Editors, Family. Law Quarterly j Board of Directors, George
Washington Law Association.

Author: Books (with Donald Gillmor) Mass Communications Law, Cases and
Comment (West Publishing Co.) 2d ed., 1974; Freedom of the Press for Whom?
(Ind. University Press (1973) j (with C. Thomas Dienes) Constitutional Law:

Principles and Policy. (Bobbs-Merriell (1975»). Articles include "Sunday in
North America," 79 Hnrv. L. Rev. 42 (1.965) i "Access lto the Press-A New First
Amendment Right," 80 Harv. L. Rev. 1641 (1967) j "An Emerging First Amend
ment Right of Access to the Media?" 37 Geo. Wash.' L. Rev. 487 (1969) j "The
Ambiguity of Judicial review," 1970 Duke Law Journal 591 i (with Arthur S.
Miller) "The Supreme Court: The Adversary System and the Flow of Information
to the Justices: A Preliminary Inquiry," 61 Virginia L. Rev. 1187 -(1975). Home:
2530 Trophy Lane, Restin VA 22091. Office: 720 20th 'St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20052. . .

STATEMENT OF PROF. lEROMEA. BARRON, NATIONAL LAW
CENTER, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Mr. BARRON. Mr. Chairman, first of all I would iike to say I am not
an expert in DNA. If there is any reason for my being here it is just
to give some reflection to the question of what first amendment pro
tection means in terms of scientific research.

It is from a first amendment perspective that I will be talking to
you this morning.

When an issue of social policy becomes a sufficiently intense matter
of controversy, some effort is usually made to identify its constitu
tional status in hopes that the controversy will therefore somehow be
stilled or resolved. .

But when a matter of novel and difflcult' social policy must be
addressed in constitutional terms, it should be recognized that the
battle lines are really not very much altered by the shift from a scien
tific and/or ethical vocabulary to a legal or constitutional one. So it is
with the' question of whether the first amendment protects from gov
ernmental regulation the issue of DNA recombinant molecule research.

You quoted Dr. Max Tishler to the effect that society is no longer
willing to accept the proposition upon which scientific research is
based: "The pursuit of knowledge is justified wherever it may take us."

Whether society has even been' so tolerant is, I think, a matter of
some doubt, But, let's give society the benefit' of the doubt. An issue
not quite so large but somewhat related is: Has American constitu
tionallaw accepted the idea that the pursuit of scientific knowledge is
protected wherever that pursuit may lead!! .

Occasionally the first amendment has received a sufficiently broad
interpretation from the Supreme Court which might SUggest there is
blanket protection against, governmental restraint for DNA research
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and for scientific research generally. I am not suggesting that the
Court has passed on those issues. It has not. But I am suggesting that
there is language .in the cases the position that Dr. Tishler is repre
senting might take comfort from.

In 1969,the Supreme Court said that the "Constitution protects the
right to receive information and ideas." The obscenity cases have
some relevant language. But basically, a lot of these things are just
quotations out of context. In other words, it does not relate directly to
the issue before us.

On the other hand, culling past precedents for relevant remarks is
. part of the constitutional lawyer's task, and, with that understanding,
we can see what the Supreme Court has said on this.

If there is a right to receive, doesn't that necessarily implicate the
existence of a right to explore and to investigate i This is less clear.
We know that we may watch films in the privacy of our homes free
from the censoring hand of the State, although we could not purchase
in a store or through the mails those same films.

In the obscenity area, like so many first amendment areas, we find
not inflexible dogma, but paradox. The first amendment protects us in
the right to use ill our homes material we have no right to acquire.

Will similar paradoxes mark the area of first amendment contro
versy about scientific research i Will the courts say that scientific in
quiry is protected as an abstract matter but that local communities
also have a right, conflicting though it is, through their zoning powers,
to banish particular kiuds of scientific research from their borders i Is
it possible that a particular line of scientific research is protected and
at the same time that the City Council of Cambridge, Mass., may exile
it beyond the city limits i -

In the DNA controversy, one side asserts that the health of the
populace may be immeasurably benefited by DNA research. The other
side asserts that the creation of new organisms may menace the con
tinuation of human life in its present form.

When the stakes are presented in such massive and dramatic terms,
one most be, I think, more patient with the Cambridge City Council
than perhaps many scientists and academics have been.

Last year, the Supreme Court said that it had no doubt that munici
palities may control the location of "adult" theaters. The Supreme
Court held that a municipality might regulate to keep "adult" theaters
out of residential neighborhoods.

Can a community also legislate to restrict the location of labora
tories engaging in experiments that will affect the nature and quality
of life as weill The State surely has as much reason to be concerned
in such circumstances about the location 6f laboratories as it does
about the location of "adult" theaters.

George Wald in his remarks against genetic engineering says that
the results of DNA technology will be "essentially new organisms,
self-perpetuating and hence permanent. Once created, they cannot be
recalled."
If Professor Wald is right-and I do not know-then the first

amendment implications of the DNA debate become radically altered.
I hope that it is clear, and if it is not, let me stress the noint until it is
clear: I am not a scientist, much less a biologist, and am not competent
to pass on whether George Wald is right or whether his equally dis-
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tinguished opponents are right concerning the merits of the DNA
controversy. -

One of the reasons for protection for freedom of discussion is that
special protection must be given to those constitutional prooedures
which provide for orderly mange in society. In other words, in my
view, one of the reasons we give such special and justifiable atten
tion to first amendment freedoms in our society is because that is the
structure for change.

We are concerned about any obstacles to that kind of change. In
this context, the question is: Should the symbolic language of free
inquiry be used to authorize irreversible changes in the biological
order of things! Putting the DNA controversy in first amendment
terms reminds us of simdlar, but by comparison more trivial, questions
affecting the political order.

Traditionally, one of the most difficult of first amendment prob
lems has been the extent, to which 'the constitution..1guaranJtee of free
dom of expression protects those who, if they achieved mastery of the
political order, would deny such freedom of expression to all others.

This has been the challenge which the Oommunist oases presented
to the Supreme Court. And if those cases ..re thought of as a unit, I
think it will be seoothat only when it was clear to the popular.
imagin..tion th..t the Communist danger to the society was it minimal
one did the Supreme Court start according full first amendment
protection to those prosecuted under the and-Oommunist legislezion,

The problem of how ,a free society should deal with totalitarian
parties with respect to allowing such parties to exploit the institutions
of a free society in run effort to destroy iJt has been 'a continning chal
lenge to liberal political theory.

In my view, the DNA controversy presents an even more difficult
challenge, Even if totalitarian parties do achieve successand do ..bolish
the vital heart of ,the liberal democratic state and the traditions and
procedures of free speech and free press, revolution is still possible.

Even in the most repressive st,..te, rebel1ion is possible. In politics if
a sufficient combinatdon of bravery and desperation is present, there
is always the possibility of revolution and change..Burt ,in biology, if
the critics of DNA research are correct, rebellion may not 'beposSrble.
In the new world of DNA research, people like George Wald say
thurt uleimarely no revolution may be possible. What is done will not
be able to 'be undone.

I am not at all sure that the traditional tools of first amendment
doctrine are adequate for the grandeur and the enormity of the issues
involved in this controversy. The speech/action dichotomy and the
clear and present danger doctrine are tmditionrul tools of Fiirst Amend
ment analysis. But an attempt to make a closeparallel between hypoth
esis and experiment in science and the traditional separation be
tween speech and aotdon in constitutionalIitigatdon is, in my opinion
hardly likely to he a fruitful <me. '

Functionally, "action" is a social evil about to be accomplished, Are
_all experiments to be considered "~peech" exceJ;>t the experiment that
~oes.m faet produce t,hemdestruetr~le humanoid robot! Such regula
tlon.ls.no regul..tion. We have to Walt until thOlt point.

Similarly, ,the clear and present dang-er doctrine requires an assess
ment tbt the danger to be feared is about to occur. Such prophecies -
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when they are put on the hands of judges are difficult enouglb. ~hen
the problems ",t issues involve delicate matters of social and political
analysis and adjustment. .

But at least such matters hear some kinship to ~he legal problems
for the resolution of which judgesare trained. But in matters involv
ing prophesying the 'Ill!'imate achievement. of DNA recombina,?,tmole
cule research judges WIll be found wanting in terms of expertise;

By training the judiciary is particularly unlikely to have the req
uisite scientific background and knowledge which would make them
desirable arbiters of such problems. Similarly,as a group, they are
probably too much of an elite to have their ear on the common pulse
in terms of providing reliably representative societal reaction to the
merits of the controversy,

If a group of non-expeet deeisionmakers is wanted for deciding the
kinds of living organisms which science may permissibly seek, then
perhaps in a democrazic society the best roll of experts is the voters'
roll.

In summary, on matters as specialized, controversial, and important
as the DNA recombinant molecule issue, I think a number of basic
pro)?ositiol1S should be kept in mind:

First, claims of pure scholarship and an unfettered right to com
municate have rarely been dealt with by the Supreme Court in absolut
ist terms. Illustrative is the Court's approach when the Belgian
scholarand Marxilst Georges Mandel sought entry to the United States,
but as a Communist was denied admission, The claims of free inquiry
were given serious attention by th.e Court, but in the end of the tra
ditional leeway accorded to the Federal Government with respect to
the 'admission of ..liens prevailed and Mandel was denied admission.

In other words, and I speak now interms ofa student of wha,t the
law is mther than what I would have it be, the Court 'has seldom
bowed to the claims that free inquiry prevails before 'all other values.
I am speakiug as 'a reporter on this point.

Mmy years ''''go, Justice Frankfurter said ,th.t first amendment
problems were better dealt wiIth, "by candid .and dnformed weighing
of the competing interests * * * than by announcing dogmas too in
flexible for the non-Euclidean problems to be solved."

Second, the search for ,the first amendment resolution to the prob
lem of the permissible societal limits of DNA research will be 'a Mile
one if it is thought that the sum of contemporary first amendment
case law, doctrine, and pninciple is clearly for or 'against uninhibited
DNA research.

In matters far less vital to tile future of humanity the Supreme
Court has recently ,given tremendous scope to local communities to
inhibit .the right to communicate. I report th"'t, again, without saying
whether it is good or bad.

Third, if first amendment doctrine is in fact used to solve prob
lems of the limits of scientific research, it will, I think, be quickly
seen, once tests such as clear and present dauger or speech/action are
used, that their use will serve only to mask rather than to illuminate
what is taking place.

What inevitably will occur in such situations is that the courts will
be forced to make a scientific judgment. Is this particular study, this
particular laboratory, this particular experiment a hazard to this
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particular community! A pragmatic inquiry will. be the real touch
stone of decision in such cases. and I do not think It can be otherwise.

Fourth, if traditional first amendment tests are going to be used to
resolve the question of the continuation of DNA research, I think it
is better to use as clear a balancing test as possible.

The identification of the issues involved is much more likely to be
come visible if we do not pretend that the symbolic force of the first
amendment is very heavily with one side and against another. This is
not a contest between Gahleo and the know-nothings. It is a problem
of how many people in society should share in decisions which might
reshape the nature of life.

If the problem is presented in that fashion, then I think it is re
vealed in ItS true first amendment significance. If the first amendment
exists to maximize participation by all the citizenry in all the deci
sions which affect their future, then we should be wary of arguments

. which in the name of free inquiry are likely to move society and life
itself in a particular direction beyond effective recall by any popular
referendum.

In short, legislators are wise to be concerned that too much easy and
ill-considered legislation may result in crippling research that might
provide dramatic advances in the cure and treatment of disease. One
does not err in giving the claims of free inquiry enormous scope.

But a claim of free inquiry by science' should not be used as an
obstacle to shield from oversight and participation by the .electorate
at large ultimate decisions which go to matters of such grandeur as
the revision and creation of life.

Such matters should not be reserved solely for decision by scien
tists. To describe these issues in first amendment terms, it must be
understood, does not in itself make a case for exclusively reserving
them for scientific decisionmaking. There is, in my opinion, no basis
in first amendment case law for such a conclusion.

Similarly, approaching the DNA controversy in terms of the first
amendment should not be interpreted as reserving ultimate decisions
as to the future of such research for the judiciary. In my view, the
primary judgment in setting parameters for such experimentation
should be at least at the outset a matter of legislative judgment, if it
is deemed that legislation is necessary.
If thereafter either science or a section of the citizenry feels that

the exercise of the legislative judgment has done violence to some
fundamental human right, whether that right involves the freedom
of the intellect or the security of the person, the courts are then appro
priate parties to resolve the conflict.

But they are appropriate bodies to resolve this conflict only if we
realize that in this area judges, like the rest of us, will write on a
fairly clean slate.

In sum, with respect to the DNA controversy-in my view, at this
point-s-the first amendment has no favorites. There is as much case
law to support the proponents of the research as there is to support
those who would regulate it.

Thank you.very much.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for a clear' analysis and a

good summary of the paper which you had prepared and submitted.
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Would you like to have the paper which you submitted made a part
of the record!

Mr. BARRON. If that is the wish of the chairmau and the committee.
Mr. THORNTON. I think it might be appropriate to make your pre.

pared remarks a part of the record. That will be done without
obiection.

[The document referred to follows:]

THE DNA CONTROVERSY AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT

When an issue of social policy becomes a sufficiently intense matter of con
troversy, some effort is usually made to identify its constttutlonal stacus in hopes
that the controversy will therefore somehow be stilled or resolved. But when a
matter of novel and difficult social policy must be. addressed in constitutional
terms, it should be recognized that the ba ttle lines are really not very much
altered by the shift from a scientific 'and/or ethical vocabulary to a, legal or
constitution-alone. So it is with the question of whether the First Amendment
protects from governmental regulation the issue of DNA recombinant molecule
research.

You quoted Dr. Max Tishler to the effect that society is no longer willing to
accept the proposition upon which sctencnc research is based: "The pursuit
of knowledge is justified wherever it may take us."

Whether society has ever been so tolerant is, I think, a matter of some doubt.
-An issue not quite SO large but somewhat related is: has American eonstltu
tional law accepted the idea that the pursuit of scientific- knowledge is. pro
tected wherever that pursuit may lead?

Occasionally, the _First Amendment has received a 'sufficiently broad interpre
tation from the Supreme Court which might suggest there is blanket protection
ugatnst governmental restraint for DNA research and for scientific research
generally. In 1969, 'theBupreme Court said that the "Constitution protects the
right to receive information and idea'S." If there is -a right to receive, _doesn't
that necessarily implicate the existence of aright to explore and to investigate?
This is less clear. We know that we may watch films in the privacy of our homes
free from the censoring hand of the state, although we could not purchase in. a
store or through the mails those same films.

In the obscenity area, like so many First Amendment areas, 'we find not In
flexible dogma, but paradox. The FiIlst Amendment protects us in the right
to useIn our homes material we have no right to acquire. Will similar paradoxes
mark the area of First Amendment controversy about scientific research? Will
the courts say that scientific inquiry is protected as an abstract matter but that
local communities also have a right, conflicting though it is, through their zoning
powers, to banish partietuar- kinds. of seienttae research from their borders?
Is it possible. that a particular line 'Of scientific research is protected and at the
same time that the city .council of Cambridge, Massachusetts may exile. it
beyond the city limits?

I,D. the DNA controversy, one side asserts that the health of the populace may
be Immeasurably benefited by DNA research. 'The other side asserts that the
creation of new organi-sms may menace the continuation of human life in its
present form. W'henthe stakes are presented in such massive and dramatic
terms, one must be, I think, more patnent With the Cambridge City. Council
than perhaps 'many scientists and academies have been.

Last year, the Supreme' Court said that it had no doubt that munlclpalttles
.mar control the location of "adult" 'theaters. The Supreme Court held that a
municipality might regulate to keep "adult" theatres out of residential neighbor
hoods. Oan a community also legislate to restrict the locati-on of taooratortes
engaging in experiments that will affect the nature and quality of life as weH?
The state surely has as much reason to be concerned in such circumstances about
the location of laboratories as it does about the location of "adult" theatres.

George Wald in his remarks against genetic engineering says that the results
of DNA technology wUl be, "essentially new organisms, self-perpetuating and
hence permanent. Once created, they cannot be recalled."

If Professor Wa'ld is right, then the First Amendment Implleations of the DNA
debate become radically altered. I hope that it is clear, and if it is not let me
stress the point until it is clear; I am n-ot a scientist, much less a biologist,
and am not competent to pass on whether George Wald is right or whether his
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equally distinguished opponents are right ecacernlng the merits of the DNA
controversy.

One of the reasons for protection for freedom of discussion is that special pro
tectton must be given to those constitutional procedures which provide for
orderly change in society. In this context, the question is: should the symbolic'
Ianaguage of free inquiry be used to authorize Irreversible changes in the biologi
cal order of things? Putting the DNA controversy in First Amendment tenus
reminds us of similar, but by comparison more trivial, questions affecting the
polttleal order,

Traditionally,. one of the most difficult of First Amendment problems has been
the extent to which the constitutional guarantee of freedom of expression pro-
tecta those who, if they achieved mastery of the political order, would deny such
freedom of expression to all others. This has been the challenge which the Com
munist cases presented to the Supreme Court. And if those eases are thought of
as a unit, I thtnk. it will be seen that only when it was clear to the popular
imagination that the Communist danger to the society was a minimal one did
the Supreme Court start according full First .emendmenr protection to those
prosecuted under the anti-Communist legtislation.

The problem of how a free society should deal with totalitarian parties with
respect to allowing such partdes to exploit the institutions of is. free society in an
effort to destroy it has been :a continuing challenge to liberal political theory.
In my view, the DNA controversy presents an even more difficult challenge.
Even if totalitarian parties do achieve success and do abolish the vital heart
of the liberal democratic state, the traditions and procedures of free speech
and free press, revolution is still possible. Even in the most repressive state
rebellion Is possible. Budapest 1956 did occur. In politics If a su1llclent com
bination of bravery and desperation is present, there 1s always the possibility
of revolution and change. But in biology, if the critics. of DNA research are
correct, rebellion may not be possible. In the new world of DNA research, people
like George Wald say tluat ultimately no revolution may be possible. What is
done will not be able to be undone.

I am not at all sure that the tIilditional tools of Filrst Amendment doctrine
are adequate for the grandeur and the enormity of the issues invdlved in this

, controversy. The speech/action dichotomy and ,the clear and present danger
doctrine are tradttlonat tools of First Amendment analysIs. But an attempt to
make a close parallel between hypothesis and experiment in science and the
traditional separation between speech and action inoonstitutionallitigation is,
in my opinion, hardly likely to be a frnitful one. Functionally, "action" is a
social evil about to be accomplished. Are. all experiments to be considered
"speech" except the experiment that does, in fact produce the indestructible
humanoid robot? SuchregUJlatlion is no regulation.

Similarly, the eleae and present danger doetrine requires an assessment that
the danger to be feared is about to occur. But at least such prophecies when
they are put in the hands of judges are difficult enough when. the problems at
issue involve delicate matter's of social and polltIlcal anaiysis and adjustment.
But at least such matters bear some kinship to the legal. problems for the
resolution of which . judges are trained. Burt in matters involving prophesying
the ultimate achievement of DNA recombinant moieeuie research judges will
be found wanting in terms of expertise. By training the judiciary is particularly
unlikely to have the requisite scientific background and knowledge which would
make them desirable arbiters of such problems.SilIlilarly, as a group they are
probably too much of an elite to have thetrear on the common pulse in terms
of ..providing. reliably representative societal reac1:liOiD . to the merits of the
controversy.

If a. group of·non-expert decision .makere is .wanted for deciding. the kinds
of living organisms which sclanee may permissibly seek, then perhaps in a
democratic society the, best roll of experts is the voters' roll.

In summary, in matters as especlaltaed, eontroverstef.vand important as the
DNA recombinant molecule issue, I think 'a number of basic propositions should
be kept in mind:

First, claims of pure scholarship and an unfettered right to communicate have
rarely been dealt with by the Supreme Court in absolutist terms. Illustrative
is the Court's approach when the Belgian scholar and Marxist Georges Mandel
sought entry to the United States, but as a. Communist was denied admission.
The claims of free inquiry were given serious 'attention by the Court but in the
end the traditlonal leeway accorded to the federal government with respect to
the admission of aliens prevailed and Mandel was denied admission. In other
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words, and I speak now in terms of a student of what the law is rather than what
I would have it be, the Court has seldom bowed to the claims that free inquiry
prevails before all other values. Many years ago Justice Frankfurter said that
First Amendment problems were better dealt with, "by candid and informed
weighing of. the competing interests * * * than by announcing dogmas too in
flexible for the non-Euclidean problems to be solved."

Second, the search for a First Amendment resolution to the problem of the
permissible societal limits of DNA research will be a futile one if it is thought
that the sum of contemporary First Amendment case law, doctrine, and prtn
efple is clearly for or against uninhibited DNA research. In matters far less
vital to the future of humanity the Supreme Court has recently given tre
mendous scope to local communities to inhibit the right to communicate.

Third, if First, Amendment doctrine, is in fact used to solve problems of the
limits of scientific research,it will, I think, be quickly seen, once, tests such as
clear and present' danger or speech/action are used, that their use will serve
only to mask rather than to illuminate what is taking place. What inevitably
will occur in such situations is that the courts will be forced to make a scientific
judgment. Is thls particular study, this particular laboratory, this particular
experiment a hazard to this particular community? A pragmatic inquiry will
be the real touchstone of decision in such cases, and I do not think it can be
otherwise.

Fourth, if, traditional First Amendment tests are going to be used to resolve
the question of the continuation of DNA research, I think it is' better to use
as clear a 'balancing test as possible. The identification of -the issues involved is
much more likely to become visible if we do not pretend that the' symbolic
force of the, 'First Amendment is very heavily with one side and against another.
This is nota contest between Galileo and the Know-nothings. It is a problem
of how many people in' society should share in decisions which might reshape
the nature of life. If the problem is presented in that fashion, then I think it
is revealed in its true First Amendment slgnlflcanee. If the First Amendment
exists to maximize participation by all the citizenry in all the decisions which
affect their future, then we should be wary of arguments which In the name of
free inquiry are likely to move society' and life itself in a particular direction
beyond effective recall by any popular referendum.

In short.i leglslators are wise to be concerned that too much easy and ill con
sidered legislation may result in crippling research that might provide dramatic
advances in the 'cure and treatment of disease. One does not err in giving the
claims of free inquiry enormous scope. But a claim of free inquiry' by science
should not 'be used as' an obstacle to shield from oversight and participation by
the electorate at large ultimate decisions which go to matters of such grandeur
as the revision and creation of life. Such matters should not be reserved solely
for decision by scientists. To describe these issues in 'First' Amendment terms,
it must be understood, does not in itself make a case for exclusively reserving
them' for scientific decision making. -I'here is, in my, opinion, no basis in' First
Amendment case law for such a conclusion. Similarly, approaching the DNA
controversy in terms of the First Amendment should not be interpreted as re
serving ultimate decisions as to the future of such research for the judiciary.
In my view, the primary judgment- in setting parameters .ror such experimenta
tion should be at least at the outset a matter of legislative judgment. If there
after either science or a section of 'the' citizenry feels that the exerctse or the
legislative judgment has done violence to some fundamental human right,
whether that right involves the freedom of the intellect or the security of the'
person, the courts are then appropriate parties to resolve the confltet. But they
are appropriate bodies to resolve thisconfiict only if we realize that in this
area judges, like' the rest of us, will write ona fairly clean, slate; In sum,
with respect to the DNA controversy, the First Amendment has no favorites;
There is as much case law to support the proponents of the research as there is
to support those who would regulate it.

We would like to move forward fairly quickly to hear from each
of the other panelists. However if there are any clarifying questions
that need to be asked, we will have them now.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. No questions at this time.
Mr. THORNTON. I would like to recognize Mr. Berns. We are pleased

to have you attending our subcommitteehearings this morning..Pro-, . '.' -., ' -"""'", " "v' '»-.,'
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fessor Berns is presently from the Department of Political Science, the
University of Toronto and is an outstanding Constitutional authority.

[Biographical sketch of Mr. Berns follows;]
-----
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STATEMENT OF WALTER F. BERNS, DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL
.SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, CANADA

Mr. BERNS. I knew little about this at the outset when Mr. McCul
lough called me. I picked up my daughter's biology textbook to see
what DNA recombinant molecule research was. I am, as you say, a
political scientist. I have had an interest in constitutional law and
within the field of constitutional law, a particular interest in the law of
the' first amendment. I presume I was invited to testify because the
question arises as to whether DNA recombinant molecule research is Ii
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form of speech and if so, whether it is protected by the first amend
ment. _

If these questions had been raised in the past the 'answers I suspect
would have been yes to both of them, in the United States, that is.

In the United States there has been no fear of science. On the con
trary, the country was understood by the men who founded it to depend
on science. It was the discovery of the new science of politics-that
is a quoted statement-that according to Hamilton in the 9th Fed
eralist made our society possible.

By the Constitution written by the founders, Congress is endowed
with the power to promote the progress of science and useful arts by
securing to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their writings
and discoveries. The motto on the great seal of the United States which
we can see on every dollar bill is novus ordo seclorum, a new order of
the ages.
. That order depended on science, the new moral and natural sciences.
And these sciences were understood to be fully compatible with each
other. The philosophers who expounded their principles promised the
relief of man's estate on this Earth and that promise has been largely
fulfilled in the United States.

The assumption underlying this new philosophy was this: What is
good for science is good for society. Since absolute freedom of inquiry
was good for science, it followed that absolute freedom of inquiry
was good for society. Specifically for the United States.

This opinion is still held by scientists. Perhaps it is held by a major
ity of scientists. For example, Bernard Davis of the Harvard Medical
School in the report of this subcommittee is spooking to the subject of
DNA recombinant molecule rese-arch. He said he appreciated the neces
sity to be vigilant in our concern th-at lmowledge not be misused, but
he went on to warn that such vigilance is "a threat to freedom of in
quiry, and I believe a threat to human welfare."

That is on page 259 of the report. Still, society has begun to have
doubts concerning the net benefits of science; more significantly scien
tists themselves have beg-rm to have doubts. I direct the attenfion of the
committee to the remarks of Robert Sinsheimer, Cal Tech biologist.
He says that scientists have h-ad"the rare luxury to pursue truth, un
hampered by conflicts of compassion." (Report, p. 249.)

That is an interesting statement. He then says that caution has been
"an unfamiliar virtue," and has been subordinated to "boldness and
curiosity."

He wonders whether the time has not come to reverse this. I suspect
the answer is yes, it is indeed time to be cautious rather than bold. I
say this fully cognizant of what is surely true, namely, that there will
be benefits from further research into DNA recombinant molecules.

It is time to be cautious and, like Professor Barron, I see nothing
in the first amendment to forbid Congress from expressing this caution
in legislation. Like all scientific inquiry, DNA recombinant molecule
research is a form of research but this fact alone does not mean that it
is necessary-that it is necessarily protected by the first amendment,
not to the extent to which scientists sometimes contend.
If .Jefferson is accepted as our guide to the meaning of the first

amendment, we can say that of all the forms of speech that deserve
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protection, religious speech or opinion was to enjoy the most absolute
freedom. ,

But even here there were limits, according to Jefferson. When
religious opinion breaks out into overt acts (this is from the "Notes
on the State of Virginia") for example, when the opinion that a wife
must immolate herself on the husband's funeral pyre leads to her
doing so, then the law might properly intervene, without violating
the principle of freedom of religion.

There is ,a recognition that speech has consequences and the law is
entitled to weigh those consequences, determining whether they are
good or bad, whether they are in the public interest or contrary to it.

For example, the first amendment permits both Congress and the
States to decide whether pornographic speech has deleterious conse
quences. I think the same principle applies as well to scientific speech.

What I am saying here is that nothing in, the first amendment, as I
read it, forbids Congress to address this question of scientific research
from the point of view of what is good for the United States rather
than from the point of view of constitutional rights. I can illustrate the
occasional inappropriateness of viewing certain questions as one of
constitutional right by reminding the committee of what the Supreme
Court has done with the abortion question. .

Once it was decided in 1973 that a woman had an absolute consti
tutional right up until the seventh month of her pregnancy to an abor
tion, it followed automatically that whatever right the father m",y
have is subordinated and must be understood to be subordinate to the
mother's. Hence when there is ,'" conflict of these, the father's right must
give way to the mother's.

This was so decided by the Supreme Court last year in Dl1flIofMth v,
Planned Parenthood of Oentral Missouri (96 S. Ct. 2831), where the
Missouri law requiring a father's written consent to an abortion was
held to be unconstitutional.

Whltt is omitted in this formulation of the question-fltther's right,
mother's right-is I think the family. Where is the family in this for
mulation t There is the question as to whether the family does not have
some role in constitutional democracy in the United States, I shall
have a few words tosay about that in a moment. I merely want to make
the point that not wll questions are comprehended within the context
of constitutional rights.

I am arguing that what may be trne of the abortion question may
also be true with respect to scientific research.

It seems to me that something.of importance might be left out if we
begin with the assumption that there is an equivalent right to engage
in scientific research. We want fairly to raise and consider the ques
tions involved and these are : What are the hazards involved and what
are the benefits promised !

We want to be able to consider these questions unhampered by severe
restrictions arising from constitutional provisions. My opinion is that
the hazards 'are sufficiently grave so as to place on the scientists the
burden of persuading us that the benefits are likely to outweigh the
hazards.

The benefits promised are essentially an improvement on our pres
ent condition. I wonder what is so unsatisfactory about our present
condition to justify the risks involved in attempting to improve it.
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Beyond the public health question, however, beyond th~ public
health hazards, are other fears, fears that I have, fears arising from
the suspicion that scientists are probing too deeply into au area where
we ought not to tread.

It is this that priucipally coucerns me. I am more bothered by nu
clear transplantation thau I am by DNA recombinant molecule re
search. The day is near when it will be possible to remove egf{S from a
human female, remove the nuclei of those eggs, and replace them with
somatic cells from another adult, male or female, then implant these
artificially fertilized eggs, these renucleated eggs, into 'any female.

We are close to being able to clone human beings. But as Leon Kass
has said, among sensible men the ability to clone a man would not be
sufficient reason for doing so. I do not think any scientists should be
allowed to proceed as if he had a right to engage in this sort of ex
perimentation.

Nor do I think that anyone should be given a right to its presumed
benefits. For example, it will be technicallv possible for a woman to
have a child of either sex as she prefers. That raises the question, is
there not a public interest involved in this! If the question is then
to be decided individually, this is likely to he determined by the fash
ions of the day, and if the women who produce these eggs are allowed
to decide for 'themselves whether they will have a female child or a
male child, then clearly we might end up with a population that leaves
something to be desired.

In other words, I am suggesting once again that the hearers of these
eggs ought not to be 'able to determine for themselves, It is not simply
a right on their part.

Mr. THORNTON. You suggest that there is a greater public interest
in determiniug the sex ofa child thau there is whether a fetus will be
allowed to continue to exist!

Mr. BERNS. I want to make the point that there is probably a public
interest in a population composed approximately equally of men and
women.

Mr. THORNTON. You did rely on the decision of Rowe against Wade
in signifying there was no public interest in whether a woman should
have the right to bear a child. I wondered how you think there might
be a public interest as to the sex of the child.

Mr. BERNS. The public interest is more clearly involved in the latter
example.

Mr. THORNTON. In the sex of a child!
Mr. BERNS. Yes. In the question ofthe sex of a child.
Mr. THORNTON. I wanted to understand that.
Mr. BERNS. I wanted to state no opinion on the question Ofabortion.

I merely wanted to say here that the interests of the United States is
better served by having a population composed approximately of half
and half men and women.

Mr. THORNTON. I thiuk it is good that a balance be maintained.
[Laughter.]

Mr. BERNS. The interesting thing is that naturally that balance is
maintained, but if we are going to have babies without sex it is entirely
possible to have a population, as the fashions determine, of one or
another sex.

That is technically possible now.
Mr. THORNTON. I felt it was appropriate to highlight that question.
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Mr. BERNS. What concerns me is that Sciencemay be crossing a bar
rierthat is better not crossed. Science has transformed the world out
side man and is now moving into an 'areawhere itmay transform man
himself. The natural world, what we see around us, can be said to be
composed of three sorts of things. Things made by God, things made
by man, artifacts, and man himself. Man is made by God but he is him
self a maker. Now if we clone human beings, we in a sense make man.
As Leon Kass asks, "Is there possibly some wisdom in that mystery of
nature which joins the accomplishment of sex, the communication of
love and the desire for children in the very activity by which we con
,tinue the chain of human existence i"

Making babies without sex surely threatens the' family and the
'family is the one institution that causes us to care about our country.
It gives us a sense of continuity with the past and a sense of commit
ment to the future. I must say that as the father of three children, I
in a sense have given hostages to fortune. If I did not have those
children, I could view the future with a great deal more insouciance
than I do. It is precisely because I have children that I have left those
hostages, that I am a member of a family, that I am concerned spe
cifically about the welfare of the United States of America.

In other words, I am making the point here without further elab
oration that there is a connection between the family, which is under
attack from all sorts of forces, a connection between the structure of
the family and the well working of the United States.
. That family is also being threatened, I think, by certain kinds of
scientific research;

Finally, the issues are such that Congress should devise some con
stitutional procedure for encouraging intelligent and relevant speech
about scientific research. We can no longer assume that this research
will be to our benefit. The issue is not simply one of public health
and arises not merely out of DNA recombinant molecule research.

I am ending here 'by saying that the committee should devise some
institutional procedure for encouraging intelligent and relevant speech
about scientific research. I am not persuaded that we now have such
an institution, and I am not sure what form it should take-whether
it should be patterned on the adversary system of the courts or the
investigative system of a Congressional Committee-probably the
former. But what I think the committee should do-and I can only
promise I will give it thought myself-is to come up with some struc
ture in which it is possible to raise questions that I think have not been
sufficiently raised yet because so far as I can see from the Report, the
question has been raised in the area primarily of public health. I don't
minimize that but. there are issues other than public health issues
involved in scientific research. Thank you very much.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Berns. I appreciate
that testimony. Unless there are clarifying questions, we will pro
ceed to hear from Mr. Emerson, the linus professor of Law Emeritus
at Yale Law School.

Your prepared testimony will be made a part of the record of these
proceedings without objection. I would like to ask you now to go for
ward with your presentation.

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Biographical sketch & prepared statement of Mr. Emerson'

follows:]
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BEFORE TIlE HO:;SE SUBCO:::-lITT~E O~ SCIE:\CE, ,RESEARCH A....'D TECH:-;OLOGY.
MAY 25. 1977

The constitutional proble~s involved in governmental regulation of

scientific research have never been directly addressed by the Supre~e

Court. Although numerous laws and Tegulations affect various aspects of

such research. the far-reaching issues that are raised by current ~roposals

for controlling the use of recombinant D~A technology present novel

constitutional questlon~. My ideas on the subject ate wholly tentative.

and I reserve the right to change my mind. }breover. my conclusions can

be set forth here only in the briefest manner.

The primary constitutional provision applicable i~, of cou~se, the

First Amendment. That fundamental guarantee has the broadest reach and

imposes the strictest limits on th~ kind of governmental action we are

considering here. Other consitutional requirements -- including due

process, equal protection, and perhaps the right of privacy -- way also

be involved. In general. however, these provisions of the Constitution

perform a supplemental function here. They have an impact only where

the First Amendment cannot be invoked. Hence they are largely 1icited

1n scope to the detailed issues that will arise after the basic framework

of control has been shaped by the demands of the First Amendment. My

discussion in this initial presentation, therefore, will deal exclusively

with First Amendment issues.

I will also consider the questions in terms of control over recombinant

1:>NA research.
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I.

There ean be no doubt that the First ~endmerit provides extensive

protection to freedom of scientific research. It declares that "Congress".

and that term Includes all branches of government. "shall make no law•••abridging

the freedom of speech, or of the press. or the right of the people

peaceably to assemble. and to petition the Government for a redress of

grievances", Although phrased in somewhat oarrowand specific eeras ,

the First Amendment undoubtedly was intended to. and certai?ly has been

interpreted to. forbid the governm~nt to intrude upon allfoms of

expression. It ~as designed to maintain an effective system of freedom

of expression in the United States. And freedom of scientific inquiry

Is surely one·of the fund3mentalelements of a system of free expression.

As to the intention of the framers of the Constitution. I have

recently had occasion to summarize their views with respect to the

function of the First Amendment in the follOWing way:

"The process is essentially the method of science.
The theory of freedom of expression, indeed, developed in con
junction with, and as an integral part of, the growth of the'
scientific method. Locke, following Hobbes, based his.philoso
phical and political theories on the premises of science. And the
proponents of free expression were. all men who, in the broad sense
at least. put their faith in progress through free and rational
inquiry. Hence the process they envisaged operates upon the sace
principles as those that guided the men of science: the refusal to
accept existing authority; the constant search for new knowledge;
the insistence upon exposing their facts and opinionS to opposi
tion and criticiSm; the belief that rational discussion produces
the better, though not necessarily the final, judgment. This
process did not ignore prior knowledge or opinion, but it did
insist upon the responsibility of the individual to challenge
such opinio~ and upon the obligation ~f'a11 to make reasoned

""l conclusions based upon the evidence.."

1. T.I. Emerson, Colonial Intentions and Current RealitieS of rheFirst
Amendment, 125 U. Pa. L. Rev. 738. 741 (1977).
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The Supreme Court has consistently applied the ~irst Amend~ent in

accordance with this original intention. Over 50 years ago, before the

. First Amendment: had- been made applicable to the States, the Court: held

unconstitutional a State statute that made-it a crime to teach languages

other than English in the public grammar schools, condemning such restrictions

upon the freedom of teachers to teach and of students to learn as a

violation of due process. 2 Subsequeotlythe Court made clear that the

First Amendcent embodied the basic principles of academic freedom. In

Sweezy v. New Hamps~ire. reversing a contempt citatiori for refusing to

answer questions before a legIslatIve Investigating committee concerning

the contentsofa university lecture. Chief· Justice Warren declared:

"The e~sentiality of ,freedom in the community of American
universities is almost self-evident. No one should underestimate
the vital role in a democracy, that is played .by those who guide and
train our youth. To impose any strait jacket upon the intellectual
leaders in o~r colleges and universities would imperil the future of
our Nation."

This theme has been sounded again and again by the Supreme Court. Thus

in Keyishian v. Board of Re~ents the Court, 5t~iking down a State loyalty

program for teachers, stated;

"Our Nation is deeply committed. to safeguarding academic freedom,
which is of transcendent value to all of us and not merely to the
teachers concerned. That freedom is therefore a special concern of
the First Amendment, which does n~t tolerate laws that cast a pall
of orthodoxy over the classroom."

And in Epperson v. Arkansas, where the Court invalidated a statute

that prohibited teaching of the theory of evo1u~ion in the public schools,

i: Meyer v. Nebraska~ 262 U.S. 390 (1923). See also Pierce v.Society
o£...Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925). -

3. 354 U.S. 234, 250 (1957).
4. ~85 U.S. 589. 603 (1967).

93·481 0 • 77 - 56
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it repeated:

"Our courts .•.have not failed to apply the Firstk~endment's

~andate in our educational system where essential to safeguard the 5
fundamental values of freedom of speech and inquiry and of belief."

Thus we start with a strong commitment to the principles of free

inquiry and a heavy presumption against any form of gover~ental interference.

Il .

. There are several ways to approach the more specific probLea of

applying the First Amend~ent to governmental controls over recombinant

DNA research. My own theory of the First Amendment. which I call the

full protection theory, derives from the "absolute" position taken most

prominently by Justices Hugo, Black and William O. Dougla-s. It holds

that one "must fit'st' determine whether the conduct involved is "expression",

which is covered by the First Amendment. or "action", which is not. If the

conduct is found to be "expression" then it is fully protected by -the

First Amendment against any form of governmental regulation or interference;

if the conduct; is "action"it is not protected by the First AIIlendment,

though any governmental regulations must conform to the due process

clause. the equal protection clause and similar constitutional prOVisions ..

It should be noted at once that the Supreme Court has never accepted

this full protection theory. Nevertheless I believe it is the only

sound analysis and that its use here will throw a helpful light on the

issues now before us.

The first question._ therefore, is whether the conduct involved in

DNA"!:esearch constitutes "expression" or "action". It seems to me that

the development or exposition of theoretical ideas about D~A and other

genetic materials and processes 1s clearly expression. Such conduct

5. 393 U.S. 97. 104 (1968). See also Tinker v. DesMoineslndependent
Community School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969); Healey v. James. 408
u.s. 169 (1972).
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involves the search for truth in its priwal form. The fact that the

researcher works physically with complicated equipment does not deprive

the conduct of its character as expression. In similar fashion a telescope

is used to study the stars. an accelerator to study nuclear particles. a

public address system to carryon a public meeting, and a xerox machine

to make copies for distribution.

The more difficult question is the classification of experimentation.

Experimentation is a vital featurcin the develop~ent of new information.

ideas, and theories. This 1s particularly so in the physical sciences.

One must 'conclude that it is often an integral part of scientific

research, that is, a part of the system of freedom of expression.

Analogous conduct is the marching in a de~onstration, the publication of

a newspaper, and the organization of a political party. Altbough all

such conduct involvcs more than sheer thinking or verbalization, nevertheless

it is anc8sential feature of a system of free expression.

On the other hand, at some point experimentation clearly moves into

the realm of action; Just as a political assassination has an element

of expression but is basically action, so an experiment to test a theory

of nuclear energy which might bloW up a city, or contaminate the atmosphere

of the whole world, is also predominantly action. The line has to be

drawn on the basis of all the facts in a particular case and in light of

the proper function of a system of freedom.of expression in a democratic

society.

~ On the basis of present information-available to me it is diff~cult

to state more specifically what forms of experimentation should be

classified as expression. and what as action. It does seem clear,
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ho~ever. that exper~ents which pose a serious threat to the physical

health or safety of a community, must be classified as action. Such

conduct is analogous to the use of violence against persons or property

in a demonstration, or the throwing of rocks through the windows of the

White House. The physical clement of the conduct is the paramount

concern, and the conduct therefore falls into the realm of action rather

than the expression of ideas.

On this analysis, the broad search for info~tlon about D~A. the

formulation of hypotheses, the exposition and discussion of theories and

methods would constitute expression, and be fully protected under the

First Amendment. Thus the government could not prohibit, regulate or

discourage in any way DNA research on the ground that mankind ought not

to be pursuing ideas about ways to develop new forms of life. On the

other hand experiments that presented a substantial and serious danger

to the physical health and safety of the surrounding population could be

subject to regulation without infringing the guarantees of the First

Amendment. Only the requirements of due process, equal protection and

other constitutional provisions would be applicable to such regulation.

III.

If we seek to ascertain the constitutionality of government regulation

by more orthodox theories of the First Amendment, several possible

doctrines are available. One is the classic clear and present danger

test. Under this doctrine the issue would be whether the DNA research

i~volved created a clear and present danger of a serious evil that the
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government had a right to prevent. For several reasons. however. the

clear and present danger test does not seem to me acceptable. In the

first place the Supreme Court has rarely employed the clear and present

danger test in recent decades, and may be said to have abandoned 1t. 6

Secondly, as applied to the problems before us. the clear and present

danger tcst would amount to little more than a general balancing of

interests test. And, if balancing Is to be employed, a mor~ carefully

structured balancing test, which will be discussed shortly, is available.

A second possible doctrine is the simple balancing of interests

tcst. Under this doctrine the individual and social advantages of

engaging in th~ D~A research contemplated ~ouldbe ~eighed against

disadvantages. The Supreme Court has applied such a balancing test in

the past. and still continues to do so.7 Nevertheless. as just observed.

more sophisticated balancing tests have no~ come into usc and ~ould

seem to be vastly preferable.

The orthodox doctrine most acceptable. and t~c one I believe the

Supreme Court would adopt, Is a structured balancing test. According

to this test, when fundamental First Amendment rights are involved.

governmental regulation is valid only when the government sustains the

burden of proving (1) that there are "compelling reasons" for the

regulation. and (2): that the objective cannot be achieved by "less

drastic means", that is, by more narrowly drawn regulations less

~

6. See Brandenburg v. Ohio. 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
But cf. Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart. 427 U.S.
539 (1976).

7. See, e.g. Bigelow v. Virginia. 421 U.S. 809 (1975);.
Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976).
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detrimental to First Amendment rights. As the Supre~e Court said in

Bucklev v. Valeo, involving the constitutionality of the Federal Election

Campaign Act:

"Even a • significant interference with protected rights of
political association' may be sustained if the State deponstrates a
sufficiently ioportant interest and ~ploys means closelYsdrawn to
avoid unnecessary abricgemenc of associational freedoms".

The question then becomes, what constitutes "compelling reasons"

for gover~~ental regulation of DNA research. Some possible reasons can

immediately be ~rked off as not compelling, in the constitutional

sense, though they may be compelling as the basis for decision ~y individual

citizens. Religious, moral or philosophical arguments· that man should

not probe too far into tne established order of nature would. I think,

fnll within this category. For the government to base controls on these

grounds would run counter to the basic premises of a system of freedom

of expression. This. I take it. is a lesson of such cases as Griswold v.

Connecticut, invalidating a State law prohibiting the use of birth

control devices; Roe v. Wade, upholding the right to an abortion in the

early stages of pregnancy; and Stanley v. Georgia, striki~g down a State

statute which made it a crime to rcad or see obscene materials in the

privacy of one's home. 9 The religious or moral views of one segment of

society should not be allowed to infringe upon freedom of inquiry.

From the other end of the spectrum, some reasons are clearly "compelling".

Experiments which can be plainly shown to· pose a serious ~hysica1 hazard

~

8. 424 u.s. I, 25 (1976). See also Sheldon v. Tucker, 364 u.S. 479
(1960); Hynes v , Hayor of Oradell, 425 U.S. 610 (1976); Shapiro
v. Thompson, 394 u.s. 618 (1969).

9. 381 u.S. 479 (1965); 410 u.s. 113 (1973);394 u.S. 557 (1969).
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to the hea~th or safety of the co~unity would be constitutionally subject

to regulation.

In between lies a broad area wbich would be dependent. upon the

facts demonstrated in the particular case. Thus the degree of risk that

would be needed to justify governmental regulations could only be detercined

in the light of concrete information. .\nd presucably the more serious

the risk the less degree of certainty that would be de~anded. I do not

have sufficient information in my, possession to move beyond this degree

of gcnerali~ation.

The second portion of the structured balancing test requires that

the government regulation imposed be the narrowest necessary to achieve

the objective. This seems to me to involve two kinds of limitations on

governmental action. One is that the governmental restrictions be kept

to a bare minimum. This would require. for example, that where possible

the control be temporary rather than permanent; that where possible it

be regulatory rather than prohibitory; that it involve the least onerous

burden; that licensing or other forms of prior restraint be utilized

only as the last resort; and'so on.

The other requirement of the least drastic means test, in my opiniop.

is that the controls be imposed only from one source. which must be the

Federal government. The advantages of dec~ntralizatio~ in many situations

are obvious. But where delicate issues of academic freedom are involved,

a~ in tbe DNA research controversy, the fewer sources of governmental

restriction the better. I think there is little doubt that a failure

t.,
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of the Federal government to -pree~pt this field would lead to serious

and widespread infringements upon freedom on inquiry.

IV.

One further aspect of the First Amendment problem remains to be

noted. The Supreme Court. as a condition to sanctioning legislation

which impinges on First Amendment rights, has usually insisted upon

adherence to very strict procedural stan~ards. Thus it has held that

restrictions can be enforced against the exhibition of motion pictures

alleged to be obscene, against the holding of a meeting which may result

in violence. against the sellers of allegedly pornographic books •. and

the like, only where procedures for assuring adherence to First Amendment

requirements are carefully maintained. I O

In the case of DNA research, again, it is not possible for me to

spell out at this stage precisely what procedures would be constitutionally

required. In general they would have to be the least burdensome com

patible with workable regulation. More specifically, two examples of

the kind of process necessary can be mentioned. First, some form of

rapid and effective court review, both of the regulations issued and

of 'individual decisions made under regulations. would clearly be mandated

by the Constitution. Second, some procedure for utilizing experts and

other non-partisan scholars in the decision making process, and for

assuring that decisions will be made by institutions with a sensitivity

for freedom of expression, would be essentia~. This is an area that

should be given most careful considerat1cn.,
10. See, e.g. Freed~an v. Maryland 380 U.S. 51 (1965); Carroll v.

President and Commissioners of Princess Anne, 393 U.S. 175 (1968);
Marcus v. Search Warrants, 367 U.S. 717 (1961). See also Speiser
v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513 (1958).
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v.

In conclusion, one can say that a de~ocratic society is not incapacitated

by the Constitution fro~ protecting its vital interests so far as the

development of scientific research is concerned. As a matter of fact,

though the Supre~e Court has not yet been directly involved, various

forms of control are assumed or accepted as wholly legitimate by our"

society. No one would question that ~azi-type experiments upon hucan

beings, no matter what their scientific value, are.legally beyond the

pale. The Atomic Energy Act regulates in closest detail the posession

and use of certain substances, for scientific and ~ther purposes, where

unregulated activity might lead to public danger. Various drugs and

other materials, useful in scientific research, are likewise controlled.

Any actual physical dangers inherent in D~A research can be forestalled

on the same basis.

Yet in doing this it is imperative -that our long tradition of

freedom of research and freedom of inquiry be preserved. For this

purpose the First Amendment stands as a bulwark against small encroaeh

mentor massive attack. Regardless of vhat theory of the First Amendment

is employed, the concrete results seem to be strikingly similar. The

right to pursue knowledge and to expound ideas remains free. The right

to engage in experimentation that phsycially imperils the health or

safety of the community may be restrained. The difficult problem viII

be to maintain an appropriate balance between the two principles.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS I. EMERSON, YALE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF LAW, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Mr. EMERSON. First of all I would say that I disagree very strongly
with all three of my colleagues on the panel 'here that the first amend
ment has a rather pale and feeble impact on this problem. Quite the
contrary. I think that the first amendment lays down the fundamental
principles on.which control of this sort ought to be based and that
those principles can be found in the Supreme Court decisions and
should be applied in this case.

It seems to me, as I state in my paper, quite clear that the framers
of the first. amendment were imbued with the idea of freedom for
scientific inquiry. I also state or summarize some of the Supreme
Court decisions which clearly reiterate that position. I think that
the doctrines which the Supreme Court has adopted do not leave the
subj ect in such an amorphous state as has been mdicated.

More specifically it seems to me that to equate regulation of scien
tific research with regulation of obscenity is rather ridiculous. The two
issues are totally different.

Now coming down more concretely to what the doctrines of the first
amendment should be, as they apply in this situation, my own theory
is that the, first amendment offers full protection to expression,
although it does not offer protection to action. In other words, the
beginnmg of the analysis is to attempt to ascertain to what extent
scientific research constitutes expression and to what extent it con
stitutes action. If it is expression, it should be fully protected. If it is
action, it is subject to regulaton, although that regulation must con
form with due process,' equal protection and other constitutional
requirements.

Now as applied to DNA recombinant research, I think it is clear
that an inquiry into the ideas involved, into the theories involved, and
an exposition of those ideas and theories and possibilities, is fully
protected by the first amendment. To take the other extreme, expert
mentation which involves serious physical danger to the health' or
safety of the community is action. Clearly for instance you move into
the area of action when you attempt to 'prove or disapprove certain
theories about nuclear energy by an experiment which threatens to
.blow up the city of Washington. That is action. '

Marching in a parade or forming an organization, although it
involves more than verbalization is nevertheless within the system of
freedom of expresson. But a political assassination or throwing bricks
through the White House windows, ispredominantly action. .

It seems to me that some experimentation must be classified as with
in the area of expression. Experimentation is so much an integral
part of the scientific method that one cannot pursue a scientific inquiry
very far without it. That is an integral part of the process. Some ex
perimentation would be classified as expression.

But at the point when experimentation threatens seriously the phys
ical health or safety of the community, then I think it has moved into
the area of action. Now there is a large borderline area in between
which I won't attempt to delineate. I don't know enough about the
facts to say very much more about it.
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This would mean in essence that the theoretical development of
DNA research and the discussion of those ideas, contrary to Professor
Berns, could not be prohibited. I think it would be shocking so'say that
a legislative effort should be made to prevent further concern with
these matters.

Dr. Berns objects to man transforming himself but the whole basis
of civilization has been the transformation of man. It would seem to
me that it would be totally contrary to the intention of the framers of
the Constitution and to our future as a democratic society to attempt
to impose restrictions on thinking and talking and theoretical develop
ment of those ideas.

Now I agree that the Supreme Court has not adopted my theory of
full protection and let me therefore discuss briefly the issues in terms
of more orthodox Supreme Court theories. .

Of course under any theory one has to determine whether or not the
conduct involved is covered by the first amendment at all. So to some
extent the Supreme Court orthodox theories all involve an initial de
termination as to whether or not the activity that is under considera
tion is speech or expression, or whatever you want to call it, so that
it is protected to some degree by the first amendment,

The difference is that, whereas my theory and the one adopted by
Justices Black and Douglas would require at the outset a rather care
ful definition of what is expression and then give full protection to
expression, the orthodox Supreme Court theories are much less con
cerned with a careful definition of What is expression. They are willing
to say that almost anything which has an expressive element is entitled
to some protectionunder the first amendment. Then they use other doc
trines as the key doctrines to determine what the extent of that pro
tection will be. So that I do not think there would be any doubt that
the Supreme Court would bring within the framework of first admend
ment consideration all forms of experimentation for scientific
research.

Beyond that point, then, orthodox theories look to various doctrines.
In my paper, I analyze very briefly the clear and present danger doc
trine and the. ordinary balancing test, and I indicate reasons why I
think those are unacceptable.

The doctrine which I think should be applied, and which I think
the Supreme Court would spply on the basis of its decision concern
ing the Presidential Campaign Fund Act, is what I call a structured
balancing test. This is composed of two elements. I should add that
the burden of proof is on the Government when it initiates regulations
that impinge on first amendment ri~hts. .

There are two elements: Compellmg reasons and less drastic means,
First, the burden of proof is on the government to show compelling
reasons for its regulation, Second, it must use the least drastic means
that can possibly.be employed in order to attain the objective.

If we apply that test to this situation it seems to me that although .
Professor Berns may individually feel that there are compelling rea
sons for not continuing further-into the theoretical aspects of recom
binant DNA research, nevertheless constitutionally it is quite cleat
that such reasons are not compelling. The whole basis of the first
amendment, as I attempted to explain before, indicates that a reluct-
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ance to inquire further into the forms of life or into the transforma
tion of man is simply not a compelling constitutional reason.

I think that is essentially the holding of Gml1JOld v, Conmeoticut,
the birth control case, of 'Roe v, Wade, the abortion case, and of others.
Moral or ethical principles of that sort held by a minority, or a ma
jority even, are not adequate grounds for preventing others entering
into a search for the truth as they see it.

On the other hand, compelling reasons would be serious dangers to
the health and safety of the surrounding population. I come out at
the same place as before using the orthodox Supreme Court test.

The second half of the test is also of immense significance because I
think that it is the second half of the test that will be of more detailed
application. Once one has resolved the very basic initial questions, you
go on to this area.

The regnlations have to utilize the least drastic means. Now that in
volves a number of things. One is that there should be a bare minimum
of restriction. Where regnlation is adequate, the legislation should not
prohibit. Regulate rather than prohibit. Where the restriction can be
temporary rather than permanent, it should be temporary. Where it
does not need a license system or a system of prior restraint, that
should be avoided. The least onerous burden should be at every point
placed upon the experimentation that IS being regulated. .

Second, I think that it is possible to argue, even as a constitntional
matter, that the regulations ought to emanate from a-single source;
namely, the Federal Government. Regulations imposed by States and
local communities create such danger of suppression of scientific in
quiry that even as a constitutional matter much less a policy matter,
one should argue that the least drastic means test requires that the
regulations be limited to a Federal source.

The problem is after all, if it exists at all, a national one as has been
described. The University of California at Berkeley cannot move out
of Berkeley to another area. The impact of allowing local regulations
would in my judgment be disastrous.

Finally, I want to mention another aspect of first amendment doc
trine which has come to be quite important in recent years. In those
cases where the Supreme Court has under its orthodox theory allowed
some regulation, as in obscenity cases and others, it has at the same
time as a price for allowing that regulation of expression required that
the regulataon proceed according to very strict procedural safeguards.
Thus in the case of movie censorship boards, it is required that the Gov
ernment agency itself bring a proceeding in court within a very lim
ited amount of time to have a court decision of the question of whether
the film involved was obscene or not.

The Supreme Court has imposed other strict regulations of that
sort. I think that what is sometimes called first amendment due process
would be particularly applicable here in many situations.

Again I will not go into detail but mention two things. One is court
review. I disagree with Professor Barron's first statement on this. He
corrected it in his last page where hesaid the courts are appropriate.
On the first page he said the courts are inappropriate to deal with this.
Of course judges are not scientists but that is uot their function. The
court function is to infuse a certain amount of commonsense into these
expert, superexpert, opinions. They also have important functions
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with respect to procedural due process and first amendment due process
and other methods of procedure and SO forth. I think these checks are
indispensable and therefore any system of regulation would have to
include a rapid and effective system of judicial review. .

I would think also that procedurally it woud be necessary to set up
machinery-here I agree with Professor Berns -that we have not really
thou~ht about how this should be done-machinery for the decision
makmg process that is nonpartisan so far as possible and more specifi
cally perhaps that is sensitive to the first amendment issues. That
also would be a part of first amendment due process.

Mr. THOllNTON. When you use the word "nonpartisan," you mean
"not politicized"!

Mr. EMERSON. Yes; and avoid the partisan political implications and
as far as possible the excessive emotional concerns that can be aroused
with respect to it. I don't mean purely expertise. I think that has to
be a part of it. But some way to isolate the problem from the type of
emotional and irrational opposition that sometimes develops should be
devised.

I realize that is not exactly in line with pure democratic principles,
but after all, the theory of the first amendment is that the minority has
the right to speak. There is no particular point of extending protection
to the right of the majority to speak. They always can speak. To carry
out that particular aspect of the first amendment, I think, requires
some sort of institution that is sensitive to what the problems are.

What I would say therefore is that under the first amendment, under
either theory, the basic research, the basic exploration of ideas, and
so on is subject to absolute protection under the first amendment. Ex
perimentation is subject to similar protection within limits. But there
are areas where experimentation is subject to restriction. And the place
at which I draw that line, 3Jt least for the time being, is where experi
mentation involves a substantial physical danger to the health and
safety of the community.

I think th3Jtthe regulations can be worked out giving effect to those
basic ideas and I think the impact of the first amendment on that proc
ess should be a very strong one.

Thank you.
Mr. THOllNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Emerson. I would like

to ask at this point, immediately following your presentation and the
thorough paper which you have presented, whether the language of
United States against O'Brien, the 1968 case before the Supreme
Court, which stated "a Government regulation is sufficiently justified if
it is within the constitutional power of government, if it is further an
important or substantial governmental interest, if the governmental
interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression, and if the
incidental restriction on alleged first amendment freedom is no greater
than is essential to the furtherance of that governmental interest"
could be considered applicable in support of the analysis you have
given that requires whatever objective is to be achieved must be
achieved by the least.drastic means, measured somewhat along the lines
you have suggested!

Mr. EMERSON. I think the O'Brien case is a disaster.
Mr. THORNTON, I k!,o::W Mr. Douglas dissented from that case and

you have quoted with approval his language.
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Mr. EMERSON. I think the court has not followed that case. I think
that was a decision in which they were dealing with something that
they considered action, the burning of a draft card, which they con
sidered totally outside the area of first amendment protection. There
fore they just gave it the minimum amount of protection they felt
was appropriate.

That test does involve a less drastic means component. The case in
dicates that, yes, they should continue to apply that. But the rest of
that decision does not impose a compelling reasons test with the bur-
den on the Government to establish the compelling reasons. . .

The main part of the O'Brien test is simply a reasonableness test,
and that I would disagree with. I really do not think the Supreme
Court has followed that test. I think the latest decision, and the ex
position of these ideas in situations as near to this as there are, and
there are no exact duplicates in Supreme Court decisions, is the Buck
ley v. Voleo decision in which they examine very carefully the rea
sons that Congress offered for regulations of freedom of expres
sion in political campaigus and applied the compelling reasons and
less drastic means test. .

That is the approach which they will take. I think the O'Brien.
case is not one which they have followed, at least consistently, and I
think one they should not follow here. ...-

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Emerson. . .
Mr. Green, I am delighted to have an opportunity of visiting with

. you again. We have had the pleasure of sharing a number of occa
sions in which we have both addressed problems. It is a pleasure for
me today to hear your presentation. You are welcome. Please proceed.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Green follows:]

HAROLD P. GREEN

Harold P. Green (University of Chicago, A.B. 1942, J.D. 1948) is Professor
of Law and Director of the Law Science and Technology Program at the George
Wasb,ington University National Law Center. He is a Founding Fellow-and a
member of the Board of Directors of the Institute of Society, Ethics, and the
Life Sciences (The Hastings Center), and has written extensively on legal and
public policy issues relating to science and technology. Professor Green is a
member of the American Association for the 'Advancement of Science's Com
mittee on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility and is the Chairman of that
committee's Subcommittee on the Boundaries of Scientific Freedom.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD P. GREEN

Mr. GREEN. Thank you very much; Mr. Chairman. I don't think
there is much I can contribute to an exposition of constitutional law.
Suffice it to say I am in agreement with all three of. my colleagues,
even with Professor Emerson who attempted to divorce himself.
[Laughter.]

Mr. GREEN. I think one of the problems is to the extent that I have
any disagreement at all, reflects the inherent fuzziness of the issues
on which we are all speaking. I would like to try rather than repeat
what has been said, to attempt to proceed-to provide some perspec
tive which may be relevant to the problem.

The perspective that I would like to offer is derived from a num
ber of sources, derived from my longstanding il)tere~t. in public pol
icy decisionmaking processes for science and tllcpnology, from my
long involvement in the problem of recombinant:;;PNA molecule mat-
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ters which stems from my participation as one of the four nonscien
tists invited to participate in the Asilomor conference, my work as
a consultant to Dr. Fredickson, the Director of NIH with respect
to this problem and only parenthetically to my role as a teacher of
constitutional law.

I think the first thing that is worth noting is that this entire prob
lem of First Amendment protection of recombinant DNA research has
arisen almost exclusively within the scientific community itself.

To the best of my knowledge, we are talking about this issue be
cause some scientists who are not constitutional scholars have injected
this issue into the arena of the discussion. Because it has arisen that
way and not within the area of traditional constitutional scholarship,
the issues are rather fuzzy. No distinction has been drawn between
scientific inquiry or scientific research per se and scientific experiments
and technological applications that are important to developing sci
entific knowledge but which impinge upon the health and safety of the
public and environmental safety. '

Second, there has been a great deal of fuzziness on the question
whether or not we are talking about the right of the individual scien
tist to do the kind of research he wants to do or whether we are talk
ing about a constitutional right of individual scientists to feed at the
public trough.

Putting that another way, whether somehow a constitutional right
to freedom of scientific inquiry means that the Government has a
constitutional duty to fund scientific research.

Indeed, there are some scientists who have seriously made that
argument. Third, a fundamental fuzziness concerns the question as- ,
suming that some regulation is required-and I think almost all of
the practitioners of recombinant DNA molecule research and technol
ogy would say that some regulation is required-should it be self
regulation such as the biomedical conununity has long been accus
tomed to and entrusted with, or, should it be regulation by
Government1

Fourth, there is the problem of where the burden of proof lies, as
suming it is correct as professor Emerson said that there must be some
compelling reason for that regulation that restricts research or ex
perimentation. Who makes the decision whether there are compelling
reasons]

Is the decision to be made by the scientific community or by the
legislature i The scientists would argue obviously to protect their own
preserve that the decision should be made by the scientific decision
or at least that thelegislature should do what the scientific commu
nity tells them to do.

In any event the most remarkable part of this entire matter is that
the issue of the first amendment has been raised at all in connection
with recombinant DNA molecules. Surely the scientists know as well
as we do that there are countless precedents for restrictions on research.

Professor Emerson pointed out that the Atomic Energy statutes
restrict scientific research with respect to nuclear materials. There are
restrictions on research into new drugs. Already there are restrictions
on human experimentation. There are restrictions on vivisection in
connection with scientific research.

There are zoning restrictions. To the best of my knowledge, no one
has ever argued seriously that 'any of .these, restrictions implicate first
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ameedment-censiderations, I' suspect one of the reasons why this
arises in this particular context of recombinant DNA molecules is be
cause the biomedical commuuity has in fact been free from regulfution
for so long a period of time and in addition beacuse the biomedical
community regards itself as intrinsically performing intrinsically

. good works for the improvement of humanity.
In any event my own view is that the arguments 'about freedom of

scientific inquiry-and I am devoted to the freedom of scientific in
quiry, even though these arguments are dressed in first amendment
~rb--1tre really in the realm of political rhetoric and cut very little
Ice as a practical matter from the standpoint of constitutional law.

One of the-issues as I mentioned before is where does the burden of
proof lie! Must the Government prove that these experiments are
harmful before it regulates! Or is it enough that there is simply a
rational basis for that! The bottom line of that point is, as I men
tioned will the biomedical regulate itself or will it be subject to Gov
ernment regulations!

Indeed at the conference, there was almost a paranoic dread on the
part of the scientists there about the spectre ofregulation. One group
of people said you know if we talk too much about. this in the presence
of all these people from the press, we are going to get Government
regulation. Another group of scientists said if we don't talk about it,
we are going to get Government regulation.

They were all opposed to regulation. Scientific, codification is even
worse than regulation. Detailed code is the worst of all possible worlds.
Also' implicated in this is the question about the fuzziness between
harmful effects of experimentation and applications and the possible
harmful use of knowledge that will result from this.

It struck me as a striking paradox that the scientific community has
no hesitation whatsoever about urging the Government to spend money
on scientific research because of the beneficial results that may flow
from that knowledze while they refuse to acknowledge that the Gov
ernment has any right not to spend money because of possible harm
ful restj Its that may result from the use of .knowledge,
It is indeed a one-way street. As I pointed out in my prepared state

ment, in 1965, Dr. Freeman Dayson, eminent member of the scientific
community in an article in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists en
titled the "Murder of Project Orion" made the remarkable argument
that a decision by NASA not to support Project Orion which was a
system of spacecraft propulsion by tossing small atomic bombs or
hydrogen bombs out of the rear ofwspacecraft in order to give it a
push, that the decision by NASA not to fund that research was the
first time in American history that a decision was made to sutmress a
technology for purely political purposes. That is a remarkable kind
of statement.

But that kind of thinking is in many respects characteristic of the
scientific community as they deal with this problem. Finallv. I will
simply say that in my'view I have no doubt whatsoever that the Gov
ernment has the constitutional power and indeed I would argue a
fundamental political duty to use its funding power to support or not
support particular kinds of scientific research so as to encourage that



research that is most clearly benign and to discourage that research
that appears to be the least benign.

I don't think there are any constitutional problems of any kind that
is-that are involved in that proposition. Nor do I think that so long
as there is a real rational basis for any concern that experiments in
recombinant DNA molecules maybe hazardous to the health and
safety of the public or to the environment that Congress and the city
of Cambridge, Mass. have the full constitutional power to regulate,
restrict or prohibit those activities from occurring.

.Thank you.
[The document referred to follows:]

93-4B1 0- 77 - 57
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TWD and a half years ago a group of scientists

called upon their colleagues'throughout the- world to

establish a moratorium on: certain kinds of experiments

involving recombinatiOn of DNA molecules~ This mora~

torium, apparently universally accepted, the sub

sequent NIH guidelines imposing positive restrictions

on such exp~riements, and prohibitions suggested or

adopted by various state and local governments, have

all stimulated discussion as to whether such restraints

in some way violate what has been charac-terized as

"the right to scientific inquiry." More specifically,

it has been ~~ggestcd that scientists have a right to

pursue knowledge and this right is of the same dignity

as f.r'eedom-o f speech and of the pres's guaranteed in the

Constitution Df the United States.

It is not surprisingi·-therefore:, that upon estab

lishment of the AAAS Committee on Scientific Freedom

and Responsibility, that committee would turn its

attention in part to the question whether there are

in our American system of government and law any

boundaries to scientific freedom and, if so, where

these boundaries are tic be found. SpecLfLcaLl.y'; a

Subcommittee on the Boundaries Df Scientific Freedom,

of which! am Chairman, has been created to look into

. this rnatter~
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In mY4comment~ this afternoon, I intend first

to discuss these issues frpm my dual perspective as

a teacher of constituional law and as a student of

pUblic policy for science and technology. In doing

so, I shall not consider whether there are or should

be any limits on scientific freedom as a matter of

morality or policy-, but only whether limitations are

permissible as a matter of constitutional law. I shall

then say a few words on the program On which the

SUbcommittee on the Boundaries of Scientific Freedom

has embarked.

To begin with, I am not aware of any precedent

or legal ~uthority that clearly supports the proposition

that there is a constitutionally protected right to

pursue knOWledge or to engage in scientific inquiry.

I believe, and I am prepared to argue, however, that

such rights are implicit in the First Amendment free

doms of speech and press; and for purposes of this

paper it is assumed that the -Constitution guarantees

and protects such rights to precisely- the same extent

as speech and press. Parenthetically, it see~s_clear

to me that a right to scientific inquiry- can have no

greater constitutional .dignity than freedom of speech.

Let us the~efore explore-the boundaries of freedom of

speech in the effort to understand the. boundaries of

scientific freedom.
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It if impossibie in the 20 minutes allotted to

me to give you a complete exposition of the boundaries

pf freedom of speech as enunciated in Supreme Court

decisions. Suffice it to say, some kinds of speech

enjoy the prot~ctionof the First Amen~~ent; other

kinds of speech do not. Even where speech does enjoy

such protection, the degree of protection is variable.

A distinction of crucial significance is that- between

speech and action. Speech emanating from the -vocal

chords is generally fully protected, but amplified

speech is riotionc is constitutionally protected in

cursing the flag or a draft card, but he is not pro

tected when he rips or tears it; one is protected by

the First Amendment when he engages in vigorous debate

with a foe, but not when he uses language (fighting

words) calculated to provoke a violent response; one

may discuss aircraft hijacking in his own home or

office, but not when he is sitting in a commercial

aircraft.

Such precedents are helpful in drawing- the

constitutional boundaries of .scientific freedom.

Surely a scientist has the freedom to think, to do

calculations, to write, to speak, and to publish.

When, however, the scientist leaves the area- of such
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abstractions and turns to experi~entation, he moves,
within the range afaction that may enjoy only some,

or perhaps very little or no, constitutional protection.

To the extent experimentation could be constitutionally

protected, freedom would vary inversely with the degree

of perceived impact on persons and the environment.

Thus, where scientific. research involves experimen-

tatian with "human or animal subjects or where it

impinges upon the community, it would clearly become

subject to regulation. It is interesting to note

at this point that Hans Jonas, writing in the August

1976 Bastings Center Report, reaches the same COnclu-

sion from the moral perspective. He tells us, e10-

qucntly, "The granting of freedom to thought and

speech • • . does not cover action, even if subsi-

diary to thought. Action is always subject to legal

and moral restraints."

I think, so far as I have gone, scientists would

sense intuitively that what I have said is correct.

They are, after all, surely awar~,of a multitude of

legal restraints on what they can do and where, when,

and how they can do it. h~ere·manywould probably part

company with me is on the question of where the burden

of proof lies before government may properly restrict

scientific freedom.
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Agidn, t.hevf r-eedomro f speech analogy is Lns t ruc

tive. l'Jh.en wev.a.re operating in the realm.of pure

constitutionally protected speech ~- or abstract or

theoretical scientific research -- a proponent of

restrictions must .carry a heavy burdenv of p roo f ,

There must be a compelling governmental interest in the

restriction (e.g., a clear and 'present-dangcJ;:':to be

protected against), and the restriction itself'must

be designed to intrude to the minimum extent possible

on the constitutionally protected rig~t. AS, however,

we move down the scale t.cwer ds ac t Lonrend expcr Lmen-.

tation, the burden s~ift5 dramatically, and no more t~an

a rational basis will be required to sustain the con~

stitutionality of the restriction. For example,

ob s ccnd ty is not protected by the r'Lr-st; Amendraen t; ,

Therefore, it is not necessary for governnentto ahow

a clear and present danger before it acts to restrict

obs~ene speech. Obscenity may be"prohibitcd without

any s howLnq that obs cen.i tiy is harmful; indeed, it is

not even necessary to show that the government actually

thinks thai: obscenity is harmfu Lr" it is. enough that

government may have believed obscenity was harmful.

This attitude re~lects the currently prevailing jUdicial

attitude- that, e t; j.eas.t vwher e no constitutional Ldrni t.a-.

tien on government power is operative, ,the courts will
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not secon~-gucssthclegislatureor .executi Lve caa to the

wisdom, desirability, or necessity for regulation. Thus,

there has never been any doubt in ~y mind that a city's

prohibition 'againstreconbinant DNA rno'Lecu Le experi-

ments within city limits -does not violate any con5ti~

tutionally protected right o'f scientific inquiry Vlher~

the city may rationally'.-- even though perhaps not

reasonably -- have believed that such experiments might

endanger the hcu.lth and safety of the public.

At this point it-is necessary to draw another

kind of distinction -- between govcrnncnt regulation

of a scientific activity and. a government decision not

to fund that activity. teo some t.Lmcs forget that qovexn-

merit has no moral or constitutional duty to support

scientific research, no matter how beneficial the

hoped for resu1ts,* and t~at no scientist has a con-

stitutional right to have his research projects funded

by the government. I am reninded of Freeman Dyson's

article in Science in 1965 in which he argued that

NASA's decision not to continue funding Project Orion

represented "the first time in modern history that a

* See, for exaMple, my exchange with Bernard Davis,
Volume 265, Annals of the New Yorkl\cademy of Sciences,
Ethical and Scientific Issues Posed by Human Uses of
Molecular Gcnetlcs, p. 176 (1976).



major expansion of human technology'has \been suppressed",
for political reasons." Ln.- t.he same vein" some scientists

seem to believe that it is immoral or wrong if the govern~

ment is really motivated by a fear that resulting scien-

tific knowledge will be misused. Personally, I do not

understand why if it is legitimate for government to

fund.research because it hopes for ~onstructive knowledge

it is illegitimate for government not to fund research

because of concern that the resulting knowledge will be

destructive. Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere, it is

probably not realistically possible for our' democre t Lc

society to impose timely and effective regulation over

abuse of knowledge resulting from qove rnmcn t-espon so r'ed

research and development.*

When government, for whetever reason, .choosea

not to fund a particular k i.nd pf _scienti fie research,

it is not interfering with scientific j~eedom. Scien

tists remain perfectly free to dothisresearc:I if- they

can find the money e.Ls ewhere s. On the other hand, a, direct

prohibition or restriction on scientific research

may indeed represent an infringement ofs.cientif,ic

freedom.

* See, for example, my paper "Law cnd Genetic Control:
Public Policy oues t.Loos" in Volume 265, Annals of the
New Yor-k Academy of s c Lences , Ethical .end Scientific
.Issues Posed by Human Uses of Holccular Genetlcs, pp ,
170-175 (1976).
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It ~equires only a moment's reflection to appre

ciate that there is really nothing new or novel from

the standpoint of the NIH guidelines on recombinant

DNA molecule e~periments, or the Cambridge restrictions

on such experiments. We all realize, or should realize,

that government in the past has imposed restrictions on

where and when certain kinds of research may be conducted.

Obviously, city zoning laws may preclude experiments

wi'th expLosLvo s in the center of. an urban population

center, and it would probubly be regarded as a legal

nui.sance if the e xp Lo s i vca were experimentally detonated

wLt.h i n <;!arshotof the, community at 2:00 av m, He know

that scientists are not free to experiment with human

subjects or the fetus as they ~ee fit. We know that

there have been restrictions on the use of animals or

cadavers in scientific research. We know that the

Food and Drug'Act and the Atomic Energy Act restrict

and regulate certain kinds of research. We know that

limits on th"€' use 'of c La'ss Lf Ledvd.n fo rma t fon may .Lmpede

or bar certain scient'ific rese.arch programs. Indeed •

. within recent weeks, Dr. Sarry casper, writing in the.

Bulletin of 'theAto~icScientists,hasraised the

question of a moratorium on development of laser

enrichment of uranium.



It i~s not clear to me why, in the face of such

precedents, the scientific community has become so edgy

about scientific freedom in recent months. In any

event, the Subcommittee on the Boundaries of Scientific

-Freedom, which I chair, hopestoexarnine precedents such

as those I have just enumerated in which significant

restrictions on scientific research have been adopted,

some with the apparent acquiescence, at least, of the

scientific community. Ne hope it will be possible

through examination of these cases to acquire a ~etter

understanding of the dc c i o Lorr-mak Lnq and negotiation

process through. which such restrictions have been adopted.

When I began this talk', I made it clear that I

would be, discussing the boundaries of scientific freedom

as a matter of constitutional law and not as a matter

of public policy. It is important to distinguish clearly

between these two concepts. Par example, I personally

would argue in favor of· the constitutionality of the

Cambridge prohibitions against recombinant DNA molecule

experiments, but I would also argue against such pro

hibition~ on policy grounds. In r8cent years, we have

become excessively accustomed to looking to the courts

to protect what we perceive to be our rights, and we

have lost sight of the fa~t that the first, and in many

cases ~he only, line of defense of these rights is
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our legislaFurcs. Khile an urgum~nt about a right to

scientific freedom may be a useful piece of rhetoric

in political debate, we should not take the existence

of such right too seriously. In short, the principal

point that I would leave with you today is that the

boundaries of scientific freedom, at least in terms of

currcnt'issucs, are established primarily through"the

political process and are not rooted in constitutional

law.
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Professor Green, I think
it might be a bit difficult to pull together a synthesis from the presenta
tions this morning. However, there probably are some areas in which
agreement may be expressed and someareas where we may want. to
focus more sharply upon the divergent views in order that .we may
have them clearly reflected in the record.

In that regard, Mr. Hollenbeck has had to leave for another ap
pointment and has asked for permission to submit questions in writing.
I would hope that members of the panel would agree to respond to
such additionalquestions in writing as may be submitted by members
of tll.ll committee or by stafl'.

Is th1!,t agreeable!
Mr. BARRON. Yes.
Mr. GREEN; Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. Yes.
Mr. BERNS. Yes;
Mr. THORNTON-. Picking up at the conclusion of Professor Berns'

testimony, I don't think there is likely to be any appreciable con
stitutionalor legal support for an idea that the scientific community
has a right to unrestricted governmental funding or any kind of gov
ernmental funding for research activities.

And further, I doubt that there is a constitutional protection, if
you want to call it that, against the Govermuent imposing such regu
lations or rules for gaining this research money which is coming from
the public treasury as it may wish to impose, assuming that those reg
ulations are not themselves in violation of some other constitutional
right. Is there disagreement !

Mr. EMERSON. I .don't think it is 100 percent.. I would agree gen
erally that there is no obligation to fund money. However, there is a
basic constitutional doctrine that has existed for a long time, the doc
trine of unconstitutional conditions.

If the Government does fund the money, then there are certain lim:
itations as to the conditions it can attach to the funding of that money.
For instance, this very question is now before the Supreme Court in
the abortion cases which involve the issue of whether or not welfare
funds can be forbidden in the use of abortions unless they are thera
peutic abortions.

There is no oblill:ation on the part of the Government to nrovide
welfare funds but If they do nrovide them, can they provide them on
the condition that the constitutional right to abortion will not be
funded! .

When you get into the area of freedom of inquiry and freedom
of expression, it becomes very, very complicated and usually the issne
would not arise. But it might be that if funds are made available
~nerally for scientific purposes but they were denied for some par
ticular reason which violated the first amendment freedom of inouiry,
it might be that that might be unconstitutional. I agree it would be .
a very narrow area. .

Mr. THORNTON. I tried to hedge my question to indicate that if
the conditions were unconstitutional. that there might be a problem.
I appreciate thatdecision. Are there other comments1
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Mr. BERNS. Mr. Chairman, I suspect that the committee is going
to have to go beyond the question of regulation. by funding or with
holding funds,

Mr. THORNTON. Oh, yes. " , '
Mr. BERNS. I gather, for example, the drug companies themselves

are financially capable of conducting this research and have strong
reason to do so. The committee is probably going to have to face
the further constitutional question of propriety.

Mr. THORNTON. I think this is a very good observation. I wanted
to get past the threshold question of what limitations there might
be if any on conditions placed upon the use of public funds. Then
we should I think turn to the next question of nonpublio funds.
Mr. Barron, do you have any comment!

Mr. ,BARRON. No; I don't. I have some comments on matters oi
agreement and disagreement with respect to the constitutional law
problems generally but yOU may waut to do that another time.

Mr. THORNTON. I think this might be a good time to do that. Go
ahead.

Mr. BARRON. First let me say that as a former student of Professor
Emerson I am never very happy when I have not persuaded him about
something which is the case here this morning. Let me try, because
I think it is true to a considerable extent, to revive something that
my colleague Harold Green said, which is that he agreed WIth all
of us.

I really do think that there is considerably more agreement here
than the various doctrinal choices by the panelists might indicate.
The first thing is that I did not intend to equate this problem
with obscenity. If I left this impression, I am really very sorry because
it was not my intention. Certainly the obscenity cases and regulations
are far more trivial than this problem. And I did not intend to sug
gest that that body of regulation, unhappy in terms of all its incon
sistencies and so forth, as.it is, should be a model for anything, much
less this particular controversy.

The only reason I mentioned .this was to suggest that even in that
area, there has been considerable attention and respect given to the
right to communicate and therefore also by implication the right to
investigate. I would make the observation that it is difficult to analyze
a problem like this without making reference to the existing first
amendment law such as the obscenity law and I notice that Professor
Emerson himself suggested as two approaches from this committee two
doctrines that come from the obscenity law, and with respect to the
Cambridge City Council and I said I thought academics should be
more patient with the Cambridge City Council, I would like to say
a couple ofthings about that.

I think on balance with respect to the views of Professor Emerson,
I would. support what he is saying; if you are going to do anything
in this area, you ought to have' a national standard. On the other
hand I am troubled 'by saying, "Well, the majority will always be
unhappy and that is why we have the first amendment to protect
the minority view."

You are talking about things that go far beyond the exchange of
opinion. This goes to a final point that I want to make. Perhaps, it
is related to my feeling that the speech-action approach is inadequate
to deal with this problem. I refer to my discussion about. the role
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of courts here. I. meant to suggestII. that as an initial matter it should
be bad, undesirable, if we went away from this problem to take a
view such as has been. suggested jhat there can be no regulation here
at all. •

This is not to suggest that there should be regulation, or that it
should be extensive, that one should not have that great respect for
less drastic means and less onerous alternatives that Professor Emer
son is talking about, But it does I mean that you onght to first make
the resolution of the issues involved a matter of legislative judgment.

I would not like these issues to come to the court at first blush.
When I was making a statement I about institutional competence and
the lack of scientific expertise of ijudges, all I mean to say is that as
an original proposition, I would [rather it filtered through the legis.
lative proposition first and then went to the courts.

.Mr. THORNTON. I appreciate the confidence that that implies for the
legislative process; .. i

Mr. BARRON. Let me eompletelthe circle here. That was not the
intention of those remarks. Whati I mean was I feel that in this issue,
maybe what is separating Professor Emerson and myself, is the ex
tent to which the .first amendment theory is an egalitarian theory.
If you are interested in participation in issues as .vital as these, it
is best they go to the legislature.

Mr. BERNS.. I would like to support that statement because in a way
it says the same thing that I said inadequately in my prepared state
ment. I doubt very much whether the issues .as I see them can be
properly presented to a court even with the practice of class action
suits or amicus briefs and so forth.

I am not persuaded that this way is a proJ?"r way. I would much
rather see a legislative record before the issue IS presented in the form
of litigation.

Mr. YEAGER. Could I ask a question for clarification!
My recollection is that the court traditionally did not concern itself

with a lot ofthings in the past until some people came along with cer
.tain expertise and introduced it. f\.s I recall, Brandeis often bronght
economics and labor relations into his rationale. Mr. Warren intro
duced a concept of accepting psychological opinion as part of a deci
sion and so-forth.

Up to that time, such considerations had not been used, as I under
stand it, in most of the Supreme Court decisions. They had not under
taken to utilize basic data in economics or psychology or whatever
until they were faced with a problem.that seemed-to require it.

Is this different! How do you differentiate now that we are talking
about science, or at least hard science as against the soft sciences!

Mr.' BARRON. One difference or one thing to think about is in the
first Brandeis type briefs, there you had economic data being used
to justify legislation that was already in existence. This was to. sup
port legislation. The original Branl1cis brief-.'--

Mr. YI'lAGER. Wns this Federal or State!
Mr. BARRON. Well, most of it was State. In other words you had

the legislative judgment made first there which is I think congenial
to what I was talking about.

Mr. BERNS. I would like to add something, Mr. Yeager. When coun
sel first presented what c-arne to be known as the Brandeis brief, then
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there was a colloquy between him and the bench. Brandeis was asked
whether he wanted to give the impression that the evidence he pre
sented -in his brief was the truth with respect to these matters.

He said no; that was not his purpose. What he wauted to do was
merely to say that it could be reasonably held by the legislature that
reasonable men in the legislature had reason to believe on the basis of
this evidence that these things were true.

He made a clear distinction in the discussion that took place be
tween claiming to present the truth of the matter and claiming to
present opinion in the community with respect to these matters. The
difficulty of that thing has somethiug to do with what I was saying
about amicus briefs. The difficulty of the Brandeis brief is there IS no
opportuuity to impeach that testimony.

It is much better to have this on the record somehow and allow the
other side-that is one trouble with an amicus brief. It is presented as
the opinion of the ACLU or the antidefamation league or whatever.
The Issues are such that they should be resolved before, to the extent
that they can be. -

I would like to make a comment that touches on two things. One,
the question of Federal versus local regulation and the competence
of the courts and the legislatures to deal with this problem. Over the
years one of the things that has struck me has been the willingness of
Congress and other legislative bodies to treat the area of SCience as
something that is in a sense sacrosanct, that you require a special
education to understand public policy issues involving science, that
only scientists or engineers are capable of participating in those
decisions.

I think unnecessarily, if I might even -be a bit critical of the legis
lative process, you have permitted scieutists to come before you and
make their pitches for money and other things in their own exotic
language.

It seems to me there is another way that this could have been done.
One could insist that when scientists inject themselves into political
and legislative processes, that they ought to be required to speak to
the policymakers in the language of ordinary political discourse.

As one who has been playing around with this for a longtime, these
issues, I have no education in physics, chemistry or biology, recom
binant DNA molecules but somehow I managed to ask the right ques
tions to get the information in my hands in a form that I can use.

I don't think there is anything that is so esoteric about some of
these scientific issues that they can't be handled the same way tax
policy and labor policy and farm policy are handled.

The second comment which is related to that is I personally would
be .in favor of Federal preemption of regulation in this area for one
very pragmatic reason and that is that these little beasties that might
get out into the environment as a consequence of an experiment per,
formed at Cambridge, Mass.. could conceivably make people sick in
New Mexico, Arizona. and California.

These organisms do not respect !!,eographical boundaries as a mat
terof fact. The reasons are-persuasive why there ought to be global
regulations and not merely national regu1ations.
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Mr. THORNTON..On that .point we have agreement on that between
three of the p.anelists. Dr. Berns,.you addressed the question whether
there should be Federal preemption!

Mr. BERNS. I have not but.I would certainly agree. Congress has
the constitutional authority to do so in my opmion.

Mr. THORNTON. The panelists do 'agree that a uniform national
standard is to be preferred over a senies of varying State and local
regulations.

Mr. EMERSON. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. I don't think that the question of allocation of author

it)' between the State and Federal Government is really a constitu
tional or a legal question. I think it is a political question. There are
in many respects a striking analogy between the nuclear power issue
and the recombinant DNA molecule issue. As you know, the question
of Federal versus State and local authority in that area has become
quite controversial and polarized. The great, danger, I think, is that
this issue of recombinant DNAnlOlecule science and technology will
become equally polarized.

If there is an absence of public confidence in Federal regulations of
recombinant DNA activity as there is with respect to Federal regula
tion of nuclear power, you are going to have the Same kind of pres
sures for local regulation that you have in the nuclear power area.
Therefore I think it is supremely important that somehow everybody
do his, best to figure out a way of regulating this recombinant DNA
activity that will enjoy the confidence of the public. out there.

Mr. BARRON. I just wanted to make it clear, that, as, I say, I did
agree with Professor Emerson on national standards, When I .said
that we should be patient with the Cambridge City Council, andmore
patient with them than perhaps I think people have been, that does
not mean that I think they should prevail. .

But I do think that. the concerns that that particular controversy
represents indicate that considerablerespect ought to begiven to the
opinions of voters and other citizens and that, I think, is compatible
with my idea that this ought not to be considered handoff as a legisla
tive matter.

Mr. T:S:ORNTON. There is Some distinction in the reasons for this
agreement, which is, I think, apparent. Dr. Emerson believes that
the J;>rimacy of Federal regulation is based at least in part upon the
requirement that the regulations be by the least drastic means.

Professor Green thinks it is justified mainly on the basis of a polit
ical choice. Others perhaps on the basis-e-well, in part because of the
nature of the a.<Jtivity to be regulated and the real need to move toward
a worldwide solution to the problem;

Let's move now to focus upon the distinction between expression
and action described by Dr. Emerson. It does appear that court deci
sions have not been, frequent in this area and maybe have been scat
tered across the spectrum pretty badly as, to how this constitutional
right ma)' be defined. . . " '

But it seems to me that we may be ona fresh area of public policy
right here, associated with DNA, recombinant DNA research, and
that the steps we take with regard to this issue ma.)' indeed become

93~481 0 ~ 77 -,58
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precedents for other areas of scientific research, thollght,alld expres
sion in the future.

So it seems to me that we should approach this with a great dealof
care and thought as to not only the DNA recombinant research issue
but also with regard to all scientific inquiry,. thought and action.
Would you agree with that? Are you in " position to make an observa
tion with regard to the applicability of this standard?

That is, across the board?
Mr. EMERSON. Yes; I would agree with that. It seems to me thatthat

is basic to the solution of the first amendment problem which as I say
I feel is a very serious one here. I would also say that the Supreme
Court's approach to first amendment questions, in which they do not
extend absolute protection to whatever conduct it is that comes under
the first amendment, makes the problem from their point of yiew
less serious because they do not have to define it so carefully.

As in the O'Brien draftcard burning case, they can say well, ids
mostly action, but there is an element of expression here so we will
apply first amendment protections, but then applythem by a mere
reasonableness test. So they don't concentrate so much on the distinc
tion between expression .and action. But I agree with you that itis
yery important that the development should be in that direction be
cause it seems to me that the basic idea and the basic policy of the
first amendment is that ideas, thoughts, beliefs, opinions, expressions,
theoretical inquiries, all should be allowed to proceed no matter how
bold they are, and that the line has to be drawn at the point where
the social interest is in the action, to a certain extent actual physical
conduct on the part of the persons involved.

I think that is the basic theory of the first amendment. It will be
very important, there~ore,to follow through on that.

Mr. THORNTON. WIth that statement let me go one step beyond. It
has been sugg-ested to us that there may well be a distinction "between
the theoretical academic pursuit of knowledge and the laboratory
experiments associated with DNA research, some of which may be
required to be conducted in very tightly controlled circumstances;
that there may be a distinction between that lind the commercial
utilizationof the results of recombinant DNA work, making avail
able on the marketplace, for example, insulin, if the experiments that
were reported in yesterday's paper do work out and eventually we
get to the point where insulin would be produced by bacteri~.

. There might be a different reg-ulation with regard to setting up
facilities for production of insulin and the marketing of insulin or
the use of other agents which are developed-s-from those standards
which are used in doing the research at the beginning. .

Mr. EMERSON. I would agree with that. I would think that the first
amendment would probably have very little application to the com
mercial application of the results of the experimentation, of the re
search and experimentation. That would be largely controlled, per
haps almost exclusively controlled, by other constitutional principles.

At the other end. the theoretical development it seems to me is
clearly p~otecterl. The problem seems to me to arise in the area of ex
perimentation. Now experimentation is such an integral part of- sci
entific research that it is like running a printing press to publish a
newspaper. Freedom of the press means more than writing articles in
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longhand and distributing them. It means using the machinery of a
printing press to disseminate the product and so forth.

Mr. THORNTON. SO in your test, the running of the printing presses
would not constitute action j

Mr. EMERSON. No. That would be part of an operation protected by
freedom of the press. Simple experimentation is so closely related
with the search for the truth that it is part of what the system was
intended to protect. However, the one point which is clear to me is that
when the experimentation involves serious physical injury, then the
social interest lies in the action. Then it is a concern of people. At that
point it. seems to me the social interests should be considered, and the
conduct is outside the first amendment.

Mr. BFlRNS. It seems to me-somewhere in the records and materials I
have been reading here since Mr. McCullough asked me to be here, I
ran across a statement that said scientific freedom ends at the boundary
between thought and action.

I suspect from what I have read here and perhaps Mr. Green agrees
with me that in this particular research that boundary is reached when
the research begins. The analogy to printing presses, I am not sure how
much that helps us. The condition of conduct.ing this research requires
the accumulation of E. coli bacteria for example.

There are problems with the collection of E. coli bacteria. The re
search simply cannot go forward without it. If the boundary is drawn
indeed between thought and action, that boundary has been breached
by the activity. If that is so then the legislative power reaches it.

Mr. .GREEN. I agree with Mr. Emerson that there is a very fuzzy and
uncertain line between speech and action. To use his prmting press
analogy however, I would have no doubt that if printers' ink is carcin
ogenic that the operation of a printing press would be on the action
side rather than the speech side.

Similarly I have no doubt that if a recombinant DNA experiment in
fact makes people sick, that it is action and not speech. Now the ques
tion is trying to be less abstract about this, suppose it only probably
will make people sick.

Is it speech or action j To take it a step further, suppose that it will
only possibly make people sick j Is it speech or action j On this latter
thing, do you start playing a numbers game to assess the degree of
possibility in percentage terms j The bottom line then comes down to
really who is going to decide whether there is a sufficient possibility
that it will or may make people sick to warrant legislation j

I would suggest that under traditional first amendment analysis
that if there is a-certainly if there is a reasonable basis for apprehen
sion and possibly if there is only a rational basis for apprehension, that
the legislative judgment will be respected by the courts.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you. That is a very good statement. I nearly
injected that some things I read make me sick. [Laughter.]

Mr. BARRON. That is not action. [Laughter.]
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Yeager!
Mr. YEAGER. DNA research is a very fundamental thing. None of

the things that Harold mentioned earlier that were being regulated
such as the FDA action, AEC, human experimentation and so forth
are truly fundamental research for the most part. They are mostly
applications.
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DNA to the best of my understanding, at this point anyway, is
fundamental basic research.

I do not know if we have ever undertaken to regulate that. For ex
ample, when we were regulating nuclear development, nobody was
putting a lid on high energy particle physics. FDA regulations did
not stop people like Jonas Salk. My question is would you think that
this committee, or other committees which are considering regulations,
would have a reasonable basis to draw legislation in such a manner
as to take coguizance of this fact, and therefore make it perhaps less
stringent, however it may come out, than we might with things that
are already known or have a much more probable possibility of harm!

With DNA we don't know. . . .
Mr. GREEN. In the atomic energy area basic research in broad areas

involving source material, byproduct material is subject to licensing.
The power to license implies the power to prohibit. .

Mr. YEAGER. This is the DOD stuff, and the same situation as with
chemical or biological warfare. Do you think there may be a basis
for P. distinction!

Mr. EMERSON. I do not think that in legal or constitutional terms
there is an exact equivalency between the scientific concept of basic
research and applied research. I think that the first amendment pro
tections would almost automatically apply what is generally called
.basic research. But they would also apply it seems to me to a good
deal of applied research. I think that that concept is not exactly the
one that we are trying to strive for. .

I might also say that I think the proposed controls over recombinant
DNA research do go further than anything that has really been done
so far because the existing controls over human experimentation or
animal experimentation and so forth are dealing with a. biological
level. Now we are down to a fundamental molecular or cell level
of control not involving humans or animals. That really goes further
and has more serious implications than anything that has been done so
far.

I agree that drawing the line between expression and action is very
difficult and runs into very deep psychological theories about body
and mind and so on. It is SImply that it is the best we can do in terms
of trying to draw lines.

I think a major difference between my colleagueshere and myself is
that I feel that lines can be drawn in terms of basic legal principles
which correspond to the function of the first amendment. I think they
are much more skeptical about applying legal rules here at all, and
therefore, in effect they are defeatists in my view because they think
you cannot apply constitutional principles to this situation, that it
is not a constitutional problem. I disagree with them. I think that we
have solved a great many of our problems in constitutional terms and
that an effort should be made to apply constitutional principles in
this situation.

Mr. BARRON. I think now there are some things that we agree on
and there are some things that we do disagree on. That is a matter of
disagreement, I think, whether it is defeatist or not being another
matter. As I said in my paper, I really have great difficulty with the
speech-action distinction if it were used in this area.
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As Professor Emerson himself is the first to concede it has not
been adopted by the court. Wherever we haVEl had an ideal situation
for the use of that approach-s-and I think O'Brien was the ideal case
foriHf-tlrey were going to use it-s-the court has backed away from it.

Here we are in an entirely different area. My own.hUllch-I am not
sure this would be borne out---,is that really the stringency ofre!!uIa
tion should be more related to the type of research than It should be
related to the stage the research is at. • .• .
. I think if you use the speech-action dichotomy you are more likely
to be focusing on the stage the research is at. If that is the case, then
you have the kinds of things that George Wald is concerned about,
that something is irreversible. I think that is a particular concern
when you think that in Professor Emerson's conception, experimenta
tion would be in the main on the speech side of the hne.

•1 understand the. reasons why he would have it on the speech side
of the line because he wants to give as much protection to scientific
inquiry as possible, lind that experimentis the heart of the scientific
method and so on.

.On the other hand, if you protect that much of it and you protect
it absolutely, I am not sure where regulation comesin.

Mr. 'fiWRNroN. Do you have a question, Mr. Yeaged
Mr. YEAGER.•Just one more on a slightly different area. Professor

Emerson is the only one who made a reference to the fifth amendment.
I don't want to get into that in any detail. But with regard to pro
tecting personal liberty, .due process and So on, is there an applica
tion under the fifth amendment in this area! I was looking very briefly
through some constitutional texts the other day and came across one
not-too-old case in which the court upheld the authority of an indi
vidual to an education of a certain type.

I am not an expert in any of this but there seems to be a question
whether it is liherty of person or liberty of action we are talking about.
Is there concern with that element that we should be thinking about
as well as first amendment!

Mr. EMl'll!soN. The due process clause of the fifth amendment, of
course, is a constitutional guarantee that is theoretically applicable
here. In the early case that you referred to, where the court held that it
was a violation of the due process clause to prohibit the teaching of
foreigu languages in grammar school below the eighth grade, the court
considered the issue in terms of due process. They held the re~nlation

was in effect a violation of substantive due process rather than pro
cedural due process. That decision came before the development of
the first amendment and it also came before it had been decided that
the first amendment applied to the States.

So the court did not consider the first amendment. I would say that
although liberty in the due process sense is involved, in most cases it
would be superseded by the first amendment considerations. The first
amendment has broader applications, stricter rules and normally you
would first look to the first amendment for protection.

.Now if you decided it was not covered by the first amendment, then
substantive due process would apply. The courts, of course, have iust
about abandoned substantive due process in the economic area. They
don't invalidate legislation on the grounds that it is unreasonable
in the economic field. On the other hand, while they have never said
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they were doing it, in actual practice th~y have tended to receive sub
stantive due process iu the area of individual rights. The right of
privacy, for instance, has been viewed by some of the justices not as
a separate constitutional right but simply as an aspect of liberty under
the due process clause.

So that doctrine still exists. It would have some application but
normally most of the basic questions would be decided m terms of the
first amendment under normal circumstanees, Of course, procedural
due process is an entirely different matter.

Mr. THORNTON. Let me return for just a moment to the question or
whether a national standard Should be established and preempted by
the Federal Government. If that were to be the direction of legisla
tion, might it be appropriate to provide for some appeals mechanism
or review mechanism so that a local institution of government might
suggest a waiver or application of somewhat different standards be
cause of particular circumstances which that institution felt were ap
plicable to its circumstances and which should be reviewed i

Any thought with regard to that?
Mr. EMERSON. You mean to give alocal government a standing to

test the constitutional issues or the legal issues in a court proceeding}
... Mr. THORN"'ON. Not only to test but for example to make an asser
tion that the circumstauces at that particular place were such as to
require mavbe a higher standard to be applied or to have a further
restriction than that in the national standard.

Mr. EMERSON. You mean an opportunity to impose additional
restrictions,

Mr. THORNTON. But tohave it---
Mr. EMERSON. Decided by a court, you mean] .. .
Mr. THORNTON. To be decided by the institution charged with en

forcillQ" the standards.
Mr. EMERSON. I would certainly-s-at least as I think about it for the

first time-agree with giving the local subdivisions and so forth what
is called standing in court to raise any legal question that comes up.
Whether or not the agency administering the whole series of regula
tions should have authority to modify them with respect tolocal situa
tions, I think I would agree with that. But I have UPtthought about it
very much.

:Mr. THPRNTPN. Perhaps this question is one which might be ad
dressed for later resppuse, if you would like to submit some additional
comments. Mr. Green, do you have anv comments?

Mr. GREEN. Well. I would generallv be in favor of the greatest pos
sible flexibility and the Ieast possible rigidity in regulations, So I
would generally sympathize with that. I do think, however, that there
are some other problems we ought to be aware of. ..

We talk about preemption in a rather blithe fashion and I think
there is at least some constitutional doubt,

We see this UPW argued in the nuclear power aTtla. There is so.me
constitutional doubt as to whether. Federal preemption of regulation
would oust a State or local body from prohibiting an activity all to-
gether under its.zoning pm,:er, for eXlLffiple.. .. .

I think that IS an essentially unresolved question WhICh I think we
are going to have to be aware of.



Mr. BARRON. Well, being confronted with it also for the first time,
my.reaction is including the local communities, giviJ;lg them some'par
ticipatory role is just at first blush a good idea.

After all, in the CAB proceedings we alJow cities to participate, Of
course you always have the problem that this is a big delaying factor.
But I supJ;>ose if the structure is set up without too many tiers in it,
maybe it IS possible to include the local units and to still have it

c-- effective.
On the constitutional issue, I suppose there is more than a doubt--I

agree with that--strictly-particularly with the revival of the once
,_ fading doctrine of State sovereignty, Maybe we will see some limita

tion on Federal legislative power III the courts.'
In the final analysis, I would doubt it though. When I say there is

a constitutional doubt as to preemption, I would doubt that it would be
successful, In other words, I think if it were litigated, probably Fed
eral legislation would staud just because of the kinds of considera
tions that moved us here this morning to think that in the final analysis
it is probably better handled on the congressional level. '

Mr. BERNS. May I ask that my statement which is not printed but
is written be made a part of the record!

Mr. THORNTON. Without objection, your statement will be made a
part of the record.

We will meet again tomorrow at 10 o'clock in room 2318 to further
discuss the legal implications of the DNA molecule research issue. Our
emphasis tomorrow will be on what mechanisms other than legisla
tion might be used to effect the direction of research.

I want to thank again each of the members of our panel for a most
interesting and I think reflective discussion. We are adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene at 10a.m., Thursday, May 26, 1977.]





SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

TBUBSDAY,MAY 26,1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, "
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITrEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
" Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton (chair
man of the subcommittee), presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
This morning we continue Our hearings-on the science policy impli

cations of DNA recombinant molecule research. We are concerned
with what mechanisms other than legislation might be used to guide
and regulate basic research, assuming that such guidance or regulation
is needed Or required and more specifically with respect to DNA re
combinant molecule research.

This question continues our examination of the legal implications of
precedents on science research being set by this particular issue.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Daniel Singer, attorney at law
and fellow of the Institute of Society, Ethics & Life Sciences, Hast
ings-on-Hudson, N.Y.

Again, this morning, Mr. Singer, we wouldlike to follow the method
which we have used previously in thissubcommittee of asking each
of the witnesses to present his statement in summary form and then to
engage in a discussion with the panel on the issues which may arise.
So you are welcome and we ask you to proceed.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Singer follows:]
(917)
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An organization which channels campaign contri
butions to liberal Senators and Congressmen.
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Fellow
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL M. SINGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. SINGER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very-much.
My name is Daniel M. Singer. I am an attorney and a partner in the

firm of Fried, Frank, Harris,Shriver & Kampelman, 600 New Hamp
shire AvenueNW., Washington, D.C.

I have been a not disinterested observer of the recombinant DNA
debate since its earliest rumblings in 1973.And I was one of the four
lawyers at the Asilomar Conference in February 1975. I have been a
fellow of the Institute of Society, Ethics & Life Sciences since 1970.
I represent here no one but myself, notwithstanding I am married to a
scientist, Maxine F. Singer, who has, among other things, testified
before you recently on the subject of recombinant DNA research.

Mr. THORNTON. If I may interrupt to say that the testimony was
most illuminating and she was a very fine witness.

Mr. SINGER. Thank you.
I appear today at your invitation. Let me say at the outset that I

have a very high level of confidence in the ability of the community of
basic research scientists to deliver on the one item that that community
has promised from recombinant DNA research, namely, a vast and
reasonably rapid increase in our knowledge and detailed understand
ing of living organisms.

And I would characterize that increase as a "benefit." I have a
similarly high level of confidence that the community of industrial
scientists will exploit that increase. I am not as yet prepared to charac
terize the results of such exploitation 'ItS, on balance, a net "benefit."

Some of the results may be "benefits" and some may not. I am con"
vineed that our relatively open political processes, including the
marketplace-Laetril notwithstanding-are likely to make reasonably
sound, albeit very difficult, discriminations between those technological
exploitations which ought to be,and those which ought not to be,
offered to or imposed upon us.

lam also convinced that we ought not even attempt to make dis
criminations between good and bad knowledge flowing from basic
research. In an open society-that is, one which, among other things, is
susceptible to change-it is in my judgment morallv and politically
wrong-and very likely unconstitutional-for a political body to say:
"We ought not to know," so long as we are reasonably assured that no
injury will be inflicted in the acquisition process. I am persuaded that
with the wide acceptance and observance of the NIH guidelines among
those receiving Federal support-s-and the imminent extension of those
or similar guidelines to non-Federal activities-we will have such
re..sonable assurances of safety.

However, in mandating nationwide applicability of guidelines for
research safety, Congress is also in a position to encourage or stultify
the research process, quite independently of the level of funding for
research.

To the extent that Congress elaborates the regulatory bureaucracy,
a price-in mv judgment a very high price-will be paid in discourag
ing the research effort. In contrast, to the extent tliat the regulatory
mechanisms remain trim and at the minimum level necessarv to assure
compliance with safety standards, research will continue to 'flourish.



Let me illustrate. Assume that the NIH guidelines are in place and
are applicable nationwide. If Congress wishes to sustain the vigor and
creativity of U.S. leadership in recombinant DNA research-without
in. 'any way compromising safety-the question to be answered in de
signing legislation should be: What is the least intrusive form of
Federal regulation required for reasonable assurance of research
safety! In my judgment, the following two minimal requirements
would be 'adequate :

1. Certification to the Secretary of HEW by the research entity
that is, NIH, Stanford or Upjohn Co.-that, In accordance with the
guidelines, an institutional biohazards committee has been established.
The work of such a committeewould be to review proposals for recom
binant DNkresearoh to be conducted in that institution, and to ap
prove or disapprove proposals only upon grounds of compliance with
the jl'uidelines as to the level of required containment and the avail
ability of such contaiument facilities. The composition of the bio
hazards committee would be spelled out generally in the guidelines.

2. Delivery to a central registry of approved proposals. This would
serve a prophylactic purpose and provide data for subsequent
evaluation. '

For research 'at the P-3 level, or the level which is now desiguated as
P-3, it might be appropriate to require in addition a 3Q-day. delay to
allow negative action by the Secretary; if no such action were timely
taken, the research would be permitted to proceed. Research at the P--4
level might require affirmative approvals. Since there are likely to be
only it few P--4 facilities available for such work, and because of the
presently assumed higher potential risk in such work,a more thorough
reVIew would not be inappropriate. , ~

If, however, Congress wishes to discourage recombinant DNA re
search-without in any way enhancing safety-Congress should
mandate that a Federal bureaucracy be established to: license indi
vidual investigators, review and approve each particular research
project and each modification thereof, provide for annual or periodic
renewal of licensesof investil\"ators, articulate OSHA-like protections
for "whistle-blowers," authorize a corps of field policemen with rights
to enter and search labs and seize and destroy products of "illegal"
research, impose severe penalties for breach 'and so on.

To the extent either the legislation or the regulations is ambiguous,
one will necessarily encourage, among other things,a whole new bat
tery of legal specialists resident in Washington to rationalize the regu
lation of research, and to defend against both civil and criminal
prosecutions.

In this brief time there is no need to paint the. picture in Breughel
like detail. I have confidencethat the wisdom of Congress is more than
sufficientto prevent such a grim and unnecessary outcome.

Two further points deserve mention:
First, Congress is in the difficult position of designing legislation

affording reasonable assurances of safety in the absence of any known
injury arising uuiquely from recombinant DNA research.

At this poffirin time the hazards, if any, are purely speculative. The
wide acceptance of the guidelines suggests that there is general agree
ment that the scaling of containment to hypothetical risk is generally
appropriate. With research data accumulating rapidly, it is likely that

",.
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more information about risk of injury and efficacy of containment will
becomeavailable. And amendment to the guidelines reflecting the new
data should be encouraged and should not be made difficult to
accomplisn,

Second, I have excluded from my presentation any discussion of the
wisdom of introducing into commerce for agricultural or human
therapeutic uses new products arising out of recombinant DNA re
search. I believe that discussion to be Irrelevant to the present task. I
urge the Congress to treat quite separately the significant and difficult
issues that are likely to surface if we gain the capability to realizeupon
the now-still-fictional scenarios of genetic engineering and agricultural
revolutions.

The real aim.now is to assure reasonable safety. There appears to be
broad public agreement that the Nlf,[ guidelines afford such assurance.
Their application to all recombinant DNA research should be readily
achieved without imposition of rel!:u1ations which will generatemyr
lad adverse consequencesnot related to safety.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Singer. I noted with in

terest your listing of the possible regulatory mechanisms which might
inhibit research. I assume that there may be others which are not listed
which also might be used!

Mr. SINGER. I think the imagination of man and woman is sufficient
unto that task, frighteningly so, in my judgment.
. Mr. THORNTON. Mr. W. Brown Morton, our next witness, is an attor
ney here in Washington, D.C. We welcome you to the committee and
ask .that you proceed.

[Biographical sketch of Mr. Morton follows:]
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S:K E TC B

OF,'W., BROWN,MORTON, ,JR.

Born, "New York, New York, November 11, 1914~' married~

College, University' of virginia 1932-1936 (B.S. degree)~ Law
School, university of Virginia 1935-1938 (Ll.B degree)~

Admittedtot~eBar, Virginia, New York and District of
Columbia; Has practiced intellectual property law since Septem
ber, 1938,at~ew York City and Washington. Practice interrupted
by military service 1941-1945. My personal involvement has
been concentrated in the litigation area." Since 1959, I have
been a Lecturer-in-Law.at the Law School of the University of
Virginia, giving, various courses and seminars in intellectual
property. I have been a member of the American Patent Law
Association (APLA) sincel950. I served on the Board of Managers
from 1956-1959 and as an officer beginning 1961, becoming
President in 1964. In: 1956, I became a member of the House of
Delegates of the American Bar Association and have been' so ever
since. In 1974, I was ,made member, and in 1975, ABA Co-chairman,
of the National 'Conference of Lawyers and Scientists. (AB1\-AAAS).
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STATEMENT OF W. BROWN MORTON, ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mr. MORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am W. Brown Morton, Jr., a lawyer in private practice with the

firm of Morton, Sutherland and Roberts at 1800 M Street NW., here in
Washington. I received It bachelor of science degree in 1936 and a
bachelor of law degree in 1938 from the University of Virginia.

Parentheticallv, I would interject that the science I learned in 1936
not only did notinclude recombinant DNA but it did not take into ac
count the energy to 'becreated out of matter, so ssa scientist I am woe
fully out of date, but as to law I am more current.

I have been active in the practice of patent and related law for
nearly 40 vears (5 years in the Army in World War II excepted), here
and at New York. I am a member of the Virginia, New York and Dis
trict of Columbia Bars. I have taught a one-termcourse in Intellectual
Property Law at the Law School of the University of Virginia ",t
Charlottesville regularly since 1959. I have been active in bar associa
tion work, including lecturing lilt continuing legal education programs
for many years.

I was president of the American Patent Law Association in 1964
and have since then continuously represented that association as its
delegate in the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association.
1 am presently cochairman of the American Bar Association of the
National Conference of Lawyers and Scientists. Cochairman with me
for the American Association for the Advancement of Science is its
President, the Honorable Emilio Q. Daddario. I am sure Mim Dad
dario is well known to the members of the subcommittee. It is the mis
sion of that conference to seek wals to improve the interaction of law
and science, especially by improving communication 'and understand
ing between professionals in both fields.

I must stress that the testimony I shall give here and the views I
express are entirely my own and in no sense represent the views of, and
are in no way authorized by, any institution or organizacion with
which I am affiliated.

The ABA house of delegates has the admirable policy of requiring
in any report submitted to it by any ABA member a disclosure of any
material interest in its subject matter by reason of specific employ
ment or representation of clients. In the spirit of this policy, I state to
the SUbcommitteethat neither I nor any firm of which I was or am a
member has to my knowledge ever had any employment involving re
combinant DNA nor do I or my present firm have as a client any of the
seven companies stated on page 51 of the subcommittee's Supplemen
tal Report II of December 1976 to be currently engaged in recom-
binant work. .

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Morton, I am reluctant to interrupt but I think
this might be an appropriate time to do so. We are at present conduct
ing a vote on the floor of the House and I think it is important that I
attend that vote. Itwill take me about 7 minutes to make the round trip.
So it seems to me this might be an appropriate point to break for a
seven-minute recess.

Mr. MORTON. That would be most agreeable.
Mr. THORNTON. We are in recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will cometo order.
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Mr. Morton, we were getting started on lour statement, Without ob

jection, your statement in its entirety will be It part of the record,
and I would like to askif you could, to summarize it.· /

[The complete prepared statement of Mr. W. Brown Morton is as
follows i] .. .•.

STATEMENT OF W. BROWN MORTON, JR.

I am W. BrownMiOrrton, Jr., a lawyer in private practice with the :fi:rm. of
Morton, 'Suthermnd and Rabel'lts at 1800 MStreet, N.W.,here at weahtngton. I
received a Bachelor-of science degree an 1936 and a Bachelor of Law degree in
1938 rrom the University of Virginia. I have been active 'in the practice or rerent
and related law for nea-rly 40 yeaTs (five years in the Army ilIl World War II ex
cepted), here and at-New York. I am a memoeror the Virginiil, New York, and
District of Columbia Bars. I have taught a one-term course in Intellectual Prop
evty Law at the Law School of the University of Virginia at Charlottesville since
1959. I have been active in barassodataon work, including Iecburing at contmu
iug legal education programs, for many years. I was President of the American
Patent Law Association in 1964 and have since then conctauousty represented
that association as its delegate in the House of Delegates of ,the American Bar
Association. lam presently eo-chairman for lfue American Boar Association of the
Natiooar Conference of Lawyers and Scientists. Co-chairman with me floc the
American Association for the Advancement of Science is the Hon. Emilio Q.
Daddario. I a-ill sureMim Daddario is well known co the members or. the sub
committee. It is the missio-n of that conference, to seek ways Ito improve the in
teraction cr law and science, especially by improving communication and under
standing between professionals in both fields.

I must stress that the testimony I shall give here and the views I express are
entirely my own and in no sense represent the views of, and are in no way
authorised by, any institution or organizati-on with which I am affiliated.

The ABA H-ouseof Delegates has the admirable policy or requiring in any rep-ort
submitted to it by any ABA, member a d·~scl-osure of any material interest in its
subject matter by reason of speclflc employment or representation of clients. In
the spirit of this policy, I state to the subcommittee that neither I nor any firm
of whieh I was or am a member has to my knowledge ever had any employment
involving recombinant DNA nor do I or my present firm have as a client any of
the seven companies stated on page' 51 of the subcommittee's Supplemental
Report II of December 1976 to be currently engaged in recombinant work.

I am approaching this testimony essentially on the basis suggested me by Mr.
Thornton's letter of invitation of May 19;

I shall not go further into my. views on the First Amendment question than
to say that it clearly has an application, and I think the application of safe
guarding freedom of scientific inquiry to the extent consistent with the public
-safety. In short, my view i.s that the existence of the First Amendment clearly
shifts the burden of proof from the scientist in conducting research to those
who would restrict his freedom, In another context, I have touched upon this in
an article which I wrote 'about the interrelation of the First Amendment and
privacy legislation; I have appended a copy of that article to my written state
ment. I need not point out that there is an essential paradox in the current con
cern .with privacy, on the one hand, and freedom of information, on the other.
With the fundamental political question thus posed; I do not propose to deal
further but, rather, to note some specific effects of various potential applications
of freedom of information requirements to the basic research process, in particu
lar, to that process as applied to DNA recombinant molecular research.

. I was struck on reading the newspapers Tuesday by the front page stories in
both the Washington dailies noting that the unregulated DNA research of today
has cl~arly now produced. the probability of a dramatic improvement in the
quantity and quality of insulin available for the management of diabetes. While
the basic research already done today in that field mayor may not have led to
a patentable invention, it seems quite clear that the creation of a viable indus
trial procedure using that basic research will result in patentable inventions.

\ The patentability of inventions, of course, depends upon keeping secret their
\ subject matter until the requisite patent applications have been prepared and
I filed. It is not sufficient for the Congress to look to the traditi-onal United States
\patent law, with its "first to invent" approach, coupled with a one-year grace
[period after first publlcation.beeause the profitability af patentable inventions
lotten depends upon the acquisition of foreign rights and in many foreign countries
i
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there is no grace period and the patent rights goto the first to ftlean efEect1ve
application. In consequence, any fair regulatton or DNA recombinant molecular
research, especially as it progresses from the basic to the application stage, will
require that e1fective secrecy be maintained until an opportunity to file an effee
tive patent application has been afforded the proprietors of the invention.

L'eaving patent protection. to one side, there are two other areas where pre
mature disclosure can have an undesirable effect on research programs. The first,
and most obvious, is, of course, the effect of disclosure on the ability of the owner
of the research information to protect ntetrade secret position. ·Another area of
great importance is in the peer review process much used by Government agencies
giving grants in support of research programs to determine which proposed pro
grams are worthy of support. It is unfortunately true that the entire scientific
community is no more free of greed and underhandedness than the entire coin.
munity of' the Bar or, indeed, the entire community of politicians. In' all, three
of these areas in which at least a temporary period of secrecy is apparently essen
tial, there is a well-recognized exception in that disclosure to a small number bf
persons who accept a clear obligation to keep the subject matter disclosed to them
confidential until subsequently released by its proprietor does not have the e1ffkt
of a public disclosure. All three of these areas are ones in Which the Freedom hf
Information Act has proved troublesome in its application. It has been said that
information, even though com-ingfrom private sources, for example, information
obtained by the Department (It Justice in one of its sweeping preliminary anti
trust investigations, or information obtained by a research funding 'agency, pre
limmary to grant, is subject to forced disclosure under the Freedom of Informa
tion Act by persons who would be entitled to such disclosure if the information
were of Government origin. I see no way out of this dilemma except a "blanket
exemption 'Of information coming into Government bands, that is to say, beeem
ing known to officials of the Government, only through the exerelse of, goveru
mental ccerctro power or the purse power of the grant prOCt'S8. where the informa
tton is considered secret by its proprietor unless specific court authority for its
release is obtained with due process and the Government undertakes to reimburse
the owner for his private property thus put to a public purpose.

These disclosure considerations, as I am sure this subcommittee knows full
well, have been extensively reviewed and affirmed in a Report of the President's
Biomedical Research Panel entitled "Disclosure of Research Information," dated
June 30, 1976 (Department of Health, Education and Welfare Publication No.
OS 76-{)13).

Mr. Thornton's letter. asks the question whether basic research is actually
'within interstate commerce, even in those instances in whteh no products are
transported acrose state boundaries. With deference, it seems to me that wWle
the answer to this qeustion is, "No," the global implications of the accidents
feared to be possible from Ill-conducted DNA recombinant molecular research
make this question largely academic. In short, in my view, the doctrine of Mi880uri
v.' H oUan4 which, y'OU will recall, made certain federal regulation of migratory
birds constitutional because it was the subject of a treaty concerning migrat(ll'Y
birds that summered in Canada and wintered in the United States, would supply
the constitutional way to national DNA research regulation. It would seem clear
to me, therefore, that the United States could, and probably should, urge the crea
tlon of an International Oonvention governing not only the conduct of hazardous
research, that is to say, research with hazards of international implication, but
including,perhaps, international pollution problems and, in such an Inter
national Convention 'find the constitutional basis for appropriate legislation. It
seems to me that the question we really confront is how to bring sound and well
considered science to the aid of the terms of such legislation.

I claim no special expertise in, or even any very great familiarity with, the
parameters of recombinant DNA molecular research. I shall base my comments,
therefore, essentially upon my reactions to the Supplemental Report No. II
previously cited.

In order to determine whether sound science is being applied to create sound
law, it has always seemed to me necessary for people examining the problems to
define the terms. I have essentially done so in another context but I believe the
definitions to be entirely appropriate here and I venture them now. "Science"
means "Any field of human knowledge that may be illuminated by a valid ex
periment." "Law" means "The rules of conduct enforced by government, and In
eludes the judicial and legislative processes by which those rules are formulated
and the .judtetal and administrative processes by which they are enforced." One
of the strongest bases for my definition of "science" is to be found in the work of
Tho aamo _T...hn PlaTt urh... "<:Uaa ....;tlllot1 h"<T tho anth...... nil ~l1nnlompnTal 'RDTV'Iri 'N'n, TT
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at..page 5 t.hereof. I refer to a paper tliat.appeared In Science, vol.146, pp. 347-1155,
October 16,1964, entitled "Strong Inference,"

My principal unease with the thrust of Supplemental Report No. II is in its
apparent acceptance of thedeairability of "public involvement" in the scientific
deCision-making process. Of course,! ~'public involvement" is an undefined term,
bht I rather seriously doubt the value of public involvement if by that is meant
ap.ything approaching the New England town meeting concept. That concept has,
as does the direct democracy of the: smaller Swiss cantons, considerable appeal,
but only if the subject matter on the agenda of such a meeting is subject matter
which the sbaring of town citizenship logically suggests to be such that all par
ticipants may have something relevant to say; 'My recollection drawn from gen
eral reading is that public involvement in that sense in technology decisions is
likely to be wasteful, misinformed, and generally productive of delay and often of
rid,iculous results. The very word "Luddite," for example, makes one example of
public, involvement, in technology implementation an acknowledged example' of
ridiCUlousness. Another can be found in the reactions of the British world to the
belated adoption in thatworld, Ineludlng the American COlonies, of the Gregorian
calendar-to replace the Julian calendar. Riots, whether involving the smashing
o~ labor-saving machinery or to require the return of eleven t'Iost" days,scarcely
giye much confidence In-such general' public involvement in technological and
setenttnc matters. Moreover; it would seem quite clear that hadfhere been a
pl~biscitary control exercised over the astronomy of Galileo and Keppler, it
wbuld bave had an even more absurd effect in attempting to prolong the geocen

,trlc theory of astronomy thandid the theological intervention of the Roman rota.
Th'at Is by no means to say that .upublic involvement" differently understood

and not involving town meeting concepts of plebiscitary approaches is not deslr
able. In fact, I think it Is conceded by all that It-Is essentiaL The thoughtful at
tention being given to- the pro-blem by this sub-eommittee is, of course, anexample
of 'public involvement at its best.
, lfind~ittle that I can add to the cogency of Dr; Lederberg's discussion of this

aspect of the matter appearing in Appendix 11 to Supplemental Report No. II. A
verY}.~mpOrtant further matter raised by Dr. Lederberg's discussion is, of course,
the tact of the comparative simplicity, in terms of material resources required,
of the conduct of DNA recombinant molecular research; It suggests that merely
driving that 'research· undergroundv efther in .the United States, or worse still,
driving it outside the United States, is an ostrich-like maneuver only intensify..
Ing the police problem of controlling ill-advised or-ill-conducted experiments. Just
as with atomic energy,the cat Is out of the bag, and no amoune or vboox burning"
Is going to restore mankind to its innocence, if you like, as it existed before it was
found that matter could be turned into energy and before the. role of DNA was
revealed.

I was struck with the implications of an article entitled·uThe Origin of Athero
sclerosislfappearing in Scientific American for February 1977,at pages 74
through 85. This article suggests that atherosclerosis,· or hardening of the ar
teries, 'which is one of the most common sources of heart difficulties and is the
basis for the current concern with the presence of saturated fats and cholesterol
in human" diet, may be the result of the' operation or a mutated cell and may,
therefore, be examinable and, perhaps, manageable through genetic procedures
developed from recombinant DNA research. .If this is so, it would indeed be, a
national tragedy for the conduct of the research to examine this question and
develop it to be slowed down or handicapped by ill-advised regulation. We come
back, therefo-re, to another dlfflcultythat I have with Supplemental Report No. II.

In that report; for example, on page 25,thereare references to the involvement
of people identified as "ethicists" or "theologians" in reaching decisions about ap
propriate legislation.dealing with DNA -reeombmant. molecular research. Again,
I have a serious problem of definition. I am quite unaware-of what an "ethicist"
is, unless it be an ethics historian, a person who has examined, and can explain
for us, the customs or mores from which various particular group's ethics have
from time to time evolved. If, by "ethicist;" one means somebOdy who claims to
know wbtchethle Is rtgtrt as opposed to which is wrong; I suggest that is just the
sort 'of person we are not interested in, and should not be interested in encourage
lng in a pluralistic society. The ethics in Which I was ralsed.cfor example, clearly
hold that it is often unethical to fail to dare.

Similarly, the term ."theologian" can usefully mean a person .who is familiar
with the history of mankind's various gods, but if it means a person able to ex
pla.iI?- and bring to bear on the regulation 'Of DNA recombinant molecular research
the word of God, I suggest the consultation of such a person is forbidden' by the
United States Constitution.
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I was' disturbed by the reference on page 25 in that it lumped lawyers with
ethicists and theologians. Now, lawyers constitute a group of persons linked to
gether by common education, a common experience and' into a trade which can
be adjudged by abstract professional standards objectively applied. .

As such, it may embrace persons in many theologies and many ethics except
for the common ethic of adhering to a professional code. The passage on 'page 25
lumps lawyers, .ethicists and theologians as examples or public interest groups.
I find this reference also defective for lack of a definition. I was not helped in
this matter by. looking at page 108 of Supplemental Report No. II, which listed
public interest groups under that precise title. It seems to me that a National
Association of Plumbers is also a group of persons whose work is very much in
the public interest and one which should certainly be consulted in connection
with appropriate regulation of recombinant DNA research in that one of the
fruits of that research is, of course, hoped te-be improved methods of waste dis
posal and also, of course, as persons working actively in the day-to-day operation
of waste disposal systems, they are persons pecullazlly at risk from badly
conceived or badly-conducted recombinant DNA research, should the wastes they
handle include improper substances released into the systems. I have an inherent
distrust of self-appointed public interest groups.

Turning now to another matter suggested by page 17 of Supplemental Report
No. II, it would appear that there is a good possibility that the work in re
combinant DNA molecular research may lead to methods of identifying animal
tumor viruses in such a way that a more certain and meaningful translation
can be made between animal tumor-eausing substances effective on, say, rodent
species and the probaontttes of such substances being effective on mankind. Were
this to' be a fruit of proper DNA recombinant molecular research, it might have
the effect of translating, or permitting the translation, of the Delaney eta use so
notorious in its being a prime example of bad science and bad law into a work
able regulation. Turning again to Supplemental Report No. II, I found Appen
dix12 and Appendix 13 to be characterized by considerably more heat than light
and to contain probably misstatements. Man has had, since earliest times, the
capacity to redesign Uvingorganisms, as the merest glance at the varieties of
dogs, of grapes, of cattle, and of horses, shows. The mule has been withns since
pre-history. Yeast strains have been constantly altered in the interests of bakers,
brewers and vintners and earefully cultivated and maintained against contami
nation. We have hybrid corns and other hybrid vegetable products produced
without the slightest necessity for recombinant DNA technology. The growth
of the tetracycline industry, I am personally aware, was due In a large measure
to redeslgnlng the living organisms by which the tetracycline products are made.
It will not be of any use to anyone for me to match pejoratives or purple prose
with the authors of Appendices 12 and 13, nor need. I do so, because the author
of Appendix 14 has brought them rather sharply down to earth.

It will be more useful for me to conclude my remarks by commenting on the
NIH guidelines from the lawyer's point of view. First, I find it entirely correct
.t;hat these guidelines are recognized to be subject to. frequent revision and
change. It would indeed be miraculous if perfect guidelines could be evolved to
handle problems which are arising in an area admittedly characterized by vast
stretches of unknown fact. However, this much seems to me to be certain..First,
that the guidelines seem to set standards of due care by which courts could be
guided dn judging Ilabllttles and responsibilities in future cases, and also to show
that the doctrine of Rylands v. Fletcher applied only to some recombinant DNA
work and not to an. Parenthetically, the doctrine of RVlands v.Fletcher imposes
absolute liability in certain circumstances on persons dealtng with inherently
dangerous procedures, making them responsible for any damage of which their
use of those procedures can be shown to be tbe proximate cause. It is of interest
that other legislative bodies in our states dealing with another setence-reiatec
subject, the techniques of weather modification, have come up with precisely op
posite conclusions in' certain instances. Notably,.fn Pennsylvania and Maryland,
the legislatures have found that weather modification should be banned or, at
the very least, subject to local government ban, while the legislature in Texas
has found that weather modification is not inherently dangerous and that dam
age resulting therefrom must be shown to have resulted from negligent applica
tion of the procedures contrary to the absolute liability doctrine of Rylands v.
Fletcher. The NIH guidelines take the Texas view as to some DNA recombinant
work; the Pennsylvaniaview as to other.

To' end on a personal note, it would seem to me that the guidelines are, if any
thing unduly restrictive in that I note on page 31 that among the-types or es
no"""';",nh nrnhihitp(l f1l"A ll{lplihArate formation of recombinant DNA's containing
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genes for the biosynthesis of potent toxins, e.g., bctullnum or, diphtheria toxin;
venom from insects, snakes, etc." With deference, this seems to me a depressing
sort of prohibition because I suffer from ip)(ect bite allergy and I rather feel that
pursuit of recombinant DNA in this forlrtdden field might very well lead me to a
safer and more comfortable existence than present techniques permit.

I thank you very much for this opportumtgor speaking. to you about a subject
which is one phase, but a very important phase"of the interface between law and
science, 1_

,
[From District Lawyer, 8Iirli:J.g'lssueJ

THEBE Is No RIGHT TO LIFE

(By W~BrownMorton, Jr.)

I became Interested in the relationship of the computer to privacy some five or
six years ago when I had a small part in an Ann Arbor program .on computers
and the law. My interest. stemmed from my professional bias in favor' of the
truth and a consequent disinclination to approve tampering with the record or
suppression of evidence; I submit that much that is currently being said about
computerized personal data files, I.D. cards, and computer checkable identity
indicia is over. emotional and basically antisocial. For the more extreme pri·
vacs "nuts" I have coined a pejorative, "the right-to-be" lobby.

I recognize no such right.
On the other hand, there is a clear right to be protected against impertinent

Intrusion. Indeed, that seems a very good way to define the right of privacy. The
proper way to protect the right is to keep to a minimum the situations in-which an
individual is bound to submit to an intrusion In: this context, care must be taken
to distinguish between actual coercion, as created by governments aua sovem
ment-sanctioned monopolies, and merely circumstantial impositions, as created
by fortuities or comparative convenience.

The mere, asking of a question to which an individual can lawfully answer.
"None of your business" obviously involves no invasion of privacy,- nor would
the recording of that or any other answer given. The· timid or the sycophantic
have only themselves to blame for responding to impertinence.

When the law compels an answer toa question, that answer must be truthful
and an individual should have no legal basis for complaint that the propounder
of the question has used a computer to .assist in verifying the answer. It is en
tirely proper that some questions and answers are protected by it privilege and
that their disclosure and.ruse be governed by the terms of the privilege. It is,
accordingly, a very proper concern of-Iawyerathat the questions to which the
law will compel an answer be carefully defined in' form and substance to elimi
nate the impertinent and that violations of privilege be both compensated for and
punished.

But, for example, identity is a question to Which many government agencies
have a right to compel a completely truthful answer, this being so, the creation of
an effective national identification system involves no impermissible invasion of
"privacy" per ae. It would in fact, be clearly in the highest public interest as an
aid in combatting voter fraud, welfare fraud, illegal immigration and alien. em
ployment, and in aid' of civil defense schemes for insuring·the preservation of
accurate. vital statistics. Obviously; some national identification systems would
involve more intrusion than others andIawyers have a proper concern that the
system adopted be .seientiflcally sound, -practieally workable, and .requlre no more
intrusion than necessary to accomplish tte lawful objectives.

Congressional attention to the privacy question has been singularly unfelicitous.
The Privacy Actof 1974 has produced! vast bureaucratic activity as any reader of
the Federal Register can attest. Mountains 'of paperwork have been-generated,
mountains more will be..Its approach is that of over administration often to the
point or Hteral. absurdity; ... without ··any evident regard .ror a reasonable 'cost
benefit ratio, and approach also -manffested In recent environmentarand-occupa
tional safety legislation. Some details of that act warrant comment.

Section 2(a)(2), setting forth the finding or Congress about the impact of
computers on privacy, is badly phrased. What the -eomputer- does is to permit
individual dossiers to be 'economically compiled, it does not significantly alter
the potential completeness: of a given dossier, ttIn no way affects-the potential
for harm from use of equivalent dossiers however compiled, anddt may actually
enhance the probability that a given dossier is, and can be kept, accurate.
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Section 2 (a) (3), deaerlblng the right to privaCy as a constitutional <me, is

not Ilterally true, only some aspects of privacy are dealt with in the Federal
Constitution. .".. " " '. ,/ .

Section ~(b) (2l, setting forth the purpose of Congress to Permit individuals to
control the use, of law,fully compiled records is overbroad; there is no reason
why a dossier Iawfnlly eomplled for one purpose should not be.used for any other
purpose for which it could be la wfully used if compiled anew. To say,otherwise is
to compel useless duplication of effort ,

Section2(b) (4), states a laudable congressional purpose with respect- to
agency records irrespective of computer, usage,' See comments on Section 2(a) (2),
supra.

The Commission created by Section 5 seems a dangerous thing.
The enactment of HR 7234 (94th Congress, 1st Session), which is the same as

the earlier HR 1934, 3235, 3236, 3237, and 3234, would be an unmitigated disaster.
It seems incontestable that the First Amendment guarantees every American the
right to make and maintain a private data bank and that no anticipatory govern
ment control thereof is permissible. Of course, subsequent to its compilation there
may, and indeed ought, to be control of uses thereof which cause socially un
justified harm.

An article by Dr. RuthM.Davis, "Implications of Privacy Legislation on the
Use of Computer Technology in Business," appeared in Jurimetrics Journal for
Fall 1976.

In a section headed "Security v. Privacy" she makes a clear and useful distinc
.tton.: She says:

"Computer security insures that-
"Only authorized information enters the system;
"Only authorized users have access to the systems;
"Only authorized programs are run on systems;
"Only. authorized changes are made to programs;
"Only authorized individual's access outputs; and
"There is no destruction of the facilities, Information or programs.

" ••• privacy means-
"That there will be no secret data bases;
~urhatdata subjects have a right to access data;
HThat data subjects have a right to correct data;
"That data subjects have a right to control dissemination of data; and
"That recordkeepers are responsible for required information controls and

notification of data subjects." .
As to the six items that "computer security insures" if I understand Dr. Davis

correctly, the fifth item says that there is a ratlure of computer security if a
completed printout reaches an unauthorized individual. With deference, such a
"leak" ofa restricted document is a breach of security not at all different in
quality because the document was prepared by a computer instead of by a goose
quill pen and the means of preventing such a leak involve the computer not at all.
This is, of course, in contradistinction to the second item which says that in a
secure computer operation only an authorized person can. cause the system to
yield an output, whether by visual display or by creating a printout.

As to the five items Dr. Davis lists as making up "privacy," the first item per
plexes me. What is meant by "eecretj" Surely it was not meant fur the item to
read "that all databases will be public." A diary, espectally indexed one, is a
data 'base, surely the Constttutton guaranteea the diarist the right -1:0 keep one
and to index it by wha-tsoever efficient means he chooses, setting forth his recollec
tions and impressions of the people and things he has perceived, and to keep it
entirely secret. Nor need the diarist be of literary or ertrsrte Incltnatton, he may
have the most material of motives, agricultural, commercial, or scientific. Also,
governmental agencies must often create secret data bases, the military being
the obvious case, but also the evaluation of routes, for. example, for public roads
where dtselosure too soon might lead t-o disastrous speculation. The fourth item
seems to say no more than the laws of Ifbel and slander now say or ought -00 say.
Unless the second item is brought within the frame of my objection to the first
item, it seems overbroad. Only a subject-who has reason to 'believe he has been
adversely affected by a use made of data, e.g., denied credit or insurance, should
have such aright. As to the third item, who .Is to judge whether the subject's
version or the reeordkeeper's version of the data is ','correct," t.e., more nearly
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but: the truth? Does (and shouldn't) a
subject open himself to full cross-exammatlon if he asks to "correct" data? For
example, credit data show as unpaid a bill for $500 that 'has, in fact, been paid,

)



bue.tssnene about a $1000 unpaid eceount.care the data "corrected" if the $500
error is expunged, but the $1000error is not entered?

It is interesting to note a British .polnt; of view expressed in The Economist:
(30Oct. 76,p.18j :

Legislation 'in the United States has given the individua:l the' right to know
what the government's 'files say about him, and to correct unfair information,
typically, i-n America, this right of examination does not yet extend to private
enterprise's computers. The 'Swedes require the licensing 'O'f data banks, typically,
in Sweden there are favours for government computers. Although the licensing
board has to be consulted, the government does not have to 'listen to advice.
Probably, Britain Should adopt the Swedish system fur private enterprise com-

puterfiles. It is not unduly restrictive. Most applications for ueenses have been Qo

approved on the nod. But government computers, which create most of the prob-
lem .cases, should be mandatorily included, and, as in the United States, there
should 'be some provisions so that. people can correct inaccurate information
about themselves.

Although controls Should be t:airlY tough, they should be applied pragmatically.
The cost of changing a computer system is often high, it needs to be balanced
against -the degree of invasion of privacy. Existing users should ·be given plenty
of time to amend their systems. A licence should state when thedata may be used
for, and wbo can bave access. But, as circumstances change, the user should
be able to come back for a quick reply if he bas found. another potential use and
wants to adopt It.

Most Iawyers are unfamiliar with the elaborate dossiers maintained by the
ancient regime in pre-revolutionary 18th-century France. Only "the monarchy"
could afford such manual systems, then or now. Perhaps, to paraphrase the
late Buey Long. I a.JII. not wrong in regarding the comingavai'labili,ty of mint
computers to be one way in which every man can be a king. I should bate-to have
my potential for, accurate and complete access to .information collated and stored
by me, which I hold to 'be a Constitutionally guaranteed freedom, impaired by a
mistaken ncnon or "prfvacy,"

LETTEBS

Dear Editor, I would like ·to record a sharp dissent from the views 'On privacy
expressed 'by Robert Ellis 'Smith. I do not consider Virginia's use of tbeSocial
Security num-ber in order. to register to vote and to seria-l'ly number a. driver's
license anything but a common-sense step to insuring identity pending the intro
duction or an effective universal identifier. Tbe tecbnology already exists to make
fingerprints machine readable and hence useful-to obtain rapid verification of the
recorded identity of any person whose identity is the subject of a proper inquiry.
At least four important current matters of pubhc concern require that such a uni
versal federally-established identifier system be promptly adopted: voter fraud,
welfare fraud, illegal immigration and aUen employment, and civil defense
identification.

W.BROWN MOBTON, Jr.,
King GeorgejVa.

Mr. MORTON. I am going to skip somewhat, having gotten over the
explanation of how I came to be here.

In your invitation letter certain matters were suggested as being of
interest. One I am sure is the first amendment. I think it has no more
direct 'application than to shift the burden of proof to the persons
who would seek to restrain freedom of research.

I was struck when I read the newspapers Tuesday morning last that
the DNA research now being done in California had apparently pro
duced the probability, as I read the story, of a dramatic improvement
in the quantity and quality of insulin available for the management
of diabetes.

It seems clear to me-I am informed by Mr. Singer that that re
search was carried out in accordance with NIH guidelines.

Mr. THORNTON. I believe it was in a P-3 research facility, if I am
not mistaken;

Mr. MORTON. It seems clear from that to me tbatit would be most
shortsighted to do anything to prevent ·the development of such an
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obviously useful and beneficial advance 'as improving :the quantity
'and quality of insulin. The 'Part that is of concern to us III the patent
end of the proprietary r:i;g<hts aspects of the law in.this case, Mr. Thorn
ton, is th",t pad:ent..bilityand trade secret protection depend ullOiflln;
venting the publication of the content of research prematurely. This
s>tullition is not merely to be considered in terms of the laws of the
United 8t>ates which do provide a L-year period after publieafion dur
ing which an effootive 'patent application can be filed, for the very
sound reason that this country is the only one to have such a broad
grace period and the profitability of research very often depends upon
securing of foreignpatent rig!'Jts. , - . . .

Therefore, we have to take into account that premlliture publieatdon
in my judgnnent means publicarion- prior to the time whenan effective
patent application coo be filed for the Paris Convention countries.
. This problem is immensely complicated also, in my judgment, as I
testify in my written statement, by the Freedom of Infurmation Act.
Unfortunately, the present exemptions in that act are merely permis
sions for the Government not to disclose and not exemptions which
require the maintenance of the information acquired by the. Govern
ment from private persons in confidence, even if the Government has
contracted on that subject. .

In thllIt connection, t note that Mr. 8ingerproposed a registration
of projects and some degree of information in thllJt registry obviously
to make it effective would include potential information about the
content of the research. If tJhlllt were prematurely disclosed, it would
lead to forfeiture of the property. I think sucha registry is an excellent
approach provided that the legislation crelliting iJt makes it clear that
that regietry is one of information received in confidence and immune
from publication and especially from FOIA prying- unless-the bur
den of proof being the other way-unless public safety demands some
action and makes disclosure nooessary. .

These disclo-ure considerations, I need not remind the subcommittee,
I'm sure, have been extensively reviewed by an essentially nonpartd
san--at least it appeared to me from reading- the roster of names th",t
it was a nonpartisan-President's Biochemical Research Panel in a
publicaJtion entitled "Disclosure of Research Information" dated June
30, last year, which is a Health, Education, and Welfare publieaeion,
No. 0876-515. Thaz in effect I might add is one of the stronger en
dorsements of the wisdom of the constitutional policy of havling a
patent system llIt all.

Now in your letter, Mr. Chairman, you asked whether the basic
research is actually within interstate commerce, if restricted, for ElX
ample, to the grounds of the University of Virginia at Charlottesville
and I would say that. the answer to that question would be no. That is
the answer you would be getting- from any Virginian I assume. But I
think it is not a log-icalquestion in that the hazards we're talking- about
here are internationa.l in scope, Mr. Chairman. And this country not
only can but in my judg-ment should be promoting an international
convention for the regulation of the hazards that are foreseen not only
perhaps in research projects but even in air pollution and other areas
of international concern.

And, if Im•.y remind the subcommittee, the duck shooting reg-ula
tions by the Federal Government rest for their constitutionality on
the treaty we have with Canada because the geese summer in Canada



and winter in the United States. It seems to me thart such a treaty
would provide all the constitutional basis necessary for Federal
reguletion,

Mr. THoRmoN. Let me clarify a point. Your suggestion is that th.e
commerce clause in your view does not reach ilie' conduct of experI
ments in a laboratory conducted entirely within one SitJaJte, absent
some migration of products to or from that laboratory and absent some
other basis such as supply by trewty with another courutry; is thwt
corre<lt! .

Mr. MORTON. I would feel so. I suppose it is a built-lin bias I have,
but it would seem to me that if there is such .. thing as interstate
commerce, as a useful distinction, one must.:imagine thwt something
remains that is intrastate and research confined. toa single institution
and not in fact releasing any noxious agent8--',-

Mr. THORNTON. You know that movement of grain wirhin a silo in
an eleV'atorhas been deemed Ito be interstwte commerce,

Mr. MORTON. And the registration of trademarks of short order
restaurants located on U.s. highways has been held to be in interstate
commerce roo, Imt I still have some doubt about the soundness of chose
rulings, -

But I have no doubt whatsoever about the trewty power in supply
ing 'an absolutely sound basis for Federal legislation to implement
the treaty.

Now if weare going to have sound science applied to create sound
law, .it would seem to me useful for us to define our terms and in
conneetdon with some of my other interests in this martter I have 'at.
tempted to do so using these definitions th",t science means any field
of human knowledge ,thwtmay be dlhiminated by a valid oxperiment-«
and tl""t by law we mean-the rules of conduct which are enforced by
government and which ,therefore include the judicial and legislative
processes by which the rules are formulated and the judicial and ad
ministrative processes by which they are enforced.

ThaJt excludes from science such bodies of knowledge as are not
susceptible to the experimental method and it excludes from law rules
of conduct which are not enforced by government.

Inoidentally, the basis for thait definition I found in the work of
the same J<lhn PJaJtt, who was cited by the author of supplemental
report II and if the subcommittee is not familiar with that work of
Dr. Platt, it is to be found in an article entitled "Strong Inference
in Science," published in Science, among other places, at volume 146
on the 16th of October 1964. It is the most careful definition of the
scientific method that I am fumiliar with.

Now I have some difficulty with the suggestion of pwbliic involve
ment in the scientific decisionmaking process unless we define the term.
What we are doing 'here today is of course public involvement in the
most desirable and careful manner, and I'm sure it will be productive
of public good. But the public !involvement tha¢ seemed implicit in
some passages at least of the report was, something approaching the
New England town mooting concept, 'and I have grave doubtsabout
the applicability of that concept to this question.

I am reminded that when the Crown in England during George
Washin,gton's lifetime decided to change from the Julian calendar
to the Gregorian calendar that riots took place. People .wanted their
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11 days back. And I don't think that was mnch of a contribution to
science.

In reading this supplemental report II it seemed to me that Dr.
Lederberg's discussion in appendix 11 said about everything that I
would want to say on this matter.

I would like to emphasize something that has troubled me right
along which is that the comparative simplicity in terms of the re
sources and material and plants required for it poses a special prob
lem in my judgment in connection with recombinant DNA research
because if we run that research out of the United States, we may
encourage running it out of control. If we keep it here in the United
States where the forefront of it has taken place, we also keep it where
this Congress can indeed keep an eye on it.

The supplemental report also had a passage in it which indicated
to me that there is a good possibility that the recombinant DNA mo
lecular research could be a way of bringing scientific translatability
between animal cancer experiments, for example, and human. At pres
ent we have in our law what I consider to be a prime example of both
bad science and bad law in the Delaney clause. It has caused a lot of
people a lot of anguish, both the administrators of it and the victims
of their necessarily arbitrary enforcement of it. If we had a sound
"translator" so that we could in fact progress from the rat or the like
to man on some quantitative and generally accepted basis, the arbi
trariness would disappear. That is be one of the best things I think
that we can look forward to in recombinant DNA research.

I would also object, I think, to the suggestion that appears several
places in the supplemental report that DNA research is really the first
time that man has had control over genetic development. I am quite
well aware, in another context not involving DNA recombinant re
search at all, of the tremendous effect mutation had on development of
the microorganisms by which tetracyclines are produced. It was pos
sible by appropriate mutation in various ways, ultraviolet light and
mustard gas and other ways, to cause those organisms to produce
or not produce a tetracycline that included chlorine. It multiplied the
yields many, many fold and in doing so produced organisms that are
very difficult to recognize as being kin to their parents. So this is not
new in the sense that we have had genetic manipulation in the produc
tion of medicines.

One thing I would like to say as a lawyer about the NIH regula
tions and guidelines is this: It seems to me that they establish, at least
in the lower categories, that all DNA recombinant research is not in
herently hazardous. They also establish standards of due care which,
if not complied with, would seem to me to. justify a civil court in
imposing liability in the lower brackets on a showing of negligence
and in the higher brackets perhaps on the doctrine of Rylands against
Fletcher which is absolute liability when handling an inherently dan
gerous substance,

In that connection it is interesting, I think, to notice that in a re
lated science-law interface, related in the sense that it is a science-law
interface, the approach to weather modification, respected legislative
bodies in Maryland and Pennsylvania found that technology inher
ently hazardous and subject to ban, yet the legislature in Texas ruled
that it was not inherently hazardous and negligence had to be proved.
They must have been listening to the same scientists but yet they



reached raher widely varying conclusions. There was and is nothing
comparable to the NIH guidelines in that very interesting field.

I may say that I am personally hoping that DNA research will not
be crippled because I would like them to come up with something that
enables me to be immune to bee stings, which. I am not.

Ithankyou.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Morton.
Our next witnesses are Mr. Norman Latker and Mr. Rudolph J.

Anderson. They have submitted prepared statements which are very
comprehensive and very good. They were submitted in time for me to
read through those statements yesterday before coming to the com
mittee so that I was able to not only read them but to reread them.

I do want to commend both witnesses for the excellent presenta_·
tions which are contained in these statements. It has been my privilege
to have Mr. Latker, who is the patent counsel for the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, appear before the Subcommittee on
Scientific Planning and Analysis last October when we were conduct
ing a review of the varying patent policies in different agencies and
I want to again thank you for that most excellent testimony which
was responsive to our inquiry. _ _

Without objection, both of these statements will be made apart of
the record and I would like to invite you to summarize those state
ments with particular reference to whether it is appropriate to utilize
patent and license procedure, whatever it may be, as a means of COn
trolling research in the private sector.

[The statements of Mr. Norman Latker and Mr. Randolph J. Ander
son, Jr. are as follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
OF

NORMAN J. LATKER
PATENT COUNSEL

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE before the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MAY Z6, 1977

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE.

MY NAME IS NORMAN LATKER. I AM PATENT COUNSEL FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND ~~LFARE. MY OFFICE

IS ASSIGNED TO THE BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW DIVISION

OF THE OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, WHICH HAS THE INITIAL

RESPONSIBILITY FOR MANAGING THE INVENTIVE RESULTS OF THE

DEPARTMENT'S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET.

I VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR INVITATION TO SPEAK TO THE

OPERATION OF GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY, AS I BELIEVE IT TO

BE A FUNDAMENTAL CONCERN TOTRE LARGER ISSUES OF:

MAINTAINING A FAVORABLE BALANCE OF PAYMENT AND

TRADE FOR OUR RESEARCH INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES,

ENHANCING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, AND

QUESTIONS OF INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION AND CONSUMER

PRICES.

,IN MOST PART I HOPE TO UTILIZE THESE MOMENTS AS BEST I CAN TO

SUGGEST THE IMPORTANCE OF PATENT PROTECTION IN BRINGING
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TECHNOLOGY ARISING FROM GOVERNMENT SPONSORED RESEARCH AT

UNIVERSITIES A~D NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS ~O FRUITION. THIS

IS AN AREA OF VITAL INTEREST TO HEW, SINCE THE DEPARTMENT IS

THE LARGEST SI~GLE SOURCE OF FUNDING FOR SUCH RESEARCH IN

THE UNITED STATES, AND THE SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF ITS RESEARCH

BUDGET IS DEVOTED TO THIS CATEGORY OF RESEARCH.

THE MOST OBVIOUS PROBLEM AFFECTING ULTIMATE UTILIZATION

OF INNOVATIONS RESULTING FROM DHEW FUNDED RESEARCH AT UNI

VERSITIES AND OTHER NON~PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS IS THE FACT

THAT THESE ORGfu~IZATIONS DO NOT ENGAGE IN THE DIRECT DEVELOPMEN:

AND MANUFACTURE OF COMMERCIAL EMBODIMENTS, AND IT IS INDUSTRY

WHICH MUST BRI~G SUCH INNOVATION TO THE MARKETPLACE.

A FUNDAMENTAL PREMISE OF DHEW PATENT POLICY AND PRACTICE

IS THE UNDERSTANDING THAT INHERENT TO THE TRANSFER OF THE

INNOVATIVE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH CONDUCTED IN UNIVERSITY

LABORATORIES TO. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPERS IS A DECISION ON. THE

PART OF THE DEVELOFER THAT THE INTELLECTUAL FROPERTY RIGHTS IN

THE INNOVATION BEING OFFERED FOR DEVELOPMENT ARE SUFFICIENT

TO PROTECT ITS RISK INVESTMENT. OF COURSE, NOT ALL TRANSFERS

OF POTENTIALLY MARKETABLE INNOVATIONS FROM SUCH LABORATORIES

REQUIRE AN EXCHANGE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN THE

INNOVATION, BUT IT IS UNPREVICTABLE IN WHICH TRANSFERS THE

93-481 0 ~ 77 - 60
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ENTREPRENEUR WILL DEMAND AN EXCHANGE TO GUARANTEE ITS

COLLABORATIVE AID~ NOTWITHSTANDING. WHERE SUBSTANTIAL RISK

INVESTMENT IS INVOLVED, SUCH AS REQUIRED IN DEVELOPING CLINICAL

DATA FOR PRE-~~RKETCLEARANCE OF POTENTIAL THERAPEUTIC AGENTS

AND MEDICAL DEVICES, WHICH IS RARELY UNDERTAKEN IN ITS ENTIRETY

AT GOVERNMENT EXPENSE, THERE IS AN IDENTIFIED LIKELIHOOD THAT

TRANSFER WILL NOT OCCUR IF THE ENTREPRENEUR IS NOT AFFORDED

SOME PROPERTY PROTECTION IN THE INNOVATION OFFERED FOR

.DEVELOPMENT. THI-S POINT WAS MADE WITH SOME FORCE TO DHEW AFTER

A 1968 GAO INVESTIGATION A:-1'D REPORT ON "PROBLEM AREAS

AFFECTING USEFULNESS OF RESULTS OF GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED RESEARCH
1/

IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY."- THIS LIKELIHOOD SEEMS EVEN MORE

PREDICTABLE WHEN CONSIDERING THE EXTRAORDINARY ESCALATION IN

THE ESTI~~TED AVERAGE COST OF SUCCESSFULLY DEVELOPING A NEW

DRUG FROM~534,OOO IN 1962 TO 11.5 MILLION DOLLARS "IN.1973

OR 24.4 MILLION DOLLARS WIlEN INCLUDING THE COST OF RESEARCH OK
2/

PROJECTS WHICH DID NOT RESULT IN MARKETED DRUGS.- ECONOMIST

DAVID SCHWARTZMAN. WHO DEVELOPED THESE STATISTICS. AND OTHERS

WHO HAVE REVIEWED THEM FURTHER AGREE THAT RETURN ON SUCHR &D

!I

y

PROBLEM AREAS AFFECTING USEFULNESS OF RESULTS OF GOVERNMENT
SPONSORED RESEARCH IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY. AUGUST 12, 1968.
GAO REPORT B-164031(2).

SCHERER, "THE ECONOMIC EFFECT OF MANDATORY PATENT LICENSING, tI

P. 59. U. S. ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATIOK,
PUBLIC MEETING 1/12/77 AND SCHWARTZMAN, "INNOVATION IN THE
PHARMACEUTI CAL INDUSTRY." P. 66. 70 and 71.
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INVESTMENT HAS FALLEN SHARPLY SI~CE 1960 TO AS LOW AS POSSIBLY
3/

3.3 PERCENT.- WHEN IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT COSTS TO SECOND

ENTRANTS INTO THE ~~RKET AFTER PATENT EXPIRATION ARE A SMALL

FRACTION OF THE ORIGINAL DEVELOPER'S COSTS, SINCE THE SECOND

ENTRANT NEED NOT UNDERTAKE THE S&~E R&D RISK, IT IS

DIFFICULT TO DISAGREE WITH SCHWARTZMAN'S CO~IENT THAT, "WITHOUT

PATENTS THE RETURN FROM INVESTMENT IN PHAR~~CEUTICAL RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT WOULD FALL TO ZERO, AND PRIVATE COMPANIES
4/

WOULD NO LONGER ENGAGE IN RESEARCH ~~D DEVELOp~rnNT."- THIS

HAS BEEN ILLUSTRATED BY THE IMMEDIATE MARKET ENTRY OF COMPETITO"S

UPON EXPIRATION OF PATENTS ON WIDELY SOLD ANTIBIOTICS. WHERE

SUCH COMPETITION DOES NOT EMERGE UNDER SIMILAR CONDITIONS

IN THE AIRCRAFT OR AUTOMOTIVE iNDUSTRIES ~~ERE COST OF DUPLI

CATING THE ORIGINAL DEVELOPER ARE NEARER EQUIVALENT.

THE DEPARTMENT HAS VIEWED ITS ROLE IN THE NATION'S MEDICAL

RESEARCH EFFORT AS COMPLEMENTARY TO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE

OTHER ELEMENTS WITHIN OUR SOCIETY, BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE,

THAT ALSO SUPPORT SUCH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. IT HAS

SEEMED TO THE DEPARTMENT THAT THE INTERESTS OF THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE ARE BEST SERVED WHEN THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THIS MEDICA:

RESEARCH STRUCTURE CAN INTERACT. THE MOST EFFECTIVE INTER-

y IBID P. 160, SCHWARTzMAN
UNIVERSITY.

!/ IBID P. 4, SCHWARTZMAN.

AND HENRY G. GRABOWSKI; DUKE
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RELATIONSHIP RESULTS WHEN THE PARTICULAR CAPABILITIES OF

THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS, FEDERAL AND NON-FEDERAL, CAN BE
51

UTILIZED TO THE FULLEST EXTENT.- IT SEEMS CLEAR THAT THIS

COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIP CAN ONLY EXIST IF EACH ELEMENT

RECOGNIZES TO THE EXTENT FEASIBLE THE FUNDAMENTAL NEEDS OF

THE OTHER ELEMENTS.

IN THIS SPIRIT DHEW HAS CONSCIOUSLY MADE EFFORTS TO CLOSE

THE IDENTIFIED GAP BETWEEN THE FUNDAHENTAL INNOVATORS THE

DEPARTMENT SUPPORTS AND THE PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPERS WHO

MAY BE NECESSARY TO·THE DELIVERY OF END ITEMS TO THE MARKET

PLACE. THE STAKE IN CLOSING THIS GAP IS VERY HIGH. IN 1975

APPROXIMATELY 3.Z OF THE 13 BILLION DOLLARS, OR ONE-QUARTER

SPENT BY THE GOVERNMENT ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE

ITS OWN LABORATORIES. WENT IN THE FORM OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

TO UNIVERSITIES. THE MAIN THRUST OF DEPARTMENT PATENT POLICY

AS APPLIED TO UNIVERSITIES HAS BEEN DIRECTED TOWARD:

1. ESTABLISH~ffiNT OF PATENT MANAGEMENT FOCAL POINT

IN THE INNOVATING ORGANIZATION TRAINED TO ELICIT

INVENTION REPORTS AND ESTABLISH RIGHTS IN

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ON A TIMELY BASIS FOR POSSIBLE

y TESTIMONY BY DR. JAMES A. SHANNON, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS,
TRADEMARKS. AND COPYRIGHTS OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE OK
THE JUDICIARY, AUGUST 17, 1965.



LICENSING OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPERS. THIS HAS

BEEN ACCOMPLISHED IN THE ~~IN BY EXECUTION OF

INSTITUTIONAL PATENT AGREEMENTS (IPA) WITH

UNIVERSITIES WILLING TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN SUCH

A FOCAL POINT. THE IPA PROVIDES AS AN INCENTIVE

TO ESTA~LISHMENT OF A PATENT FOCAL POINT, A FIRST

OPTION TO OWN ALL FUTURE INVENTIONS ARISING FROM

DHEW GRANT SUPPORTED RESEARCH. WE PRESENTLY HAVE

70 IPA, AND

2. ASSURANCE THAT THE INNOVATING GROUP HAS THE RIGHT

TO CONVEY l~ATEVER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

ARE NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH A TRANSFER TO AN

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPER. (THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED IN

THE MAIN THROUGH THE IPAHOLDERS' FIRST OPTION TO

OWN HEW-FUNDED INVENTI9NS AND OUR WAIVER PROG~l.

WHICH PROVIDES FOR OWNERSHIP IN PETITIONING

UNIVERSITIES NOT HAVING AN IPA WHO COME FORTH

WITH AN ACCEPTA~LEDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR AN

IDENTIFIED INVENTION.)

DHEW HAS CAREFULLY CIRCUMSCRI~ED THE CONDITIONS OF LICENSIK:

WITHIN WHICH A UNIVERSITY PATENT MANAGEMENT FOCAL POINT OR

SUCCESSFUL PETITIONER CAN FUNCTION. THESE CONDITIONS HAVE
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BECOME WELL KNOWN TO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPERS AND HAVE BEEN

GRADUALLY ACCEPTED IN LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS BY A WIDENING

CIRCLE OF SUCH DEVELOPERS. THIS COMPARES TO THE VIRTUAL BOYCOTT

REPORTED BY GAO OF DEVELOPMENT OF NIH GENERATED DRUG LEADS

BY INDUSTRY DURING THE 1962-1968 PERIOD COVERED BY THEIR

REPORT. A MUCH MORE DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE PHILOSOPHY

BEHIND THE DEPARTMENT'S PATENT POLICY WAS ~~DE IN MY TESTIMONY

BEFORE YOURSUBCQMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC

PLANNING AND ANALYSIS ON SEPTEMBER 29. 1976.

SINCE 1969 THROUGH THE FALL OF 1974 WE ESTIMATE THAT THE

JNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS TO 329 INNOVATIONS EITHER

INITIALLY GENERATED, ENHANCED OR CORROBORATED IN PERFORMANCE

OF DHEW-PUNDED RESEARCH WERE IN THE HANDS OF UNIVERSITIES '

PATENT MANAGEMENT OR SUCCESSFUL UNIVERSITY PETITIONERS FOR

THE PURPOSE OF SOLICITING FURTHER INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORT. WE WERE ADVISED THAT DURING THE 1969-1974 PERIOD

THESE UNIVERSITIES HAD NEGOTIATED 44 NON-EXCLUSIVE AND n
EXCLUSIVE LICENSES UNDER PATENT APPLICATIONS FILED ON THE 329

INNOVATIONS. WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE 122 LICENSES NEGOTIATED

HAD GENERATED COMMITMENTS IN THE AREA".Q;F 7S MILLION DOLLARS OF

PRIVATE RISK CAPITAL. SINCE 1974 TO THE END OF FISCAL YEAR

1976 THE NUMBER OF .INVENTIONS HELD BY UNIVERSITIES HAS

SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED TO 517.



I HAVE ATTACHED TO THESE COMMENTS SOME EXAMPLES OF

INVENTIONS LICENSED BY UNIVERSITIES WHICH HAVE REACHED OR

ARE NEAR REACHING THE MARKETPLACE SINCE OUR 1974 SURVEY.

NOTEWORTHY IS THAT THIS INCOMPLETE LISTING INVOLVES CO~~IITMENT

OF RISK CAPITAL OF APPROXIMATELY 80 MILLION DOLLARS. AS YOU

WILL NOTE, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

ON THIS LIST. WE KNpW OF NO COMPARABLE SITUATIONS AT THE

TIME OF THE GAO REPORT OF 1968. I WOULD CONJECTURE THAT THIS

NU~rnER WILL INCREASE IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS DUE TO THE OPPORTUNITY

OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY TO CAPITALIZE ON POSITIVE LEADS

FROM THE NON-PROFIT SECTOR WHICH COULD RESULT IN REDUCTION

OF THE INDUSTRY'S ESCALATING R&D COSTS BY ELIMINATING A

NUMBER OF BLIND LEADS. (THE ULTI~~TE SAVING WOULD BE THE

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 11.5 AND Z4.4 MILLION DOLLARS PER

SUCCESSFUL DRUG DEVELOPMENT MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY.) TAE RISE

IN SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT BY INDUSTRY OF UNIVERSITY GENERATED

INVENTIONS IS ALSO CONSIDERED SIGNIFICANT WHEN NOTING THE

STEADY DECLINE IN INTRODUCTION OF NEW DRUG ENTITIES IN THE
6/

UNITED STATES FROM 65 IN 1959 TO 15 IN 1975. - THIS SLIDE

MIGHT ALSO BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE INCREASED COST OF DRUG

DEVELOPMENT.

y PHARMACEUTICAL TIMES, APRIL 1976 (BASED ON DATA FROM
PAUL de HAEN, INC. ) AND HENRY G. GRABOWSKI, "DRUG
REGULATION AND INNOVATION IN EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE AND POLICY
OPTION.S," AMERICAN ENTERPRISE FOR PUBLIC FOLICY RESEARCH,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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IN THIS CONTEXT IT IS APPARENT THAT THE EXISTENCE OF A

LICENSABLE PATENT RIGHT IS PROBABLY A PRI~~RY FACTOR IN THE

SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER OF A UNIVERSITY )NNOVATION TO INDUSTRY

AND THE MARKETPLACE, AND FAILURE TO PROTECT SUCH RIGHT ~~Y

FATALLY AFFECT A TRANSFER OF A MAJOR HEALTH INNOVATION.

I BELIEVE SOME MEMBERS OF THE COhWITTEE ARE AWARE OF THE SPECU

LATION THAT PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING OF PENICILLIN

WAS FORECLOSED FOR OVER 11 YEARS DUE TO THE LACK OF APRQPRIETAR:

POSITION NECESSARY TO THE PROTECTION OF THE LARGE RISK
7/

INVESTMENT INVOLVED.- IT WAS ONLY AFTER THE UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT UNDERTOOK THIS RISK UNDER THE PRESSURE OF WORLD

WAR II THAT PENICILLIN's 'CURATIVE POWERS WERE MADE AVAILABLE

TO THOSE SUFFERING FROM INFECTION.

'IN A\lDITION TO INITIAL ADMINISTRATION .OF THE IPA AND WAIVEF.

PROGRAM DISCUSSED. THE DHEW PATENT BRANCH ACTS AS THE PATENT

MANAGEMENT FOCAL POINT FOR ALL INNOVATIONS TO WHICH THE

DEPARTMENT RETAINS TITLE. THE DEPARTMENT'S PATENT PORTFOLIO

PRESENTLY ,CONSISTS OF APPROXIMATELY 400 PATENTS AND PATENT

APPLICATIONS,WHICH IN THE MAIN ARE DERIVED FROM DHEW EMPLOYEE

INVENTIONS. A LESSER NUMBER ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO INVENTIONS

MADE BY EMPLOYEES OF UNIVERSITIES OR COMMERCIAL CONCERNS FUNDED

7/ DAVID MASTERS, MIRACLE DRUG, THE HISTORY OF PENICILLIN,
- PUBLISHED BY GYRE &SFOTTI, WOODE, LONDON (1946), PF.

104-105 AND "
THE LAW OF CHEMICAL, METALLURGICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PATENT:,
FORMAN, EDITOR, PUBLISHED BY CENTRAL BOOK CO., NEW YORK
(1967). .
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lY DHEW GRANTS OR CONTRACTS Will CH THEY DID NOT CHOOSE TO

~~NAGE OR WERE NOT PE~IITTED TO ~NAGE. SINCE 1969 WE HAVE

GRANTED 19 EXCLUSIVE LICENSES AND ~ NON-EXCLUSIVE LICENSES

UNDER OUR PATENT PORTFOLIO. UNFORTUNATELY,WE HAVE NO

STATISTICS ON THE AMOUNT OF RISK CAPITAL COMMITTED TO DEVELOP

ING THESE INVENTIONS TO THE ~~RKETPLACE, THOUGH WE BELIEVE

IT TO BE SURELY MEASURED IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.



SAMPLING OF UNIVERSI,. PATENT LICENSING PROGRAMS

Pfrinmer of Millions,;, Clinical trials
Germany and Syntex in process. Expected to be i
of U.S.A marketed in 6 mos. in

Europe.

~Jyeth Laboratories On the market - mll11on-s

Inventor

Walser

Wiktor

'University

Johns Hopkins U.

Wi star Institute

lnventio'n

Keto-Acid analogs of Amino
Acids for treatment of
uremia

Rabies Vaccine

~ Approximate Investment

Kamen et al Case Western Res. Methotrexate Assay
during Cancer."
Chemotherapy

Diamond Shamrock
Corp.

Being test-marketed.
Production scheduled for
late 1977. l1illions.

Pivoting Disc Heart Valve Medical, Inc. Being sold in world"-wide
market since 1971.
Millions.

<0
0.
o

Have applied forequivalerr
of NDA in France.
Approximately $5 million.

About to apply for an
NDA and an NADA. Will
spend about $10 million.

Upjohn

Rousel-Uclaf
(Hoechst)
and

Implantable Infusion Pump Metal Bellows Co. Undergoing clinical trials
(Constant Infusion of Drugs $75D,000.
for Treatment of Cancer,
Oiabetes, Pain, Morphine-
addiction, etc.)

25-Hydroxycho1eca1ct feral
for treatment of Osteo
dystrophy with liver
dysfunction

U. of ~linnesota

U. of Wisconsin

U. of Mi nnesota

Blackshear et at

peLuca

l ill ehei /Kester

DeLuca U. of Wisconsin l-Alpha
Hydroxycholeca lciferol
for treatment of Os teo
dystrophy with Kidney
Dysfunction

Leo Pherna
ceuticals

Applying for new drug
applications in Denmark
and Great Britain. May
be marketed this year.
Approx. $5,000,000.



U. of Wisconsin

Now on market 
Approx. $5,000.000

Approximate Investment

About to apply for NOA.
Will spend about $10
million.

Marton Labs.: •.
Kansas City, Mo.

Silver Sulfadiazine used
in Treatment of Burns

SAMPLING OF UNIVEL :A~ENT LICENSING PROGRAMS

Inve~on ~
lA5-DehYdroxyergoca let- Hoffman-LaRoche

/
f erol for Treatment of Inc.
DsteodystropnY with

/ Kidney and liver Dysfunction
/ and Senile Ostl:!0dystrophy .

/Columbia U.

UniversityInventor

DeLuca et al

"c..

$500,000 to $1.000,000
Clin1cal evaluations
stl1l in progress

Burroughs Wellcome Approx. $5.000.000
Co .• Research NOA expected by end
Triangle Park. N.C. of 1977:-

Pacesetter Systems On market since Feb.
SYlmar,-California. 1975 H Approx. $720,000

Cooper Labs.. $2,000,000 - Oevelopm~nt

Bedford Hills. N.Y. leading to DNA is in'
process and on schedule

Rechargeable Cardiac
Pacemaker

Use of F3TDR for Herpes
Infections of the Eye

Method of Reducing IntraH

ocular Pressure in the
Human Eyes (Glaucoma
Treatment)

Application of X-537A in Hoffman-LaRoche,
the Cardiovascular System Nutley. N.J.
(for stimulation in cardio-
genic shock, congestive
heart failure, etc.)

Johns Hopki ns U.

U. of Miami

Tulane U.

. U. of Wisconsin

Holland

Fischel 1

Pressman

Heidelberger

Higley C. R. Bard Inc ••
Murray Hill, N.J.

Natl. Institute
of Scientific
Research

Talbot/Harrison' Johns Hopkins U.

Polycarbonate DialYsis
Membranes (kidney
dialysis)

Ball1stocardiograph
Apparatus

Over $1.000,000. Market
1ntroductionexpected
tnmtnent'ly.

Royal Medical Corp. Approx. $330.000. Now
Huntsville, Ala. on market.
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1) Wellcome Approx.millions
Foundation Now on market,

2) L'Institut
Merieux

3) Swiss Serum and
Vaccine Institute and others
(Merck, an Italian firm, etc.)

~

Plotkin

University

Wi star Institute

Invention

Rubella Vaccine

licensee Approximate Investment

Schaffner/Mechl1nski Rutger~·U.

Varian Associates, On the market
Palo Alto, Calif.

'"''"""

Millions - Clinical trials
progressing favorably

Several millions - In
process Qf development
and testing for marketing
here and abroad

E.R. Squibb of
U. S. A.

and
Dumex of Denmark

New Brunswick Millions - On th~ market
Scientific Co., since 1973
ILiC•., of New Jersy

Derivatives of Polyene
Nacrel tde Antibiotics

Apparatus for Measuring
and Controlling Cell
Population Density in a
Liquid Medium

Gas Analysis Method
and Device for the
Qualitative and
Quantitative Analysis of
Classes of Organic Vapors

Prostaglandins for possible Rtchardson-.
Treatment of Bronchial Merrell. New York,
Asthma. Duodenal Ulcers. N.Y.
Inflammatory Conditions. etc.

Yale U.

U. of Chicago

Syracuse U.

Fried

Zweig

Lovelock

leininger/Gratta
et al

BatteTle Memoria 1
Institute

Preparation of Non
thrombogenic Surfaces
and Materials

C. R. Bard, rnc., $107;754 - Some products
Billerica. Mass.; being marketed and
Sherwood Medical others being tested.
Industries, St. Louis
Mo.; and American
Hospital Supply Corp.,
Irvine, California.
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.sAMPLING OF UNIVERSITY PATENT LICENSING PROGRAMS

~r untverattv Invention licensee Approximate Investment

Merrifield Rockefeller U. Apparatus for the Beckman Instru- Being marketed since
Automated Synthesis of ments, Fullerton. 1973.
Peptides California

Smith/Kozoman Duke U. Apparatus and Method Bellco Glass, Inc. $25,000 - Being marketed
for Rapid. Harvesting of Vineland, New since June 9. 1976
Roller CuJture Supernatant Jersey
Fluid

Zweng Stanford U. Laser Photocoagulator Coherent Radiation. Approximately $500,000
Palo Alto. Cal. Standard tool of

ophthalmologists

Sweet et a1 Stanford U. Cell Sorter Becton~Dlck1nson. Approx. $200.000. Important
Rutherford. New research tool
Jersey

Boyd/Macovskf Stanford U. Computerized Axial S.A.I. Approx. $300;000. Will
Tomography Cupertino. Ca1. be marketed soon.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee .....

I am Rudolph J. Anderson. Jr., Associ~te General

and Director of 'Patents for' Merck & Co .• Inc.

i

Counse1---1-"

have

been associated with Merck since 1960, with ten years of,my

activities related to Merck's International Division. My

legal career has been primarily concerned with paten~ law,

first with the government as a patent examiner in the U.S.

Patent Office and as a Trial AttorneY fOr the Department

of Justic~ and. thereafter. On the legal staff of Johnson &

Johnson and Merck, both research-intensive corporations.

I am presently serving on two advisory committees of the

State Department: one o~ Transnational Enterprises and the

other on International Intellectual Property.

II have been asked to comment today on the role that federal

laws and regulations may serve in directing the private

sector's investment in research. Obviously many laws and

regulations have a direct bearing on research activities by

private companies. It is epp r-op rfe te , in view of my experience

in the patent field. to limi,t my comments to the role pat.en t-

~oriented laws and regulations play.

Merck is a worldwide company with production facilities in

26 countries. About 44 per cent of our $1_7 billion sales

in 1976 resulted from opej-atlcns abroad. Our primary business
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is t,he' discovery, .de·v~11opment. production, and marketing of

.products and services to maintain and restore health. Merck

is decidedly a high-technology. research-based company: in

1977. we are \·pendi,ri9 $150 nlillion for research and development.

The vast majority. of th~ productS we sell were disco~ered and

developed in our own laboratories. It is clear that Merck

has a vital interest in an effective pat~nt system and that

we have experienced the effects on our business.of a wide

variety of patent laws and regulations in the many countries

in which we do business.

Our private enterprise system has basic elements that I

be l t e ve are intended to be rilaintained"inany change of law

proposed. The first is that freedom of competition is basic

to ou.r industrial system"and that freedom includes conpe t t tf cn

in research on equal terms. Second, the reward for effective

competition the proverbial carrot is the profitable

sale of a new product of the innovative company's manufacture.

In addition, the greater the value of an invention to society.

the more likely the new product will return significant profits

to the manufacturer.

~Our patent system is designed to maximize the benefits to

the public from the foregoirig principles. When society' gives

the patentee exclusivity for a limited time fnreturn for the

publication of. details of an invention it assures the innovator's

competitors a jumping-off point for further research in the

newly discovered field. For example. when Merck pioneered
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thiazide research it, discovered DIURIl,an important diuretic

for the treatment of hypertension. The product was well

receive? by the medical profession and very soon competitors

were busy seeking ways to improve the novel therapy,<avoid

the Merck patent, and develop a ,product on which they might

obtain proprietary rights. Today, physicians have a sub

stantial number of excellent diuretic products from which to

choose the one most appropriate for a 'particular patient.

The patent system aJ~o assures that society;need not pay

directly for this research nor make the judgments as to, which

research project funds should be allocated. Rather, a company

each year at budget time looks at its profits from sales of

products derived from previous years research and allocates

part of those profits to its research laboratories in hope of

fuither research successes And consequent future profits.

Our patent system also provides the time frame within which

the total process of invention, development. product introduction

and sale must beaccompl ished. Inventions of great benefit to

society don't come into use quiCkly or cheaply. (I suspect

ther-e was a ,long expens tve . w,ay from Menlo Park to the electric

illumination of the halls 'of Congress.) However. so cle tyvs

enthusiastic acceptance of such ,brea!:..,.through inventions ~-

93-481 0 - 77 _ 61
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computers, copy machines. instant cameras. life-saving

drugs -- has assured profit levels adequate to cover the

high development costs from concept to marketing for such

inventions. The patent life provides the profit levels for

a sufficient t f nei'pe r t cd to assure adequate return after

the development costs have been met. Consumers also~benefit

when these profit levels are looked at enviously by .the

patentee's competitor whQ then directs higher levels of

profit allocations to researc~ in the more risky but

potentially more profitable fields. The number of research

dollars so invested depends ~ot only on the degree of

exclusivity such inventions enjoy but also on the length of

time the inventor is assured exclusivity in the market place

for his invention.

In recent years we have seen enacted. or proposed, l ep t s t eti on

and regulations that make significant changes in these funda

mental elements of our patent system. These changes will have

major impact on the priy~te sec~or's research investment plan

ning. The laws and regulations fall in three major categories.

In one category are those relative to the management. i.e .•

licensing. by the federal governme.nt of patent rights obtained

under federally funded research: e t the r' research performed by

the federal government itself or by government'contractors.

feel the subcommittee's understanding of this subject, to which

Mr. Thornton's HR 6249 is directed, and which has been discussed

earlier this morning requires no additional comment on my
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part. However. I should affirm that in our industry the

wisdom of the HEW patent licensing policy has been demonstrated

and has resulted in si~nifi,cant sums of developmental research

investment by companies in return for a degree of commercial

exclusivity.

legislation and regulations have also been addressed to the

balancing of patent rights between the government and its

contractors doing sponsored research. These involve the title

vs. license policy questions and whether the government shall

obtain licenses under contractor1s background patents.

Recognizing th~~e to be pro~erlY matters of freedom of contract

one should also note that the more onerous the background

patent terms of such proposed contracts become the less likely

it is that a contract will be accepted by the company most

knowledgeable in the field and most likely to attain success

in the research. To demonstrate my objectivity in Mr. Latker1s

presence. I must comment critically on the HEW's policy 'regarding

patents in sponsored research. with HEW either taking title

or deferring the determination of patent ownership until after

an invention is made. The uncertainty of patent rights to

the contractor deters companies from participating in such

research contracts.

Of most concern to me and tojnos t of my colleagues in industry

are the proposals coming forward in the federal government

relating to mandatory licensing of patents. I would like to

confine my further comments to that area of public policy

because in my opinion it is becoming a most significant factor

in rliV"',...tinCl rp<;;p;H'.ch .inve,st.ment.• _,.Furthermore. I feel the

~
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concept directly threatens our nation's high rate of techno

logical development in socially important fields.

The compulsory licensing dialogue is founded on-one of two

basic concepts often unexpressed as such. The first is that

society's needs in some areas of technology are so great that

no industrial organization should have ~monopolyU rights in

the field. It is i mp l t ed , though seldom stated. that profit

seeking enterprises and free competition in the market place

Simply can't be trusted to satisfy public needs. In the other

concept it is suggested -- sometimes directly stated -- that the

social value of some products is so great tha~ private suppliers

must be denied what are called "excess~. profits. Thus the

patent system should be adjusted to pj-ovt da a mechanism for

pri ce control.

We have seen compulsory licens~ng of patents inserted in the

Clean Air Act allegedly to insure that the products of research

in that field will be freely available for exploitation b~ all.

It also has been proposed for incluiion in the Energy Research and'

Development Act, and there are presently about a half dozen

bills before Congress proposing it for prescription drugs. There

~ can be no doubt that environmental protection, abundant energy,

and good health care are socially desirable goals. and it is

understandable that society would like to achieve thes~ goals

as soon as possible and at a reasonable cost. It 1s argued

that one way to ensure reasonable cost, rapid results and low



prices. for that which solves the problem is to be certain

that sales competition is not inhibited by patent monopolies.

The result is far more likely to be .t he opposite. For

example. at the "Public coI l cqu tua o.n Mandatory Patent

Licensing" sponsored last January by the Energy Research and

Development Administration, research di!ectors of large and

medium~sized energy companies stated that the denial of

effective patent protection through mandatory licensing will

significantly deter private investment in energy research.

They also stated that today more energy research -- not less

is needed if we are to meet our nation's future needs.

believe them. I think every patent counsel of every research

intensive company believes them,and 1 think Congress should

believe them.

At Merck, 1 participate in meetings where research management

outlines individual research projects and the allocation of

research funds is made. The likelihood of effective patent

protection on the anticipated results of such projects can be

determinative of whether a partic~lar. project will be supported.

Considering that we estimate it takes a minimum of

~7-l0 years and an average investment of $20-$30 million to

carry a promising new compound through the development.
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testing and approval. process to a marketable prescription

medicine. it is not hard to. understand why the commercial

exclusivity conferred by patent protection is a major consideration.

For products in the fine chemical field such as prescription

drugs, herbicides. pesticides, and the like. the specter

of compulsory licensing is particularly discouraging to

innovators because the research and development cost" in time

and money is so high. and it costs competitors so little to mimic the

commercial product of the inventor.

It should be appreciated that the value of such a high technology

product is not the cost of its components or of its produc-

tion and marketing. The chemical -~ once proven to have

beneficial utility and developed to assure safety in its

intended usei~ay cost only a few cents a unit to product.

But if that chemical can cure a disease. make ~ farm more

productive. or satisfy some environmental need. its true value

is determined by what the product does for its purchaser. It

is this -- the· major component of pr9duct value -- that patent

rights are designed to protect.

If innovators cannot reasonably expect profits

to recover research and development investment(in winners and

losers) they will not -~ and could not for very long -

continue the research which leads to ,those products society

needs and wants. The early destruction of patent rights --
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for the patent right is self-destroying after 17 years -

through mandatory licensing in these fields must inevitably

divert priva_sector research investment from these important

needs .of society.

As I mentioned at the beginning of my remarki, Merck operates

under different patent systems in d t f f ej-e nt.rcoun t r t es in which

we do business. It is interesting,-and. frankly. a

bit concerning-that in many of t,he high t echno l cqy nations

housing our worldwide competitors the trend today is toward

strengthening the patent laws and away from SUCh. diluting

prOVisions as compulsory licensing.

In the United Kingdom. for exampl~. compulsory licensing of

.drug patents has been in effect since 1949. In 1970,/a

"Committee to Examine the Patent System and Patent Law"

rec~mmen~ed that Parliament repeal th~ compulsory licensing

provision in Britain's patent law. The Committee found

that compulsory licensing simply hadn't worked as intended.

that the reduction in incentive to discover and develop new

drugs far outweighed any possible savings from compulsory

~licen~ing. In March of this year the "House of Lords acted

on this recommendation by eliminating from a new British

Patent Law compulsory licensing of drug patents. characterizing

it as "an experience that has not worked". Mr. David Ennal s ,

the Minister of Health in the Labor Government. in a speech
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on April 28, 1977 indicated t hat he would not ask that

compulsory l t censtn q of drug'patents be continued in the

British law.

If the 30-year experience with compulsory licensing-in the

United Kingdom has demonstrably failed. we would be well

advised in the United States to avoid taking t~at route.

Experience has shown that in country after country, when

the patent system is weakened, research and development 1s

dfminfsh~d. And in the Unlte~ States where privately

financed research and development 1s the backbone of our

technological progress. innovators need to feel confident

that there will continue to be the pos~ibil1ty of a reward

for risk-taking.



Mr. TnOR.."'TON. Mr. Latker.
[A biographicalsketch of Mr. Latker follows:]

NORMAN LAT~B

Mr. Latker, Patent Oounsel for the Department of HealthoBduca'tlon, and Wel~
fare, is in charge of !the Patenn Braneh, Office of the -General Counsel. This
Branch is responsible for administration of the Department patent program and
for Iegat servtees to the Department relating to and involving patent, inventions,
and other forms of Intellectual property resulffng from the Department's one-btl
lion-seven-hundred-million doUar annual research and development program. He
also advises the Veterans' Administration and the Agency for International De
velopment on an ad hoc bas-is;

He is currently a member of jthe Executive Bubcommletee of the Oommtttee on
Government Patent Policy of the Federal Oouncfl for -Sclence and Technology,
and Chairman of the 'Subcommittee on University Patent Policy. He served on
the- Inter-agency committee which drafted the new patent section -f{)1" -theFederal
Procurement Regulations. He recently served on the patent Task Foree advising
the Oommtsetcn on Government Proeueement and the committee assigned oo.d'ratt
the ERDA patent provisions.

In the past he had been Patent Counsel to the National Institutes of Health;
served on the Sitaff, Judge AdvOC"ate of the AtrForce Systems Command, WashM

Ington, D.C.; was Assistant· to the Chief Patent Advisor, A,rmy .Ordnanee Tank
Automotive Command; Detroit Arsenal,Warren, Michigan; and was '3. Patent
Examiner in the United S!tates Patent Office.

!Mr. Latker was born in 1981 and raised in Ohicago, IlUnois, where he attended
public schools tlh.lOOugh hfgh school. He received. his Bachelor of 'Science and J. D.
in' Law from the University of Illinois.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN LATKER, PATENT COUNSEL, DEPART·
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. LATKER. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
I think that the use of of patents in order to regulate might be a some"

what spotty type of means of control, if control is considered to be nee
essarv.

I think the emphasis in my statement is really along the lines of per
mitting the university innovating group to own their own inventions
and make their own interfaces with the industrial sector through the
licensing of their inventive products. .

It. would appear to me that to utilize university licensing to control
industry probrubly would not be successful lind would probably also
create an undue burden, if that expectation were placed upon the uni
versity sector where I think most DNA research is now being done.
There was some discussion within the Department of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare along the line of the question you asked and I think
the consensus Was in line with what I have just, said. So I believe that
most agree that the patent mechanism would not be an appropriate
means of attempting to control DNA research, if that control is con
sidered to be necessary.

Mr. THORNTON. It would seem to me that among the difficulties
might be that the use of impediments to patenting might well dis-.
courage all research without regard to an 'assessment of its potential
risk or its potential benefits but would rather be tying an equal burden
or handicap on all research without making any determination as to
the merits of that particular program. Would you agree with that
view I

Mr. LATKER. Yes.
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Mr. THORNTON. Similarly, I think the thrust of your statement, as
I read it, was that it is a most difficult thing to move innovations from
the laboretory into use in the society where they afford <benefits to the
members of society. Your suggestion, as I understand it, is that patent
policy be designed so as to make it possible for innovations which are
developed and demonstrated scientifically to be beneficial to be moved
into the marketplace. Is that it!

Mr. LATKER. Exactly. I think I keep making this statement over and
over and I think I made it the last time I was <before you, Mr. Chair
man, and thatis, that there is not a keen enough recognition of the
difficulty of transfer from the nonprofit sector to the profit sector. It is
a complex and trying situation and I have this feeling that the lay per
sonhas the idea that the mere announcement in the newspapers of the
existence of an idea means that that idea will ultimately reach fruition
within a few months.

The Department experience has been otherwise 'and, again, if I had
to get down to the botton line of my presentation, it would be that the
Department feels that we need to encourage the incentive of filing
patents and the use of patents in order to aid this transfer from the
nonprofit sector to the profit sector and any legislation that would
impede that would be counterproductive.

Mr. THORNTON. I 'believe that you mentioned that during the years
from 1962 to 1968there was a virtual boycott.

Mr. LATKER. That is right. Anybody who has read the 1968 GAO
report I think would be taken aback by the fact that here on one side
of the ledger you have the Federal 'Government puttin!l' millions of
dollars irito research, coming up with what appeared to De some very
useful and significant ideas 'but the industrial sector basically refusing
to aid in the oollaborativedevelopment of those ideas because the addi
tional risk capital that they had to pl'RCe into the fruition of those
ideas W'a8 not protected by patents. '

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Latker, for a very fine
summary of your paper. Your paper has been made a part of the
record. ' ,

Mr. Anderson, I would like to recognize you at this time and ask if
you would summarize yourconclusions in a similse way so we could
go forward with some questions and answers. '

[A biographicalsketch of Mr. Anderson follows:]
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STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH 1. ANDERSON, JR., ASSOCIATE GENERAL
COUNSEL AND DIRECTOR OF PATENTS, :MERCK & CO., INC.

Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, Mr. Thornton.
I think it is quite appropriate that I pick up on the point of Mr.

Lllitker's statement about this risk capital question, because I have
tried to devote my paper to the point that Government regulations
and laws can have a very direct steering effect on private research
investment.

I am pleased to speak to this rpoint since the Merck organization
is putting 'about $150 million per year into research, primarily re
search that is healt.h-oriented: animal health, human health and
environmental health. Most of what we sell we have invented and
developed in our own laboratories,

This investment in research causes us to have strong feelings about
the patent system.We believe that one of the basic elements that the
patent system is designed to accomplish, namely, to protect freedom of
competition, is fundamental to our industrial system and we think
that freedom of competition includes the ability to do research on
equal terms.

We also believe th~t the reward for effective competition-the pro
verbial carrot-is the profitable sale of new products that the com
panies manufacture. And we think that the greater the value of in
ventions we and others make, the greater the value to society, and
the more likely th~t the new product will be sold profitably. We do
not deny the concept of profitability being a measure of success in any
area.

We think the patent system as it exists today is quite well designed
to protect and encourage competition. For example, Merck did the
first research on thiazide diuretics 'and we made a scientific break

, through resulting on our new product. Dinril, for the treatment of
hypertension. The product was very well received and our competitors
were soon seeking ways to improve this novel therapy to avoid the
Merck patent, and to develop a product on which they could obtain
proprietary rights. They were successful. Today, doctors have a num
ber of products to trellitthe major problems of hypertension.

Our patent system also 'assures that society need not pay directly
for this research, nor does society have to make judgments as to which
research projects should be funded. '

I think it is important th~ we recognize that a company each year
",t budget time looks at its profits on sales of 'products from previous
years' research and allocates part of those profits to its research labora
tories in hope of further research successes and consequent future
profits.

Our patent system also provides a time frame within which the
total process of innovation, development, product introduction and
sale must be accomplished. As I indicated in the rpaper, inventions of
great benefit to society don't come cheaply and they don'tcome quickly.
The route from Menlo Park to the illumination of the Halls of Con
gress was long and expensive.

But the enthusiastic acceptance by society of scientific break
throughs-computers and copy machines and lifesaving drugs and
the like-does bring profit levels which are adequate to cover the
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high development costs from concept to marketing for such
inventions,

The patent life provides the profit levels for sufficient periods of
time to assure an adequate return after the development costs have'
been met.

In recent years we have seen enacted, or proposed, legislation and
regulations ~h",t make significant changes in these fundamental ele
ments of our system, and I truly believe these changes will have a
major impact on the private sector's research investment planning.
The laws and regulations fall in three major categories. In one cate
gory are those relative to the management, th"'t is, licensing, by the
Federal Government of patent rights obtained under federally funded
research: either research performed by the Federal Government itself
or bv Government contractors. '

I 'think Mr. Latker's paper and comments on the subject, your bill,
and the committee's activities here need no 'additional comment from
me. I compliment the HEI'\'" patent policy, as the basic Federal rules
that have been successful in translating early concepts from research
laboratories and universities into products that Ibenefit the public.

Mr. Latker's statement has attached to it the success stories of how
they were able to draw from industry millions upon millions of dol-
lars of development funds. '

Mr. THORNTON. There can be no doubt that there has been a sub
stantial improvement in the disseminacion of scientific information
into the marketplace and an accrual of benefits resulting from a posi
tiveapproach by HEW. I think that point is well made; however, I
believe you mention in your paper ~hat the uncertainties attached
to whether a particular invention will be patentable and will accrue
to the benefit of the inventor does cause some concern.

Mr. ANDERSoN. Yes, sir. I admire the licensing policy of HEW
but have some concern with the patent policy of HEW when they
sponsor research by commercial organizations. That policy provides
that HEW willretain title to inventions made bya private contractor,
or that HEW will wait until the invention is made 'and identified and
then they will decide whether to taketitleor not.

I have known Mr. Latker for many years and I just want to
demonstrate to him my objectivity with a compliment on one side and
a complaint on the other.

Mr. THORNTON. You did note that the bill I have introduced does
provide for title to remain with the inventor.

Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir, with 'appropriate protection to the public.
I certainly compliment the bill 'and the drafters of the bill who I
assume are sitting close to yon on the dais. I think the bill is very
well done.

Mr.. THORNTON. I think it might be appropriate for us to include,
as a matter of fact,some of the comments with regard to patent policy
Which are here in future hearings which we may have on the bill or
to ask you to supply additional informacion at thattime.

I do thank you for that.
Mr. ANDERSON. I would be happy to. I would like to mention the

deep concern that we have on an issue that may arise in connection
with your proposed legislation or in the debates that will occur on
bills relating to DNA research and research in other fields. That

l~
~I'~
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issue is the fundamental concept of compulsory licensing of patents.
Mr. THORNTON. As a matter of fact, we are operating perhaps on a

mirror image of the same policy considerations which were involved
in attemptin~ to develop a uniform patent policy. If patent policies
should be umform and a means of encouraging the dissemination of
scientific information to the general public, if that is a policy con
sideration, it would seem to me that that varies considerably from
.the concept of using patent policies as a means of regulating or se
lecting which particular kind of research should move forward. I
think it might be useful to draw clearly that distinction between the
two possible uses of patent policy.

Mr. ANDERSON. I do believe that when you get down, Mr. Thornton,
to matters of compulsory licensing, the dialog is founded on one or
two basic concepts, often not expressed. The first is that society's needs
in some areas of technology are so great that no industrial organiza
tion should have "monopoly" rights in the field.

It is implied, though seldom stated, that profitseeking enterprises
and free competition in the marketplace simply cannot be trusted to

.satisfy public needs.
In the other concept, it is suggested and sometimes directly stated,

that the social value of some products-and we lump drugs in that
area-is so great that private suppliers must be denied what are
called excess :profits. Thus the patent system should be used to pro
vide a mechanism for price control.

In the first area, the public needs area, we have seen compulsory
licensing of patents inserted in the Clean Air Act and proposed for
the Energy Research and Development Act. There must be a half
dozen bills before this Congress proposing it for prescription drugs.

There is no doubt that environmental protection, abundant energy,
and good health care are socially desirable goals, and it is understand
able that society would like to achieve these goals as soon as possible
and at reasonable cost. People argue that one way to insure reasonable
cost, rapid results, and low prices is to be sure that competition is not
inhibited by patent monopolies.

The result is far more likely to be the opposite. For example, at
the public colloquim on. mandatory patent licensing sponsored by
ERDA in January, I heard research directors of large- and medium
sized energy companies state that the denial of effective patent protec
tion through compulstory licensing in energy acts would significantly
deter private investment in energy research.

I heard them say that they think more energy research is needed,
not less, if we are to meet our Nation's needs. I believe them. I am
certain every patent counsel of every research intensive company be
lieves them and I think Congress should believe them.

At Merck I participate in meetings where research management
outlines individual research projects and the allocation of research
funds is made. The likelihood of effective patent protection on the
anticipated results of the projects can determine whether a particu
lar project will be supported. Considering that we estimate it takes
a minimum of '7 to 10 years and an average investment of $20 to $30
million to carry a promising new compound through the development
process, you cannot blame us for being concerned about patents.
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It is particularly a problem in the fine chemical field for products
such as prescription drugs, herbicides, pesticides and the like where
the specter of compulsory licensing is particularly discouraging to
innovators, the research and _development cost in time and money
is very high, but it costs competitors very little to mimic the commer
cial product of the innovator once the research and development has
been completed;

It should be appreciated that the value of such a high technology
product is not the cost of the components or its production and mar
keting. The chemical, once proven to have beneficial. utility and de
veloped to assure safety, may cost only a few cents a unit to produce.
But if the chemical cures a disease, makes a farm more productive, or
satisfies some environmental need, its true value is determined by what
the products does for its purchaser.

It is this, the major component of product value, that patent rights
are designed to protect. Another way you can look at it, frankly, IS if
you buy a Joan Sutherland recording of "Norma," you are paying
for the sound that comes from the record, not the plastic that is in
the record.
If innovators cannot reasonably expect profits to recover research

and development, investment in both winners and losers-they will
not-and indeed they could not for ve:ry-long-continue the research
which leads to the products society wants and needs.

The early destruction of patent rights-because the patent right is
self-destroying after 17 years-through mandatory licensing must in
evitably divert private sector research and investment from these im
portant needs of society.

In my paper, Mr. Thornton, I also mentioned that in Britain right
now-after 30 years of compulsory patent licensing-the House of
Lords has eliminated the concept of compulsory licensing of drug
patents from the new British patent law and the Labor Government
announced in April they were satisfied there was no need for compul
sory licensing.

I don't want to take any more of your time, Mr. Thornton, but I
do think your committee ought to address itself t.o this issue most
seriously, not only to your present legislation on DNA research, but
I also think, for the benefit of the public, your committee must address
itself to all of these proposals for compulsory licensing that are show
ing up in each research-oriented piece of legislation on the Hill.

Mr. THORNTON. I thank you for that observation and I want to in
sure you that it will be the intention of the subcommittee to schedule
later in this session, if at all possible, further hearings on patent poli
cies themselves in order to develop additional information on the sub
jects which you have mentioned.

Of course, our immediate concern is, as you know, with the issue of
the means which may be employed, assuming that regulation of re
combinant DNA molecule research is deemed to be necessary and the
effect of restrictions on patents granted on research which does not
meet NIH standards. We feel it is necessary to address t.he question
of whether this kind of inhibition is an appropriat.e legislative or reg
ulatory method of controlling research in the private sector.

Mr. ANllERSON. Mr. Thornton, I would make a small bet with you
that the well-thought-out treatment of that subject matter and the de-
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gree of control that will ultimately prevail from this committee will be
challenged on the floor with an amendmeut for compulsory licensing
of the results of such research in the private sector.

Mr. THORNTON. I appreciate that observation.
Our next panelist is Prof. David J.~wburger,professor of law at

Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. Professor Newburger is a
gentleman who comes from my part of the country. It is a real pleas

. ure to welcome you to our subcommittee and we would like to ask you
to proceed.

.[A biographical sketch of Mr. Newburger follows:]
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STATEMENT OF PROF. DAVID 1. NEWBURGER, SCHOOL OF LAW,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mr, NEWBURGER. Thank yon very mnch, Representative Thornton. I
have delivered to the committee today a statement which I wonld ap
preciate being included in the record. -

Mr. THORNTON. Your statement will be made a part of the record
in full. .

[The complete statement of Professor Newburger follows:]
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Before the

Subcommittee on Science, Research & Technology

of the

House Committee on Science and Technology

Statement of David J.Newhurger, Assistant Professor of Law,
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am David J.

Newburger, an assistant professor of law at Washington Univer-

sity in St. Louis, Missouri. I appreciate this opportunity to

discuss SOIDe effects that regulation will have for research using

recombinant DNA technology. Mybackgronnd, and therefore the

focus of my discussion, lies not with that technology, but with

the influence of regulation on innovation. Two colleagues,

Christopher T. Hill, now on the staff of ~he Office of Technology

Assessment, and Edward Greenberg, a professor of Economics at

Washington University, and I conducted "A State of the Art Review

of the Effects of Regulation on Technological Innovation in the

Chemical and Allied Products Endus t r-Les'" for the National Science

Foundation and submitted a report under that title in February 1975.

Since then, we ,three have pursued that research and will soon submit

a final report to the National Science Foundation of another study,

enti t.Led "The Influence of Regulation and Input Costs on Process

Innovation: A Case Study of Ammonia Production."

In my remarkstodaYi I first bring to your attention several

aspects of the interrelation between regulation and innovation.



Admittedly, these appear a random collection, but they repre

sent concerns, crucia~ for writing an effective regulation but

often ignored in much of the important literature. In the second

part of these remarks, I examine some important features of

possibl~ regulations to allow but restrict research using the

recombinant DNA technology. The final part notes some implica

tions of the~ore extreme proposals, both those to allow largely

unfettered research using that technology and those to proscribe

such research.

I. A Menu of Perspectives

For all practical purposes, no fegulatory program success-

fully achieves the goals spawning its enactment. Any regulation

of research using recombinant DNA technology whicp Co~gress may

adopt has two competing goals: (1) To encourage 'free and-active ~e~

search and (2) to eliminate risks of danger to workers and the pub

lic from such research. A new regulation with those goals

is likewise unlikely to be completely successful. That, however~

does not dictate that Congress, and this subcommittee, should

concede failure and forego efforts to regulate. Rather, it suggests

that the subcommittee judge proposed regulations according to their

propensity to achieve legislative purposes and to their potential

counterproductivity for such goals. Then the subcommittee must

compare the potential for success and counterproductivity of pro

posed regulations with that of other proposals and the status

.9.!!2.•

vlliat are characteristics of a regulation most likely to avoid

dangers and least likely to discourag~ safe research using recom

binant DNA technology? Three principles may assist finding the
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answer.

First, while regulations purport to dictate conduct, they

do riot necessarily have that result. Indeed, sometimes they dic

tate unintended conduct. For example, consider a regulation

which prohibits cOnduct. If it is not well known or is well

known but not enforced, it will not be very successful at.fore

stalling the prohibited conduct. On the other hand, if enforced

by imposition of severe penalties for violation, it may not only

preclude the prohibited conduct but may also preclude related

conduct. This will occur if the regulated party fears that the

enforcing authority will extend the prohibition--~nd, therefore,

the sever~penalty--t6 the related conduct. Thus, when prohibi

ting ~onduct, C6n~ress must consider (I) the tole~ability of the.

unwanted conduct's occurring occasionally, (2) the success with

which prohibited conduct can be distinguished from that not pro

hibited; and (3) the importance of having the nonprohibited con

duct continue. Depending upon those judgments, Congress can se~

lect penalties of various severity, Also, it can reduce the

possibility of inadvertentvio~ation. For example, it can in

sert a licensing requirement to increase awareness of the regu

lation among people inyolved in the area of conduct. Or, under

some circumstances, it can restrict access to factors necessary

to engage in the conduct, thus disabling those prohibited from

the conduct from so engaging.

My ~econd principle is this: Generally speaking, the more

flexible the tools available to the administrator, the more

likely he or she will be able to apply the regulation in a man

ner consistent with Congressional purposes. By flexible tools,



I refer both to flexibility of standards and of enforcement

devices. An enacted standard is less, flexible than one adopted

as an administrative rule, and that in turn is less flexible than

an administrative order. The law or rule are more inflexible

because they are adopted without reference to their effect on each

particular case; they speak with a broad brush. Such standards

likely have gaps allowing conduct intended by Congress to be pro

hibited and prohibiting that intended to be allowed.

Impediments to imposing mOre inflexible enforcement devices,

such as criminal laws, are less telling for those more flexible,

such as summary license suspension authority or'cease and desist

order power. Hence, their apPlication is less likely to occur for

several reasons. Criminal prosecution connotes, socially, very.

significant wrong doing. Thus, administrators quite properly in

my opinion, often are loathe to use that enforcement tool against

people not conforming to regulatory standards but not appearing

to be truly "bad actors." Further, the presence in the enforce

ment process of prosecutors, grand juries, jUdges, and juries in

addition to administrators increases the possibility that the con

duct, determined.by the administrator to be·violative, ultimately

will be ruled acceptable. Finally and related, 'the criminal jus

tice system contains presumptions which preclude criminal con

viction on facts sufficient for a cease and desist order, i~ per

mitted by the regulation.

Some considerations, however, limit the desirability of flexi

ble regulations. An administrator with very flexible tools has

broad P9wer to apply t~e regulation either consistently or in

consistently with Congressional policy. While unlikely that
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administrators will be unwilling to comport with Congressional

policy, they may be unable. When setting standards, they may

not have the advantage of collegial debate or broad public in

terest which may arise by right of the rnatter1s being in congress.

They may not have sufficient staff and budget to perform p~o

fessionally assigned responsibility. Thus, the quality of their

decisions may be poor.

Also, greater flexibility in a regulation may enhance uncer

tainty about acceptable conduct, and uncertainty can negatively

affect innovation. That is the third principle I bring to your

attention. We have already noted the "halo" effect that extreme

penalties can have, discouraging conduct not meant to be prohibi

ted. Uncertainty about standards, and the predictability of

their enforcement, can have a similar effect. Indeed, it may be

~reater. The halo caused by extreme penalties only extended to

activity not clearly distinguishable from prohibited conduct.

Since uncertainty may spread over much more conduct than that

likely to be prohibited, the halo will similarly extend. Uncer

tainty can discourage people for numerous reasons. Businesses

will avoid incurring substantial R&D or capital expenses to

enter a field from which they may ultimately be prohibited.

Basic research investigators will not wish to commit their careers

to research they ultimately will have to cease before completion.

Having already seen the case favoring flexible regulatio~,one

cannot conclude, however, that regulations ought to be made in

flexible in order to ensure certainty. A balance must be drawn.

And, that balance must take into account the peculiarly difficult

problem posed for regulation of research using recombinant DNA
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technology. We know very little about the actual dangers, al-

though we guess that they might be great. Therefore, to set

inflexible standards for conduct today would he folly. The

probability is great that the standards set. today based upon

incomplete information gathered in the early part of what promi-

ses to be a long investigation-- will be sometimes more and

sometimes less stringent than ultimately appears appropriate.

II. The Scenario of Permitting Some Research Using Recombinant

DNA Technology

To allow research using recombinant DNA technology in order

to realize foretold beneficial innovations but to limit it to

avoid unacceptable worker and public health and safety risks re-

quires a complicated pattern of regulation. Since the regulation
•

should pe~it all research not taking nunacceptable risks," the

~nitial question for designing a regulation is how to determine

what risks are unacceptable. Such is not amenable to precise

determination; Congress is left with two alternatives. First,

it may proscrib~ identifiable conduct which has a high likelihood

of involving the unacceptable risks. Prohibiting unqualified

investigators, or investigators using unqualified facilities,

from engaging~in this research fits this alternative. Second,

it may decide what risks are acceptable or identify an individual

or group in whom it delegates that responsibility. Such anal-

ternative ranges from Congress' relying on judgments of each

q~alified individual investigator working in his or her own labora-

tory, to its relying on some' 'form of peer review and oversight

aQtn9rity,to its-relying on decisions of a Federal_Administrato~

to its enacting standards, and combinations thereof. Both of
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these alternatives appear likely candidates for regulating the

use of recombinant DNA technology.

Publicizing the prohibition of unqualified individuals--or of

individuals working in unqualified laboratories--from engaging in

this research will deter much of the unwanted conduct. Likewise,

providing both flexible and severe, enforcement tools against vio

lators will deter some or all intentional bad actors from,viola

ting the prohibition.

Nevertheless, the prohibition will be ineffective with respect

to those who do not know about it and those not deterred by it.

If Congress determines that a significant number may fit these

categories, it may search for ways to deprive unqualified indi

viduals and laboratories of thec~p~bility to undertake the

research. For example, in the instant case, it may set limits on

those who may ,manufacture, sell, buy, or possess restriction

enzymes. Such a solution by itself would be insufficient to pro

hibit research by the unqualified since these enzymes can be

manufactured in private laboratories. On the other hand, manu

facture is dif:!=icult, and thus the more unqualified would be ef

fectively disabled from engaging in this research.

The: combination of the two control techniques would work to

reduce to a very small number the group of unqualified individuals

and individuals in unqualified laboratories who might engage in

this research. The number can be reduced even more by increasing

the .seve rd ty and variety of possible penal ties imposed. Intro

ducingpenalties for the qualified manufacturer or seller .who
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distributes to the unqualified will reduce the number yet fu~ther.

Indeed, the outward limits of these control techniques can be

very severe. However, if too severe, the "halo" effect, noted

above,~of precluding related but acceptable conduct will grow.

A simple prohibition of those unqualified from engaging in

research using recombinant DNA technology will keep the vast bulk

of people from this activity. But, the problem becomes more diffi

cult when drawing ,a line between those which the regulation con

siders qualified and those not quite. Administratively, it is

easiest to enforce that distinction by requiring all who wish

to engage in the research to obtain a license. The administrator

can then review the qualifications and conduct of each.

Such a requirement, however, has the deleterious effect of

increasing the cost of the research activity, because the inves

tigators, including those unquestionably qualified, must obtain

the license and suffer the delays and bureaucratic impositions

attendant therewith. Further, given that research using recom

binant DNA technology-should only be conducted in facilities that

are qualified fOr that purpose, it might be possible to substi

tute licensing laboratories for licensing individual investigators.

In such a scenario, all investigators would have to be prohibited

from engaging in this research outside licensed laboratories,

but that seems to be a necessary standard in all events. Then,

laboratories would be licensed and investigators would not be.

Such a plan has the advantage of reducing impositions on

investigators. However, it poses the problem that unqu~~ified

investigators might be employed in licensed laboratories. Such

difficulty might be ameliorated by authorizing the licensing
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agency to suspend or revoke laboratory licenses ofl~boratories

employing unqualified investigators. Also the licensure system

might borrow a concept from the securities Exchange Act of 1934,

giving the licensing agency some power over individual employees

in licensed laboratories. For example, the agency' might be given

the authority to order a specific individual or group to cease

and desist specific activity or to order that they be barred from

employment by a licensed laboratory fOr a time specified or per

manently. Such enforcement tools have the added attraction of

improving the administrator's ,effectiveness. without them,

he or she might be confined to revoking the license of a' labora

tory in which individuals are out of compliance, and in specific

circumstances, that.might be too great a penalty given the vio

lation.

Licensing laboratories and not individuals:'isnot.withbut; ~ts

disadvantages. Identifying the laboratory as an. entity

subject to regulation may not be simple, especially since most

are not separate'corporations. Ascertaining lines of responsibility

among investigators within the laboratory may also be difficult.

Other problems may exist. Presumably, when working out details

of a proposal these can be overcome.

To my knowledge, one more significant problem with licensing

remains: What conduct is to be made subject to' the license require~

ment? At the risk of delving into a scientific question beyond

my ken, I understand' that research using the recombinant DNA

technology has the following characteristics: (I) It is reasonably

easy to distinguish from other research. (2) There are twocate

gories of research using that technology: one justifies the regu-



lation and the other does not. (3) A list of specific research

activities can be drawn in which each item can be allocated to

one ,or the other category. Finally,. (4) such a list cannot

feasibly, be exhaustive.

Recalling the concern that the regulation not fosteruncer

tainty, a twofold approach tor, identifying activity required to

be licensed might work best: First, the regula

tion would list those research activities required to be licensed

and those not. S~cond, it would provide a conceptual definition

for those activities not required to be licensed. Such an ap

proach allows investigators certainty about conduct not required

to be licensed When that is possible, and allows independent

exercise of judgment when the case cannot be predetermined.

Variations can be selected to fine tune the balance between regu

lation and dndependenoe of the investigator. ·For exampfe., one

might give the administrator the power to develop the list activi~

ties not required: to be licensed o~ to expand the list. based on

information learned after enactment.

III. Other Scenarios

In the previous part, I developed some of the implications of

one type of regulation possible. Potential variations are legion.

But, two proposals r~present extremes beyond which the licensing

alternative reaches. Congress might determine not to legislate on

the subject of this research at all. On the other hand, it might'

enact an outright prohibition of such research. Each possibili~y

suggests observations deserving comment.

One of the ~easons apparent for not legislating in the area

is to protect the independence ~f scientific investigation. Such
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a decision might be justified on the grounds that independence

of scientists has been one of the major cornerstones for America's

"technological growth. No doubt, it has. However, science is

controlled in several respects by the Federal Government today,

and Congress does have the power to so regulate. Thus, a decision

not to regulate this research is not neutral. Instead it suggests

that Congress has determined it preferable to allow that the risks

of this research be assessed by individual investigators in order

that they not be hamstrung in their research" pursuits. Also, it

suggests that Congress has determined that legislation and an
administrative agency will not better protect the worker or the

public from the risks of this research than will individual in

vestigators.

On the alternative of enacting an outright prohibition'of

research using recombinant DNA technology, one must observe that

such an effort may be impossible. Efforts to use dOlliestic regula

tion withoworldwide~impact,'such as denying patents for foreign

researchers not complying with American standards of care, would

not preclude this research. Absolute prohibition in the United

States will not eliminate the dangers if their risk is global

and the research is not prohibited everywhere. Of course, Congress

might still prohibit the research in order to establish this

Nation's good faith in a broader effort to secure WOrldwide pro

hibition. Also, it might do so in order to reduce the quantity

of the research conducted and thereby reduce the statistical proba~

bility that the dangers will materialize. On 'the other hand,

however, it might decide that a worldwide prohibition goal is un

realistic and therefore adopt a significantly different regimen of



regulationldesigned to ensure risks are minimized within the

bounds possible and in light of the research that will occur.

Conclusion

In sum, >I believe that we have a tendency, to ov~restimate

the value of regulations' enacted. Notwiths~anding; I,believe

that regulations can be designed which reduce risks of publip

and,workerhazards significantly and which do not undulyimping~

on innovative research. To do so , however, is a complex task

requiring a thorough understanding of this field of researc~of

re.9ulation of c t.her- ect.Lvf.t.Les siand of the workings of adminis

trative agencies~

Th~nkyou for this opportunity to- express my views.
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Mr. NEwBURGER. In light of that, I only want to summarize some
thoughts I suggest in that statement. ,

First, however, by way of background, together with two colleagues
at Washington University, I have engaged in two projects for the Na
tional Science Foundation examining the question of regulation and
innovation. Specifically, we conducted a state of the art review of the
influence of regulation on innovation in the chemical and allied prod
ucts industries. And we are just completing a study of that question
related to the production of ammonia.

Give that background and that I come to this discussion with ex
pertise on the impact that regulation has on innovation rather than
on issues of recombinant DNA research, I thought it might be useful
to present a brief, framework within which to analyze proposed
regulations.

There are two deep policy problems related to recombinant DNA
research. One is the possibility that public and worker health andsafe
ty may be endangered by this kind of research. The other is that re
search 'and innovation, historically essential to this country's achieve
ments, might be curtailed unduly by regulation.

When you put those two policy goals together, obviously, you have
a conflict, and no regulation written is going to solve perfectly both
goals. On the other hand, choosing no regulation will not necessarily
Improve the situation.

Under those circumstances, it seems to me that the question is not
whether a given regulation will succeed in the ultimate goal but wheth
-er a given regulation will succeed in the ultimate goal but whether a
proposed regulation will have a greater propensity to succeed in the
ultimate goal than other proposed regulations none at all.

That being so, the problem becomes how to evaluate a new regula
tion. Now I want to be clear that I cannot help you decide just how
dangerous recombinant DNA research is. That is a matter on which
scientists will give you guidance, but a matter of public policy that ulti
mately you in the Congress will have to work out. But let us, just for
the sake of further discussion, assume that there is danger in this re
search which justifies some regulation. I think, then, three observations
about regulations might help you think through how to desigu the
best regulation in this instance.

First, I suggest that we ought not think of regulations as telling us
exactly what conduct will occur. All regulations do is to create a pro
pensity for certain conduct to occur, andindeed, sometimes a poorly
drawn regulation spawns conduct quite different from that desired.

So, we should think about a proposed regulation from the point of
view of how it will be received in the situation in which it will apply
and try to second guess how those regulated will modify their conduct
in response to the regulation's enactment.

In connection with that, and this is a fact which Congress has rec
oguized in a broad range of other areas of regulation, is my second
point-regulations which are inflexible tend to be unsuccessful for
achieving their underlying purpose. By inflexible, I refer both to in
flexible standards, such as those set by statute rather than administra
tive all"ency, and to inflexible enforcement tools, such as criminal
penalties,
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Inflexible regulations tend to be unsuccessful in two senses: One,
they tend to be overbroad and apply to conduct we didn't want to re
strict, Two, they tend to be underbroad and skip past some conduct we ,
are concerned about. Under those circumstances, aIJowingadministra
tive agencies the f1exiblility of rulemaking authority, order making
authority, and the flexibility of enforcement devices like cease-and
desist-orders powers as well as criminal penalties, creates a greater pos
sibilitv that the regulation adopted will be useful.

On the other hand, and the third observation '1 want to make, the
great difficulty with flexible regulations is that they create uncertainty
in the people who are regulated, and uncertainty is one of the worst
things for innovation. Mr. Anderson alluded to that already when he
suggested that the possibility of having- to license patented discoveries
has the effect of discouraging people from engaging in research, not
knowing what they are g-oing to be able to do with the product of the
research they are engaged in.

And in that respect I suppose one of the important goals for this
subcommittee and Congress is to settle as quickly and as firmly as
reasonablv possible what regulations' will be,so that scientists and in
dustry will know with greatest possible certainty the implications of
their engaging in this area of research.

On the subject of the regulation changing people's conduct, I want
to point out a very important concept that I might refer to as the
halo effect. If you push the regulation too far it may discourage cer
tain kinds of wanted conduct. For example, if we have a regula;tion
that would make it a very serious penalty to eng-age in a certain kind
of conduct and if indeed there was a high probability that that penalty
would be enforced, not only will we discourage the conduct that we
intend; also, we will discourage acceptable conduct that resembles the
unwanted conduct, because people will be concerned' the possibility
that the activity, though not now deemed unwanted, subsequently may
be. If we get involved in that sort of situation in the area of basic sci
entific research, we risk excluding large areas of wanted activity.

With that background. permit me to discuss briefly the question of
licensing recombinant DNA research. First of all, I understand there
has been some discussion of whether there is a difference-between "li
censing" and "certification." As far as I can tell from the law diction
aries and other sources I looked at before I came to this session, there
is not-certainly, I have not been able to figure one out. I think they
have different connotations in ordinary usage but I don't think those
carry through to any legal implication.

Using the word "licensing" to mean that broad range of activity,
I believe you might allow some wanted research and restrict some un
wanted by means ofa licensing pl"O<'AlSS. You might consider doing that
if there are some people who should not engage in recombinant DNA
research, for example, people who do not have sophisticated laborato
ries or people who do not have the training and competence to handle
that, kind of research. '

To achieve that, it seems to me we can do three things in this area.
Prohibit people who are defined to be unqualified from engaging in
that kind of conduct. Require licenses of people who fire to engage in
that kind of conduct and look at each one to see whether he is qualified.

And, third, introduce a monopolization of some factor in the re-
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search, such as perhaps a Federal monopolization of the manufacture
for sale of restriction enzymes in order to decrease the opportunity for
the amateur scientist to get into this research. This would not unduly
impose on qualified scientists who, being licensed, would be permitted
to purchase restriction enzymes and who, in any event, are likely to
be willing and able to make theirown supply.

Outright prohibitions and monopolization of restriction enzymes
are, in a sense, the easy part. The hard part is distinguishiIig-in the
licensing area-between those who are qualified and those not quite.
That problem, obviously th'l most difficult, has generated a number of
suggestions. I shall not go into them all.

I do suggest in my prepaJOed ;re!"ark~, som~ thoughts about licensing
Iaboratories as opposed to individual investigators, I think the ques
tion of licensing laboratories is a rather thorny one, because at least
at my university laboratories do not have separate corporate exist
ences. Exactly who the laboratory to be licensed is would be difficult
to decide. Perhaps that is something that can be worked out. If so,
licensin~ laboratories would be an attractive alternative because it
would Iimit impositions on scientists by eliminating the reguirement
that every single scientist engaged in this research obtain a license,

I think, however, if the judgment is made to license laboratories,
that the subcommittee ought to consider the regulation of securities
broker dealers under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 because
there the SEC was given the interesting power to license the broker
dealer and to exercise some control over persons associated with the
broker-dealer. The person associated does not require a license in the
sense that the broker-dealer does, but if he engages in bad acts, he can
be told to cease and desist. In fact, he can 'bebarred from associating
with broker-dealers. So it seems to me that some kind of a combina
tion of regulation licensing laboratories but also allowing the en
forcement agency to move against particular bad actors, rather than
restricting the agency ouly to granting or denying licenses, might well
maybe move in the direction of flexibility and avoid some of the
extreme halo effects of regulation.

In conclusion, permit an example to show why I think that is true.
If Merck laboratories has a license to engage in this research and
one of its people turned out to be a bad actor, it would be a terrible
thing to take the license away from Merck Laboratories. But if that
bad actor can be removed from the scene, the bad activity is con
trolled. Thus, the good work of the laboratory could go forward and
the bad actor could be taken out of the system.

Thank you very much for your attention.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Newburger.I wonder

if in citing to us the example of the SEC regulation of broker-dealers
you were also alluding to the fact that in that particular regulatory
scheme there is established a peer group, the National Association
of Securities Dealers, which enforces those regulations such as hot
stock rules and others by holding hearings, conducting inquiries and
proposing punishments to be applied, whether it may be a suspension
or a fine or whatever.

Are you suggesting that that parallel should be followed entirely
or only insofar as you outlined it! .
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Mr. NEWBURGER. In the first instance, let me say that the regula
tion of broker dealers seems to me to be a much more extensive regula
tion than should be necessary in this instance. That industry is very,
very tightly regulated, to regulate so tightly basic research that would
present some very serious problems.

But, the idea of allowing a self-regulatory organization to partici
pate in the regulation seems to me to be a very interesting one under
the circumstances, largely because when we are evaluating the dangers
that are involved-these are scientific questions and it is that peer
group which has, in some respects, the best hope of being able to
reach intelligent decisions.

On the other hand, as you no doubt recall, the SEC has the au
thority to direct the NASD to promulgate rules and it can overrule
the decisions of the NASD and its enforcement. That ultimate au
thority probably needs to be retained for whatever agency would
regulate here.

Mr. THORNTON. A number of questions which have been dealt with
relating in part to that is whether there should be, assuming regula
tion is needed, a preemption at the Federal level and whether there
should be a procedure whereby variances might be resolved by a
review grou'p at the Federal level in the event of a particular ex
ception .or Incident being appropriate to a local community. Mr.
Singer raised his hand on that, and I would like to ask both of you
to give your comments.

Mr. SINGER. Mr. Thornton, on the issue of preemption I think
our recent experiences in Cambridge and Ann Arbor and Princeton
and on the west coast suggest that this is an area, namely, the regula
tion of recombinant DNA, in which preemption is singularly
appropriate.

Harvard and MIT escaped, if you will, the downside of nonpre
emption for a variety of reasons, one of which was the exquisite good
sense and good judgment of the Cambridge experimentation review
board. It seems to me that however at risk universities may be to
episodic conflict on traditional lines, our colleagues here and others
who would represent the pharmaceutical industry may be unable to
prevail as did Harvard and MIT in circumstances where they are less
than the most important employer in the community. And it would
seem to me that in either instance were there no Federal preemption,
the community of people most directly affected, namely, the scientific
investigators, constitute a singularly mobile community within the
universities at any rate and perhaps somewhat less mobile within the
industrial community. And they would simply move were they af
flicted with, say, the views of Mayor Vellucci. Had those views pre
vailed in Cambridge there would have been an even greater exodus
than there has been in fact under the mere threat proposed bv Mayor
Vellucci against investigators continuing with their research under
conditions which are widely regarded as,safe or reasonably safe.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Singer.
Mr. Newburger!
Mr. NEWBURGER. I think that the question becomes whether the

State or local regulation is going to serve the goals that are intended.
It seems to me quite clear, as Mr. Singer points out, that State and
local activity raises uncertainty very substantially for the research-
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ers. As aresult, it definitely will have the effect, at least in particular
cases, of discouraging research. On the other hand, the difficulty with
preempting is that the Federal Government thereby bikes total re
sponsibility for having found the correct answer for balancing the
policy goals presented. The great experiment of the State laboratories
is forgone. That heavy responsibility should be assumed by Congress,
it seems to me, only under two circumstances-if Congress is quite
assured that the States and local governments are unnecessary or if
it concludes that the damage that they will do far outweighs the
benefits that they might deliver. How you weigh that, again, it seems
to me is a difficult public policy question that perhaps, with my mortar
board on, is not something I should jump into.

Mr. THORNTON. Yes, SIr,Mr. Anderson.
Mr. ANDERSON. If I may-and I don't pretend to be the expert on

DNAresearch-I think the question of preemption will in many ways
depend upon that which you are ultimately intending to regulate. I
say this particularly with respect to private sector activities. If, in
fact, there 'are objective standards of safety in laboratories, I think
very few people in the private sector will be concerned with the cost of
complying. I think all of us would be planning to do the research using
the best facilities possible.

In the private sector, the question that comes into play is who is
going to make the judgment of whether or not some particular research
project Should be carried forward. I think when you are talking about
Government-sponsored research you have a situation where a petition
is filed with the Government for financial support of tha:t research and,
as a prerequisite, the nature of the research to be conducted is filed in
the application. The judgment of whether that research should go
forward or not go forward is made not only from the safety stand
point under the new regulations, but also under some judgment as to
whether that research is worthy of Federal funding.

Private sector research does not have that element and I think this
will be the critical point you will have to identify in determining the
nature of regulations. The judgment as to which project goes forward
is properly a responsibility of the Federal Government funding it
nnder legislation or regulation. The funding will follow depending
upon those regulations. Certainly that has to preempt the judgment of
Kalamazoo, Mich. city council or that of Rahway, N.J. There just is '
not the ability to make those kinds of scientific worth judgments in
local communities, if that becomesthe nature of regulation.

. Mr. S,NGER. Let me make an additional comment with respect to
preemption in the hope tha:t we can isolate some of the issues within
preemption. The setting of national guidelines for recombinant DNA
'research setup certain standards. It seems to me not inappropriate to
focus on-and those guidelines require the establishment in each
institution o£ a facility where such research is being conducted of a
biohazards committee which undertakes today the responsibility for
determining the adeqnacy of the facility in which the research is to be
conducted and which also, I believe today, under the existing guidelines
has the responsibility for determining the appropriate level of con
tainment required with respect to particular research proposals.

If one is able so to structure the membership of the local biohazards
.eommittee so as to make likely some noninstitutional local input on
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such committees, one may be able to achieve both goals simultaneously,
~ namely, that the community within which the work is being conducted
feels that it is not a total irrelevancy with respect to the work that is
going on in its backyard and yet at the same time the work is enabled
to proceed pursuant to what are widely regarded as appropriate safety
standards.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Mr. NEWBURGER. Representative Thorntonl there is an additional

thought, I think, that grows out of Mr. Anderson's comment that I
want to make sure is clear. One question presented when deciding who
should. make a decision is what the incentives of a proposed decision
maker are.

For example, the question, I believe, has been raised in the literature
of whether NIH is really an appropriate authority to be regulating
this kind of research in view of the fact that one of its chief goals is
to promote the research.. My concern is that we be 'aware that the fact
that the Federal Government is reviewing proposed research does not
necessarily mean that that reviewer will be applying the health and
safety goals of this proposed regulation. That depends upon how the
reviewing agency perceives its responsibilities.

Mr. THORNTON. I think it might be useful to pose a question by at
tempting to summarize very briefly an analysis which was presented
to us yesterday and on previous days of the hearings and then ask for
some comments..

First of all, we are dealing with a subject which can be divided into
at least two and possibly more than that very distinct enterprises. One
is scientific research and experimentation. And, of course, there may be
a distinction there between expression and action in the laboratory.
But contrasted with that element of scientific inquiry which may in
volve active experimentation, comes the question of commercialization,
the use of the research activity in the private sector; And they question
whether the same means of regulation should be applied to both of
these distinct operations or mig-ht it be useful to analyze each of these
areas of. conduct and try to determine whether regulation is needed:
and, if so, what that regulation should be for each type,

Now the reason I focused upon that distinction first is because the
issue of using the patent policies of the United States as a regulator
may apply differently to the two different sectors. It mig-ht have a
different impact upon commercialization than upon the basic research
activity. .

Another distinction which I think needs to be considered is that
there is a great difference between research which is funded by the U.S.
Government. I think it g-oes without much question that the Govern
ment has the rig-ht to determine within constitutional boundaries how
that research money may be spent. And another area of research which
is funded and carried forward by the private sector, including- univer
sities and non-Federal enterprises of the private business community.

All of these things give us an exceeding-ly complex problem to ad
dress. One problem associated with it-and, Mr. Latker, your nresen
tation reminded me of this-is that we do expend a lot of Federal
money for research and one of your objectives has been to: flow the
benefits of those large expenditures of money back 'Out iuto the private
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sector. Asa public policy matter, certainly that would seem to me to
be commendable. Do you have any other thoughts or suggestions or
ideas asto how benefits can flow out into the private sector from pri
vatelyfunded research?

Mr. LATKER. I think I have sort of isolated myself into the use of
patents as an incenive to move those results into the private sector
recognizing the sensitivity, especially of the pharmaceutical industry,
to the need for patent protection. . .

But if I could divert for a moment, I particularly enjoyed Profes
sor Newburger's discussion on certainty. I think the HEW policy and
what I believe to be successful dissemination of the results of HEW
sponsored research at universities is based upon the concept of cer
tainty. I think prior to 1968 that Certainty just did not exist. And
again the thrust of my comments is along the lines of what Mr. New
burger is suggesting, to make sure that that certainty continues to

.exist in all areas of science research.
I would also talk about disincentives or uncertainty fora moment.

Ido not think we have pickedup Mr. Morton's comment about the
uncertainty created by the Freedom of Information Act and the Fed
eral Advisory Committee Act as it might impact on DNA research.
Here I would have to suggest that I am speaking for myself since the
administration bill in the area of DNA came forth without any kind
of science information clause in it clearly leaving disposition of such
information under FOIA and FACA. I think Mr. Morton correctly
points out that ForA and FACA create a great deal of uncertainty as
to proprietary rights and if that uncertainty is permitted to remain,
participation in the research and technology transfer will both be ad
versely affected. .

Mr. T,aORNTON. Would yousay it is costly to fail to provide patent
protection in some of these areas of medical research and
development?

Mr. LATKER. I personally am certain that that is the case. I feel that
the failure to provide for patent protection and utilize itwhere neces
sary-and sometimes patents merely can be used to nonexclusively li
cense industries or parties 6£ interest-s-but in those situations where
a great deal of risk capitalis necessary and an exclusive position is
the only way that that risk capital is going to emerge, then the failure
to provide for patent protection-s-and that could be cut off, as Mr.
Morton suggested, by premature disclosure under FOIA or F ACA,
then what you have done is basically frustrated the research in the
first instance whether it is publicly or privately funded.· ,

Mr. THORNTON. As Mr. Morton stated in his prepared text the con
cern is that uuless some means is found to allow the research effort to
remain confidentially treated until it is time to seek patent protection,
unless that is preserved somehow, you have a very difficult Situation as
far as both private and federally funded research.

I don't want to overly summarize that, but wonld you like to ex
pand on that?

Mr. MORToN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. It seems to methere is no inher
ent conflict between the regulation that may be necessary and dis
closure prevention if the Government regulatory agency accepts that
disclosure for the purpose of the regulation only and on a confidential

. basis, unless, of course, their investigation shows a great hazard. I
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analogize it in my own mind, Mr. Thornton, to the role of the bank
examiner. The bank examiner examines all the accounts of the bank.
but unless he finds that there is a criminal or other economically dan-
gerous situation, it does not comeout what he saw. .

There seems to me to be no reason why the regulators of research
who find .out what is going On in order to find out whether there is a
bazard that they should stop, should have to reveal what they have
seen if the Congress provides that that information is not subject to
the Freedom of Information Act.

Mr. THORNTON. Let me ask each of you to give me your thoughts
with regard to whether there should be a provision of law, assuming
that legislation does move forward in the area of recombinant DNA
research, which would say that no person who does not adhere to a
set of guidelines promulgated for DNA research and be able to demon
strate that the research activity was carried -forward in accordance
with those guidelines shall be eligible for patent protection for any
discovery that might result from that research.

Mr. MORTON. If I may speak to that, abstractly, such a provision of
the patent law could be envisaged. The original statute of monopolies
in Great Britain rewarded stealing ideas from the French the. same
as it did for thinking them up, but I doubt it would be easy to do as
a practical matter in the framework of patent laws which exist today,
because as you outlined your thought or concept-

Mr. THORNTON. My question.
Mr. MORTON [continuing]. You immediately call to my attention the

fact that it would be a violation of treaty obligations of- the United
States.

Mr. LATKER. First I would agree with Mr. Morton in that such a
provision would only be effective in the United States,df it could be
administered. I think I have some difficulty understanding- how it ..
could be administered other than asking for a certification from the •
patent applicant at the time of filing.

At this point I only can envision that the U.S. Patent Office
could administer that type of provision. I am sure there would
be some reluctance on their part to .pick up any investigatory kind of
responsibility. I do not think I have too much difficulty in perceiving
a situation where they would be satisfied with certification with the
possibility of penalty if that certification was determined to be-in
correct at some later date.

Mr. MORTON. If I may observe, Mr. Chairman, the trend is very.
strongly to pay little 01' no attention to the how. a discovery comes
about and look solely to the what, so much so that III the recent patent
cooperation treaty it may be possible at some time in the future not to
even identify the inventors of an invention because all you identify
is the proprietors.

It is very difficult sometimes in industrial research-I am sure Mr.
Anderson will bear me out--to pinpoint the exact individuals who
have made the patentable contribution. Therefore, the trend is, com
ing from Europe in particular, to have patents granted only to pro
prietors and let inventors who have been defrauded go to civil court
if they have been and then they can recover.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Anderson!
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Mr. ANDERSON. I think, getting back to your basic question of the
use of the patent system in this fashion, we in the United States
believe we would be able to adhere to the guidelines. I am an optimist:
I think that when you are finished the guidelines will be such that
everybody will have a degree of certainty which is indeed important.
You will protect the confidentiality to eliminate the loss of any patent
rights worldwide. But your question ignores the fact that thelresearch
will be conducted throughout the world and the law will be applicable
to U.S. patents. i

When I say that we could live within it, I am sure the Me~ck orga
nization could adjust to abide by the U.S. rules for U.S. patentability,
I think my colleagues in Bayer in Leverkusen, Germany might say
"Who is this Representative Thornton who istellingme how to do my
research!" They expect to obtain patents on their research. We cannot
ignore the territoriality aspect of patents when considering this whole
probffim.. '

Interestingly enough, I am sure that you saw that Senator Ken
nedy visited Hoffman LaRoche in New Jersey who have had a facil
ity-I don't know whether it is P-3 or P-4--

Mr. THORNTON. P-3, I think. ,
Mr. ANDERSON. It certainly is true that if it were to become uncom

fortable for Hoffman LaRoche to conduct research in New Jersey
such research could not be instituted over the weekend in Switzerland.
The mobility point made for it is very valid. Our laws can Cover our
own problems and our own geographic areas of concern, but they will
not effect from the patent standpoint the mobility aspect of this prob-
lem. It is an international problem. '

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Newburger! :
Mr. NEWBURGER. Let me back up a littlefurther to the question which

you ask, whether the regulations should distinguish between basic
science university type .research and industrial research. It seems the
concern we are faced with is not who is doing what, but that some
dangerous organisms might be released into the world. T~at is the
problem. And whether those happen to be. university spawned or
industrially spawned does not make a great deal of diffe~nce. The
concern is that they be there. :

The distinction is important, however, from the point of view of
what enforcement devices will be included in the regulation{ in order
to achieve that basic goal. And the question of denying the patent for
noncompliance with the guidelines is nothing more than one Of several
alternative enforcement devices that are available. :

It seems to me that that kind of enforcement device is of. the 'very
inflexible type that I was referring to in my remarks. If so! it ought
to be a very suspect kind of proposal if there are alternative devices
that can achieve the same goal. Before Mr. Anderson responded to
vour question, that is where I would have ended this comment, One
thing that he said, however, stimulates an additional thought: It may
be possible that by using the patent mechanism-and I \tm not a
patent expert so I don't know for certain-we can reduce ~he possi
bility that these organisms will flow over from the Canadian or Mexi
can border into the United States. Further, that there may be other
mechanisms available to do so.
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Obviously, this research is a global problem. So it may be that by
means of a patent device it would give us an extra-territorial handle

. which is otherwise unavailable. If that is not the case, it does seem
that it is one of those extremely inflexible devices that ought to be
used to bear only if we are faced with tremendous noncompliance that
we just don't see any other way to bring them into compliance.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Mr. Singer?
Mr. SINGER. I hadheard your earlier questions not as distinguishing

between research being conducted in scholarly institutions and what I
would call for this morning nonscholarly institutions [laughter] in
dustriallaboratories, but rather the question of safety as it relates to
the research and development process as distinct from the kinds of
considerations that might be relevant to decisions of whether or not
a particular product or technique ought to.be made available. publicly.

Mr. THORNTON. If I may Just go forward for a moment to Illustrate.
It would seem to me to be quite a different question to determine within
a laboratory that a bacteria could be developed, or, not only to deter
mine it, but actually to develop a bacteria which was capable of pro
ducing nitrogen and living symbiotically with the roots of cereal
grains. That is one question.

It is quite a different question as to whether to produce those bac
teria in large quantities and sell them commercially to farmers so
they can apply them to the roots of their crops. I think there is a
distinction between the two enterprises not on the basis of who is
doing the research--

Mr. NEWBURGER. Representative Thornton, for the record, I defi
nitely agree with that. When you introduce the quantum leap in the
size of production, that definitely raises different questions about the
kind of regulation.

Mr. THORNTON. I didn't mean to take away your comments, Mr.
Singer. I just wanted to agree.

Mr. SINGER. I would like to follow on if I might in precisely the.
framework of agricultural revolution, if you will. First, I think that
at the present time the quantity limits on production is directed spe
cifically toward the safety of the undertaking of the research itself.

But it seems to me-s-I have said this many times in other contexts-s
that decisions whether or not to introduce into commerce, to permit
the introduction and sale of an altered corn seed; namely, a corn
seed that acts like a string bean, is a very different question than
questions regarding the safety of the development of that idea. The
question with regard to the introduction of the fancy corn, if you will,

--relates to costs and benefits in a very large social sense. Those are
issues, in my judgment, which, first atall, may be decided quite differ
ently in this countrv that they are in India, for instance, and in both
cases quite reasonably,

Although we talk about energy shortages; we are not flat on our
back because of energy shortages, and to continue to produce nitrogen
rich fertilizers, for instance, in this country would not bankrupt us.

Likewise, we seem somehow to have mastered the technique of
producing an awful lot of corn under present seed conditions and we
might, as a society, quite reasonably decide that whatever our efforts
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were g<')ing to be to enhance OUr agricultural productivity, if any, they
ought to be directed in other areas;

On the other hand, the Indians who are in a real way very hungry
and very short on the kinds of quantities of energy needed to produce
nitrogen fertilizers might say it is worth anything to us to get hold
of that fancy seed and to go ahead and plant it all over the place,
because that is the only hope for physical survival. Those considera
tions, that totting up of J?luses and minuses seems to me an exquis
itely political type of decision which is not made on the grounds of
safety at all. We 'are well beyond the safety considerations. It seems
to me that the safety considerations as such focus almost entirely,
certainly at this time, on the manner itt.which research and develop
mentactivities go forward.

Alld. the other question is the question relating to the exploitation
of the technology, whether it be in an agricultural area or whether
it be in an area that we will very loosely and regretfully call human
genetic engineering, they are just miles apart.

And 'as I said in my statement, I would urger--
Mr. THORNTON. I think it is important to make clear that human

genetic engineering is not necessarily associated with working on a
corn seed or somethmg like that.

Mr. SINGER. No; but I think that one could make the case just
kind of as an aside that those who do the work with respect to the
insertion of the so-called Nif genes, the nitrogene fixation genes, into
that seed, are going to learn a tremendous amount about how to insert
other kinds of information into other kinds of genes because at the
level you are working, that stuff all looks very similar.

But I would urge that in attempting to develop a legislative frame
work that focuses on safety that we not be distracted or diverted from
that effort by considerations which we must in a sense learn much
more about 'and experience much more and think about rather than
questions of, if you will, mere safety.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Latker !
Mr. LATKER. I just would like to amplify a little further on your

question about the patent control idea that you suggested. The Patent
Office,-I do not know what state this is in at this point, but I think
they have committed themselves to the idea of accelerated processing
of DNA patent applications. And, as I recall, part of that acceler
ated processing required a statement or certification that the DNA
guidelines were being honored.

Given the thoug-ht that patent protection in the area, at least in
the pharmaceutical area, is extremely important, i,t would seem that
the Patent Office in a way has somewhat committed themselves to the
idea that certification may be a means of insuring that the guidelines
are beingadhered to.

One other point is--
Mr. THORNTON. What I am asking is, is that a suitable means!
Mr. LATKER. As I think I said before, I think it will have holes in

it. I would add one other thing, the sugrrestion seems to me the only
mechanism that I have heard of that would have some extraterritorial
effect because you would have the French and the Germans coming
into the U.S. Patent Office if they wanted protection for the delivery
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of their end items in this country. They would be filing patent appli
cations in the United States.

So, therefore, if you had a requirement for such certification to
validate the patent, then you would have some control over the use of
the guidelines in France and Germany. I do not know whether it
would be productive. I cannot suggest that it would. Again, I'm
certain that it would have holes in it, because all inventions are just
not patented.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Singer, do you have a comment I
Mr. SINGER. It seems to me that we are making certain very im

plicit and probably very wrong assumptions about the conduct of
people. I think Mr. Anderson was quite correct when he said that
people are really going to abide by the guidelines, just set them out
there and we'll abide by them. I think that has certainly been the
experience within the scientific community, albeit under a very pe
culiar kind of threat, namely, withdrawal of funding.

But even that work being conducted without Federal funds, insofar
as anyone can tell, being done in compliance-let us say university
research other than with Federal funds, with Cancer Society funds
or something like that, it is being done in accordance with the guide
lines. The scholarly pnblications in the relevant, field are one by one
adopting policies that require as part of the pnbldeation-i-and as you
recognize, publication is the name of the game of the scientist-s-that
there be a statement with respect to recombinant DNA research not
only that the research was done in accordance with the guidelines but
spe'iling out the level of containment used for the particular types of
experiments being reported upon. '
IfOne looks also in contrast to the stockbroker analogy at who it is

that is likely to be hurt by a violation of the guidelines, at least in the
stockbroker ease his violations 0:1 the broker-dealer rules may get him
in trouble but in the process he in a sense-what we are talkmg about
is stealing other people's money in that instance. The investigators,
whether they be industrial or academic laboratories, are talking about
themselves, the first victims, if you will, are very likely to be the'
inveetigators themselves and the immediate laboratory workers and
other people within the cartilege of the laboratory.

Their incentives to comply with what other people have thonght
to be reasonably safe suggestions are, I sugzest, different and I would
like to think higher than those kinds of risks that stockbrokers run
with other people's money and therefore might appropniately give
rise to different expectations as to the conduct of the-individual most
immediately affected. '

Mr. NEWBURGER. I think there really needs to bea couple of com
ments on what Mr. Singer suggests to you. 'First of 'all, the imposition
of a regulation may involve some cost for the person subject to the
regulatIOn. But, in large part, those 'are the costs that are already im
plicit in the NIH guidelines. Thus, fora person already subject to the
guidelines, the additional cost resulting from enacting regulation is
not very significant, except to the extent that the regulation has the
halo effects that I referred to earlier.

Therefore, the introduction' of regulation, with attendant enforce
ment techniques is nOF a major concern of the person who will comply
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anyway. What the enforcement technique is addressed to is the possi-
bility that somebody won't comply. .

Second, we must recognize that the incentives for the scientific
community are oriented toward achieving successful research, but the
goals of the regulations we are considering to insure public safety and
worker safety as well as to achieve successful research.. .

Thus, lam very troubled whenever somebody suggests a regulation
is necessary but assumes it will be complied with and, therefore, asserts
that effective enforcement mechanisms can be foregone. In such cir
cumstances, it is often difficult to ascertain whether everybody is com
ply\ng with the regulat.ion. If not given the absence of enforcement

.devices.we have not achieved our goal.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes, Mr. Anderson.
Mr. ANDERSON. I really can't let the comment by .this panel on

successful research go by. Mr. Singer made.the point before that sue
cessful research may be measured in some part in the research com
munity by the number of publications. His point. was that publication
is the name of the game.n it is interesting enough to make the journal,
then it is "successful" research.

I think you would find that, if we were doing research, the name for
successful research would be whether there is a product to be sold at a
proflt at the end of a research project. I think those are two different
definitions of successand I think they call for two different regulatory
concepts.

Mr. TnORNT<lN. I agree.
Mr. Singer, do you have a comment!
Mr. SINGER. Just one kind of response tothe last two remarks. I am

astonished to find myself having a good bit more confidence in even
the industrial scientist than apparently the Assistant General Counsel
or Patent Counselor Director of Patents has. This is a unique position
for me. It. seemsthat one other way to look at this when one talks about
the cost of compliance, the cost of compliance with the regulations or
the guidelines ill terms of the percentage of an academic grant which
must be devoted to upgrading laboratories, or if you will, determining
to do a different kind of experiment, are I would suggest substantially
greater in cash than are the costs of upgrading an industrial facility
to aP-3 or perhaps even P-4 status.

My own feeling is that the question of physical containment and
physical safety is going tobe handled. more quickly and more reliably
and with less pain financially within the industrial community than
within the academic community. The academic community is going to
have to spend what for it is a tremendous amount of money to come up
to P-3 levels Of containment. And I suggest they would abandon any
attempt to reach P-41evels.

Lthink that is simply likely. It is It0ing to be NIH or specific NIH
funding of regional centers, which IS likely to be the rule for P-4
experiments, '. .'

But for any particular department of biochemistry 01' biology even
at major universities to undertake the building of such.a facility it
seems to me in these days is just simply unlikely. Unlikely sufficiently
expresses my view on that, but the cost and reward potential for very
highly upgraded facilities within an industrial laboratory,it seems to
me, are minimal in comparison to the $150 million per year that is
spent only 'at Merck as part of its research budget. .



Mr. ANDERSON. I really don't know what I said that drew the com
ment I may lack confidence in our scientists. I would ratify Mr.
Singer's point. I do think the facilities of our laboratories and the
required new investment in facilities will be relatively less of a problem
for us. I also think that the people involved in this research may come
out of the universities and look toward industrial research.

Mr. THoRNTON. Mr. Latker!
Mr. LATKER. I am beginningto enjoy your question more and more

as the debate goes on because it keeps refining itself. I just have to make
a last statement about the statement I made before.

I suggested there would be holes, and as I hear the debate going on it
seems to me that in the industrial sector side, denied the possibility of
patent protection, because they did not abide by the guidelines, I think
you would have very few holes since I don't believe they would give up
the idea of patent protection just to avoid an investment contain
ment. I think all the holes would be on the nonprofit side because there
the incentive for filing patent applications is not as strong as it is on the
industrial side. Puttmg this all together, it could be suggested that
regulating legislation could be Itvoided bya threat of denial of patent
protection on the industrial side if the guidelines weren't observed and
mandating the guidelines on the university side as a condition of Gov-
ernment funding, . .'

Mr. SINGER. One more brief comment on the same point. The people
who work in industrial laboratories have a lot broader experience.
dealing with dangerous pathogens in laboratories. And if you look
back to where the containment standards.are developed, they are de
veloped from experience in dealing with dangerous pathogens at CDC
in Atlanta. Then have those scientists who are most actively involved
in doing active recombinant research-let us say that while there is
tremendous. ~rogress in many universities in dealing with da:,~ero~s

pathogens, It IS not the same people who are the molecular geneticista, If
you will, of the next decade who have already got that body of experi
ence and habit pattern, you have to look at the microbiologists I think
to learn how the'y do work with pathogens.

So the facilities, if you will, probably already exist in industrial
laboratories. I just am not hung up on the question of compliance with
announced guidelines. That, also, I think, colors my own view about
how rigorous or elaborate a system of regulation is likely to be required
to give us reasonably high levels of confidence that the guidelines are
in fact being observed. -

Mr. THORNTON. All reasonable men would certainly comply with
reasonable guidelines. I think the COncern is whether 'all men are
reasonable.

Mr. SINGER. Clearly, they are not.
Mr. NEWBURGER. And whether all guidelines are reasonable.
Mr. SINGER. That is less relevant. .
Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank you gentlemen for a most stimulat

ing discussion.
I would like to ask if we might submit Questions to vou for clarifica

tion or amplification of the areas we have covered this morning and
those areas which were mentioned in your prepared papers.

Are each of you willing to respond to such questions!
[Affirmative responses.J
[Mr. Newburger submitted the following additional information t]
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The Honorable Ray Thornton, Chairman
Subcommittee on Science, Resea~ch and Technology
Committee on Science and Technology
United States House of Representatives
Wash~ngton, DC 20515

Dear Representative Thornton:

On:May 26, at the request of your staff, I appeared before
your Subcommittee on a.panel discussing proposed regulations
of research using recombinant DNA technology.

During the course of that hearing, we discussed the
possibility that p~tents for discoveries resulting from research
using recombinant DNA technology be withheld from investigators
who do not demonstrate that they engaged in that research in a
manner consistent with the NIH guidelines. I have reviewed that
proposal since that hearing and write to send you more collected
thoughts on the sUbject.

At the hearing, we did not develop a thorough analysis of
the advantages and disadvantages of the proposal. As a result,
I think that both advantages were understated and some disad
vantages overlooked. Permit me tosurnrnarize some positive and
negative attributes of the proposal.

On the positive side, the proposal would present_:atremen
dous incentive for investigators--and particularly investiga
tors looking to the commercial utility of their work-~o·comply

with the NIH guidelines. Further, the regulation-would con
strain the manner in ~hich foreign investigators engage in re
search using recombinant DNA technology. While many of those
investigators would riot be subject to federal agency implemen
tation of the NIH guidelines, they would be forced to comply
with the guidelines if they are to market their discoveries
under patent in the United States. This, in turn, has the added
advantage of eliminating incentives to export domestic research.
This is similar to the advantage of which Mr. Singer spoke on
behalf of the federal government preempting regulation of this
sort of research: shopping for different research locations has
a lower payoff.

On the minus side, disadvantages also loom large. For
example, the proposal is to adopt an enforceme~t:deviceof the
very inflexible nature that I worried about in my paper. A

I
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problem related to serendipitous discoveries (one that did
not come up at the hearing on May 26) emphasizes that point.
We can anticipate that a patentable discovery using recom
binant DNA technology will be made in circumstances in which

.the investigator had not intended nor anticipated being in the
area of regulated activity. For example, as we know, research
is presently underway to verify the standards set by the NIH
guidelines. By definition, part of that research is outside
those standards. The product of a serendipitous discovery
during the course of that ~esearch might not be amenable, to
patent if the proposal were adopted, even though we-might e~

cuse an investigator frOm meeting regulatory standards because
of the serendipity of the discovery.

This problem might be mitigated by making very definite
and limited the area of conduct subject to the precondition
for obtaining a patent. However, the more that definition
is narrowed or made explicit, the more likely that conduct
which should be subject to the precondition will be allowed
to escape. Thus the likelihood that this type of regulation
will not cover all ponduct intended would increase.

The other major disadvantages of this proposal fall into
two categories: (1) The proposal would not extend to all re
search Using this technology, even in the United States.
(2) The device necessitates an added layero£ bureaucracy.

The precondition'on patents will not cover all research
for two reasons. Some researchers, particularly those in aca
demic settings, may be uninterested in the commercial value
of their discoveries. Other investigators may choose to
avoid review for having followed the standards by relying on
trade secrets, rather than,patents, to ensure the commercial
advantage of their discoveries. To avoid this disadvantage,
one requires a more direct form of regulation--such as licenses,
prohibitions, and government control of restriction enzymes-
to ensure all domestic research is covered.

There seems no way around this last disadvantage I per
ceive: The existence of the patent precondition requires an
administrative staff to implement it. Perhaps the matter could
be simplified, for example, by requiring the secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare to certify what discoverieschave
been made in compliance with the NIH guidelines and to require
patent applicants to obtain such certification as the con
dition to obtaining the patent. But. some added cost and
effort is involved.

An underlying principle also raises doubts about the
proposal. Indirect mechanisms complicate regulations. Pre
conditioning patent approval upon compliance with the guide
lines indirectly does what can be achieved by licensing and
prohibiting in the United States and by treaty agreeing to
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license and prohibit abroad. Such may be justified to achieve
goals not otherwise attainable. But, using more direct solu
tions may help make compliance easier and more predictable and
may contribute to better relations with other nations of the

,world.

I hope that these additional thoughts are useful for you.
The question is fascinating because the advantages and dis
advantages of the proposal are great.

Very truly yours,

1h+~~~
Assistant Professor of Law

DJN/ks

Mr. THORNTON. Thankyoufor your testimony.
[Whereupon, at 12:25p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]


